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General telegraph news.
Weather Indications.
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Genera] Telegraphic News.
Coroner’s jury renders verdict in Woodman

YANKEE GRIT.

I to paint and freshen up a room, a
chair, or some article of furniture, required lead and oil, numerous colors,
Japan, lots of stirring and grinding, to
end in disappointment at not reaching

the desired shade or tint.
Sow all is changed, and when spring
house-cleaning cpmes round if paint is
needed, yon have only to drop into our
store and select from a line of fifty
colors, any of the latest and most fashionable shades, ready to apply h,v
simply stirring the paint or shaking
the can first.
You have little idea what a change
25 or 50 cents’ worth of paint will
make in your home until yon try it.
We keep everything, almost, in this
line.

case.
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The future of our wagon roads.
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Music and drama.
The court record.
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Story: A weather prophet.
Poem: Pahsies.
Wit and Wisdom.

H. Hr HAY &

SON.,

Middle Street.
<ltf,lstor8tlip
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Page 7.

City janitors appointed.

Can Yon Write ?
That is, can you write a story?
If so, you will be interested in
this offer:
In order to attract attention to

Jlidden’s Magnetic Compound,
of $ lOO i’jTgoId, a’s follows:

For the best story submitted,
IN GOLD; second best,
25 IN GOLD; third best, $15
IN GOLD; fourth best, $10 IN
jfiOLD. The rules governing
this new, copyrighted contest,
are attached to every bottle or
Hidden’s Magnetic Compound.
Buy a bottle, read the rules,
and try for a prize.

$50

ijidden’s Magnetic Compound
i^sKING.

AH druggists sell it.

TRY IT.
T.
ILL DO YOU COOP.
EDICINE GO.,

Newburyport, Mass.
IstplycM

A lady in Boston
“Amanwrites:
dine with Quince
is so deliciously
clean and refreshing, I use it constantly in my fam-

Adding, “It
is just what the

ily.”

irritated.”
SOXjX)

by

EASTMAN BROS.
& BANCROFT.
eodtf

marl9

INCREASE YOUR INCOME.
Paid up Capital $600,000.
Offers its 6 per cent Bonds, interest semiannually, in denomina tions of $100, $200, $260,
$600, $1,000 and $5,000.
Organized in 1875 under Connecticut Banking
Laws. Supervised by Bank Examiner of Maine.

SEVENTEENTH YEAR OF BUSINESS.
Never a day’s delay in payment of interest
and matured principal. The bonds are a legal
Investment for Trust Funds in Connecticut

EVERETT SMITH,
98 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
2wteod8m

dec29

The UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY is now in the
forty-third year of its existence. It

TwentyMillions of Dollars to its policymore

than

holders and their beneficiaries and
possesses assets of more than Six
Million Dollars and a large surplus
wherewith to meet maturing liabilities.

It is

SMOKED

very mild and delicious cigar,

a

lO

CENTS.

THE OLD 49
5c.

CIGAR

is of extra quality and pleases the majority.
TRY

9

FOR

—r'23

SALE

i

At the conclusion of the
roll call the excitementhad risen to fever
comheat. The recapitulation being
pleted, the Speaker directed the clerk to
call his name. Mr. Crisp cast his vote in
the negative amid the deafening applause
of the advocates of the measure.
Mr. Bland changed his vote from the
negative to the affirmative that he might
have

Free

Coinage

Men in

Anti-Silver

Cyclone.

an

ring

sea

is an

opportunity

an

to

THEM.

EVERYWHERE.
IVF&Mlm

From

Some six years ago I was poisoned by
a
poison ivy, and though I employed
got
good TILE S7 Physician, yet itcaused
into I la Ei my blood, and
such a burning, Itching sensation
that it seemed as though I could tear

the very flesh from the bones—
all these years I have been troubled so
that my life has been a living death.
Last winter, I was taken 8/ H kin
with diabetis and run IvSbILF
down very fast—could get no help, until
Feb. 4th, mv attention was called to the
wonderful "cures DANA’S SARSAPARILLA was performing. I got a bottle,
and could not see that it helped me m
I
the
TSJ AT leaBt> but thought
would S SUM i give it a thorough
While taking the fonrth bottrial.
tle I began to improve. I have
taken thirteen bottles and am percannot
fectly well every way. II am
for
begin to tell you hoiv grateful
my recovery, and wish 0% I * B“S 5™
%JS
hv.
fad
w
everv one to know what

a good medicine DANA’S SARSAPARILLA is.
?

Hot what we say hut what the people say
sells BAHA’S SARSAPARILLA,
Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Maine.

MARCH

WINDS

strong enough to blow some cigars
into popularity. Our modest reminder of
are not even

Sleeper's Eye
Cigars

TRADE MARK REGISTERED.
S. S. SLEEPER Si CO.,
Factory, Boston,
eod2w
mans

THE WEATHER.
Generally Fair; Southwest Winds.

Washington, March 23.—[8 p. m.]—
The following is the forecast of the
weather for Maine:
Generally fair;
southwest winds.
local Weather

Report.

Portland, Me, March 23,1892.
3 A.

M.j8P.

M.

Barometer. 29.947 29.985
30.0
38.
Thermometer..
21.
Dew Point....25.

50.
Humidity.04.
W
Wind....W
7
Velocity.9
Weather.Cl’dles Cl’dles
Mean daily ther... 37.0|Max. vel. wind. ..10 W
Maximum ther.. .42.0 Total precip.... 0.01

Minimum tlier

...

Held

Responsible—

32.0|

Weather Observations.

The following are the observations of
the Agricultural Department Weather
Bureau for yesterday, March 23, taken at
8 p. m., 75th meridian time, the observations for each station being given in
this order: Temperature, direction of
the wind, state of the weather:
Boston, 38°, W, cloudless; New York,

j

that lord Salisbury

is serious in proposing that this government take separate bonds from the owners
of about 100 Canadian sealing vessels to
idemnify it for the injury they may
severally inflict upon our jurisdiction or
property and must decline to discuss a
suggestion which only his respect for
Lord Salisbury and his belief that his

Moved, Confusion Prevailed—The Sergeut-at-Arms Was Kept Busy, and

Speaker Crisp
Friends and

Evenly

Foes

Balanced

Treated Mr.

of
—

Temper—The

His

the

How

Williams

to

Bill

Pretty

Mr.

Hatch

some

Hot

Shot for Mugwumps.

Washington, March 25.—At 12.35 this
Lordship has a due appreciation of the
the battle in
Washington, March 24.—The follow- gravity of this discursion enable him to morning Mr. Bland gave up
We should the House and acknowledged that, after
seriousness.
treat with
of
the
late
an
abstract
is
Corresponding
of reStates and doubtless have to pursue and capture one of the most exciting sessions
United
ence between the
upon the sea many owners of those vesthe friends of the silver bill
Great Britain respecting the Behring sea sels to secure the bonds suggested. As cent years,
were powerless to bring it to a vote. The
controversy, yesterday transmitted to the the condition is to be that the obligers
House
then adjourned.
During the
the
arbitrators
shall
On February
pay any damages
Senate by the President.
may adjudge while the treaty gives the day’s session, a number of speeches were
Blaine
sent
Mr.
Pauncefote
Sir
Julian
1,
arbitrators no power to adjudge any
made prior to Mr. Bland’s motion to ora note stating that, in his opinion, the
damage, the transaction would bo withMr. Dingley
British commissioners were right in eut risk to the obligers and of no value der the previous question.
Maine took a hand in opposition, and
This government cannot consent
of
to
us.
under
had
no
that
power,
they
holding
to be its Mr. Hatch of Missouri, in support of the
to have what it believes
the present mandate, to discuss the quesor
impaired
destroyed
rights
measure, said some sharp things to Mr.
tion of a modus vivendi for the nest pending
determination
their
by
of Massachusetts.
Williams
was
an agreed tribunal however inadequate
fishery season; that their authority
Mr. Dingley, regarded the pending bill
confined to reporting their views on the security offered. Reference in my
last note to the inconsistency of Her as the most important measure brought,
what fishery regulations of a permaMajesty’s government in denying respon- or which would be brought, before
nent character might be necessary with
If enacted into
sibility for the acts of Canadian sealers the present Congress.
a view to arbitration and that the ques- was
it would revolutionize the standard
law,
Not Intended to Suggest Willingness
of value in which all exchanges were
tion of a modus vivendi pending the reon our part, under the circumstances, to
and all business transacted.
made
sult of the arbitration was one for the
see our property converted into a claim
Practically it provided that any holder
to
discuss.
two governments
of bullion could deposit at the mint 90
for damages.
cents worth of bullion and receive.thereLUBD SALISBURY’S Mil'll.
“As to His Lordship’s suggestion that for
$1.29. The effect of the bill would
On March 19,Sir Julian sent Mr. Whar- Canadian sealers
may have some claim be to give silver owners $21,000,000 more
ton a cablegram from Lord Salisbury, fap OAmTionoo+inn if ripnof TlwfoJn clvill ihan ih,■ v now received for their bullion.
saying: “Lord Salisbury again points out restrain Pelagic sealing, the President and dump into the United States the
that the information in the possession of directs me to say that he is not able to silver of Europe.
Mr. Bartine, of Nevada, followed in a
or subjeots of either
of
Her Majesty’s government does not lead see how citizens
He comthe treaty powers can, by any rule of law speech in favor of the bill.
them to believe that another year’s sus- or
claim batted the arguments in opposition claim
any
equity,
support
not sustained by the
their
pension is necessary to prevent undue against
respective
gov- ing that they were
out
such facts.
of
His ernments
diminution of the seal herds.
growing
Mr. Hatch, of Missouri, said that no
trade restrictions
as the
Lordship proceeds to observe that be- necessary
of
amount
to
sophistry, no selfish or
lawfully
impose
governments may
yond this the question is: It is considered promote larger considerations of public sectional appeal, could drive from this
The question the pledges made by the Demoby your government that they have the good and international peace.
cratic party in 28 states in which that
me to say in conclusion
President
directs
the
loss
from
to
be
they
protected
right
the modus of last year is the least party had declared that silver would be
that
in 1873
it
may incur from sealing being permitted this
government can accept. The Presi- restored to the place occupied
this year, in the event of their claim to dent learns with regret Her Majesty’s when it was demonetized by a RepubliThe Democrats who
Behring sea being upheld by the arbitra- government continues to assert the can Congress.
could not stand on the platform on
tors. He states that Her Majesty’s gov- right to deal with this subject precisely
had stood
if no provision was made for the set- which the Democratic party
ernment do not dispute that after the as
In that event, for 82 years
tlement of the dispute.
ratification of the convention,there will be this
Had Better Hunt a Hole
government, as already pointed out,
some foundation for this contention, but will be compelled to deal with the subsomewhere
else, [Laughter and apadds that the prohibition of all sealing ject upon the same basis and use every
If the gentlemen from New
The Brit- means in its power to prevent the destruc- plause.]
as a remedy has this defect.
ish sealers excluded from Behring sea tion or injury of its property and the York and Maryland [Messrs. Cockran
would have ground of complaint if the jurisdictional rights it has long claimed and Raynor] could fix the policy of the
British claim should be upheld by the and enjoyed.”
Democratic party, they would carry that
arbitrators.
RETALIATION PROPOSED.
party into the wilderness of absolute
Serious Damage Will Be Caused
The gentleman from MassachuA Blow at Canada’s Commerce to Bring defeat.
to the industry by the suspension of
setts [Mr. Williams] had attempted to
Her to Terms.
In view of all
sealing for a long period.
of the Democratic party.
Washington, March 24.—The Behring read him out The
the above considerations, it appears to
gentleman, with an
[Laughter.]
sea arbitration treaty came before the
egotism he had never heard equalled, in
Her Majesty’s government that it would
a
of
Senate today in the shape
report this House, had declared substantially
be more equitable to provide that sealing
from the committee on foreign relations that only those who agreed with him on
in Behring sea shall continue on the conThe this question were Democrats. The first
ratification.
its
dition that the owner of every sealing recommending
duty of a Democrat is to abide by the
vessel shall give security for satisfying main topic of the discussion was a reso- decision of his caucus and his convenany damage the arbitrators may judge.” lution reported from the committee on tion. [Applause.] “And when a gentleread me out of the
JULIAN
SIR
TO
WHARTON
ME.
foreign relations assuring the President man undertakes to said Mr.
Hatch, “I
PAUNCEFORTE.
of the support of the Senate in his ex- Democratic party,”
resent it with the indignation of a
simply
defend
American
to
to
Mr.
Wharton
purpose
March
On
pressed
replied
22d,
scratched a ticket
It was the Democrat who never
in the Behring sea.
a
nomination.”
“The further protraction of this rights
this:
idea that as Great Britain ap- and never bolted
expressed
discussion will make any modus vivendi peared to be stopped from acting accord- [Laughter.]
Mr. Williams—“Can you refer me to a
that may be agreed upon ineffectual to ing to the principles of justice through
Democratic
platform that ever declared
Canof
sentiment
the
To
protect the interests of the United States deference
for free silver?”
well
administo
be
would
it
and will give the Canadian sealers ada,
Mr. Hatch—“When you want a Demoter to the latter in the event of further
will get it from
Dvontinol immnnlHmi hv rfiflson nf thft
trouble from the seal question, a salutary cratic platform you
not from
impossibility of communicating to them lesson by the withdrawal of the privi- Democrats,
It is known to
the agreed restrictions.
lege of free shipment of products and
Men Whose Swaddling Clothes
the government that sealers have goods through the United States. No
the
to
their
on
the subject.
hastened
escape
departure
action was taken today
have not been on for a week, or a month,
notice of a possible modus and every
or years.”
[Laughter].
day almost adds to the fleet that must
Mr. Williams—“You want to read me
These vesbe overhauled at sea.
sels will, if not turned back, will go into
Behring sea and pursue to the very
shores of our islands the slaughter of the
mother seals seeking their accustomed
rookeries to be delivered of tlieir young.
now

40°, SW, cloudless; Philadelphia, 42°,
NW, clondless; Washington, 44°, W,
This is a Crime Against Nature.
cloudless; Albany, 38°, SW, cloudy; Bnf“This
government expects to show, if
falo, 34°, SW, cloudless; Detroit, 42°, SW,
cloudless; Chicago, 46°, S, cloudy; St. the arbitration proceeds, that the female
Paul, 50°, calm, partly cloudy; St. Vin- seals constitute the larger per cent of the
cent, 36°, E, cloudy; Huron, So. Dak.,
of pelagic sealers. That, in view
50°, S, cloudless; Bismarck, 52°, NE, catch
cloudless; Jacksonville, 76°, SW, cloudy. of this serious and confident contention
of this government, His Lordship should
The Wreck of the Harry White.
assume that another year’s suspension of
such sealing is not necessary to prevent
Providence, B. I., March 24.—The the undue diminution of said seal herds
only thing which marks the location of and should insist that pending the arbithe schooner Harry White, wrecked off
tration, it shall go on precisely as if no
Quonocontaug beach, is about twenty arbitration
was
upon,
agreed
has
not
It
feet of her topmasts.
yet is as
surprising as it is disapbeen learned whether the crew of seven
Her
If
government
Majesty’s
pointing.
escaped or not, hut it is feared all were so
little respects the claims of this
lost. The wreck is in the path of navias to bo willing to forbear
gation and unless marked immediately government
for a single season to disregard them,
will be very dangerous to steamers and
the President cannot understand why
sailing vessels.
Lord Salisbury should have proposed
and agreed to give those claims the
Involved.
Thousands
Many
dignity and standing which the reference
to a high court of arbitration implies.
24.—ExecuMarch
Aei.entown, Pa,,
Prom Hie moment arbitration was agreed
tions for $135,000 were entered this afterneither party was at liberty to
Iron
the
noon against
Company. upon,
Lehigh
disregard the contentions of the other.
and
a recent break
of
trade
Stagnation
It must be assumed that the sincere purin price are the causes assigned for the
to promote
pose of the two governments is
the
embarrassment sf
company,.

TO PROTECT THE SEALS.
Arrangements for This Year’s Cruising
the

of

American Vessels.

March 24.—While in-

Washington,
structions to the

commanding officers

of

the naval and revenue vessels, which are
to be assigned to the duty of protecting
the sealing industry during the coming
it
season, are not yet wholly completed,
is settled that they will differ from those
of last year in a most important particuof these vesIt is
sea.
however, to extend them

Last year the

operations

sels were confined to
now

proposed,

Behring

also to waters within the three mile limit
along the entire Alaskan coast north of
latitude 55 degrees to Unimak Pass,
south of

Behring sea.

In this way the seal here on its way to
the rookeries on Pribyloff Islands will be
protected at least to a limited extent
from poachers along the entire coast usually followed by them.
Experience has demonstrated that a
large number of seals are annually killed
in these shore waters especially in the
gulf of Alaska near Mount St. Elias an d
westward as far as Unimak Pass which
is used by the seals as an entrance to

Behring

sea.

Revenue vessels Carwin and Albatross

ffoswsvm

ox

Mjewj®

tagej

out of the

party?”

•Mr. Hatch—“No, sir; but you stated
that the time was coming when the Democratic party must choose between the
Democratic New England and the AlliI am
ance party of the South and West.
ready to take my stand now. I will swap
from
you for the barefooted statesman
Kansas.
[Loud and long oontinued
take your collaughter]. And I wijl
league and give him if I oan win back
from Georgia [Mr.
the°young Democrat
Wateon] who has gone astray.” [Laugh-

ter].

A.fter some further debate, Mr. Bland
demanded the previous question on the
pending bill.
M r. Burrows moved to lay the bill on
the table and demanded the yeas and
nays on his motion.

sian Cabinet.

move

reconsideration but, being advised that
the motion was defeated by a tie vote,

to the negative.
Mr. Enloe of Tennessee, with his hat
and
on, hastily strode into the House
said he desired to have his vote re-

•>

193.

rr. Johnson, of Ohio, moved to reconcn-dorV, vote by which the House re■»

fused to

moved

tabthe

to*hjy Mr.

row

oa

Kentu’0^* ™.°^'rd
°

nanys.
Mr. Bland,

discouraged at the last vote,
moved adjournment but his motion was
received with cries of “Ho filibustering,”
and he withdrew it. The roll was called
Then the
on the motion to reconsider.
thunder storm, which had been brooding
over the House the entire day, burst in
full violence and for 20 minutes or more,
Tho Cyclone Raged Supreme
Before the
throughout the House.
announcmcnt of the vote, the space in
front of the Speaker’s desk was crowded
a
with
jostling mass of members
desirous of knowing how they were recorded upon the bill.
The Speaker, without ordering a recapitulation, announced the motion to
reconsider defeated by a tie vote of 14S
to 148.
Messrs. Cockran, Fitch, Tracy and
iur.
Mutchler arose ana canea a nan.
Cookran had the most powerful voice and,
to
deheard
amid the confusion, he was
clare that the vote had not been recapitulated and he demanded a recapitulation.
The Speaker stated that the demand
came too late.
Mr. O’Neill, of Massachusetts, excitedly exclaimed that it'wa's not too late to
correct an error. He had kept a tally and
he knew that errors had been made.
The Speaker—“If any gentleman had
before
asked for a recapitulation
announcement, the Chair would have
After the announcement
ordered it.
the Chair would not order it.”
ensued.
A scene of great disorder
Messrs. Cockran, Fitch and O’Neill vainly endeavored to make their voices heard
and the Speaker showed symptoms of

The silver men
anger and impatience.
shouted for the “regular order” and the
anti-silver men urged Messrs. Cockran
The Speaker was
and Fitch forward.

compelled
Order the Sergeant-at-Arms

to conduct the excited members to their

S6Mr.’ Fitch asked

the Chair under what

rule he decided against recapitulation
and the Speaker quoted rule 15. He said
there was in the rule a provision for a
recapitulation of the vote whenever any
member asked for recapitulation before
The present octhe announcement.
cupant of the chair had never refused it
though [sarcastically] he had known
some of his predecessors to refuse it.
[Laughter and applause.]
Mr. Heed was instantly on his feet, but
Mr. Cockran got the start of him and
renewed the controversy with the Speaker.
Finally, Mr. Cockran appealed from
the decision of the Chair deciding it not
in order to demand a recapitulation.
Mr. Bland moved to lay the appeal on
the table, but both motions were avoided
liv

a.

fftw

Quiet Words from Ex-Speaker Reed.
He said it was not in the interest of anybody to have confusion on this question.
As he recollected it, the old custom of
the House was that a vote should be recapitulated unless by unanimous consent

it

Von

Emperor—He Remains Chancellor of
Empire-How a Head Bulloch

the

Slade Business

recapitulation

was

for Privy Councillors.

Berlin, March 24.—The Reichsanzeiger, the official organ of the government, says this evening: Chancellor von
Caprivi has been relieved of the functhe
presidency of
tions of the
will
but
Prussian
ministry,
Prussian
the
retain
position of
Count Von
minister of foreign affairs.
Eulenburg, grand marshal of the
court, will succeed General Von
Caprivi as president of the ministry.
Dr. E. Von Bosse is

All

minister

on

Account of

Dead Bullock.

a

London, March 24.—The customs authorities have been placed in a dilemma
by the inconsiderate action of a bullock,
which jumped from the British steamer
Monarch, Captain Bristow,

at

The steamer
London from New York.
Vs lying in the Albert Dock on Sunday
niirhi" when in some manner the bullock
When an attempt was made
him he PlunSed overboard
to capture
capture ,TOed- The contagious disall American cat,
eases act require,
.yfled ^o be free from
tie that are not cei.
l(J t Deptford> The
disease shall be lanut>
huUo^k wer0 laid
facts m the case of the w
p-*tfln<iiva
before the privy, council,
and

«Sthat

body

correspondence between
pj.
wed
the customs authorities folio-" T‘
issued
was
an
order
,
directing
nally
the carcass of the bullock, which
.^
been floating about the dock for twY
thus
to
taken
be
obeying
Deptford,
days,
A customs officer
the letter of the law.
had been detailed to watch the carcass
while it was in the water.
France Will Not

Apologize.

Paris, March 24.—M. ltibot, minister
of foreign affairs, has informed Lord
Dulferin, British ambassador, that after
the close of the investigation the govern-

has concluded that no blame attached to the police for arresting Mr.
Purdie and his brother, who were recently taken into custody at the Autevil races
ment

on suspicion that they were English pickpockets, and that, therefore, France refuses-to make either reparation or apology for the arrests, as asked for by the

Politics Caused tliis Murder.

Cork, March 24.—Joseph Joyce, a supporter of the Parnellite section of the
Irish parliamentary party, was yesterday
sentenced to be hanged for the murder of
Patrick O’Leary, an anti-Parnellite. The
only motive for the crime was the illfeeiing Joyce entertained for O’Leary
because of his different political views.
SHORE LINE IN COURT.
Lewis

Green Sues

D.

to

Recover 2000

Shares of Stock.

Machias, March 24.^Lewis D. Green,
of Fort Lagan, in the State of Colorado,
has brought a bill in equity agiinst Wm.
M. Nash, Austin Harris, Lemuel G.
Downes, John K. Ames and Benjamin
Lincoln, all citizens of Washington
Mr. Green, who is one of the
county.
who, for some years, have
een trying to build the Shore Line railroad, alleges that he, in January, 1891, becoming anxious lest the legislature
should not pass the bill extending the
charter of the Shore Line railroad, made
an agreement through his attorney to
transfer in trust to the defendants in this
suit, 2000 shares of the Shore Line railroad stock of which he was the owner,
they agreeing that if such transfer was
made, the bill should be passed by the
legislature. The transfer was made according to agreement. Mr. Green now
asks the court to set aside the transfer
and return the stock to him. He claims
that there was no valuable consideration
for the transfer and that the terms o the
trust are vague and indefinite, containing
no sufficient words,provisions and limita-

fentlemen

tions to raise a trust.

The defendant’s reply is that the
IS IIUL ti rcsiuout

piamant

Ui

com-

wiu uutio ujl

Maine and that the bill in equity has not
been endorsed in accordance with law
and on those grounds they ask that it be

quashed.

It is the general opinion among the
people best informed in Washington
county that the road is not likely to be

for many years
dispensed built

That

recapitulated.
and then, amid intense excitement, the
Messrs. Mever of Louisiana and Huff
Burroll
on
Mr.
the
call
to
of
clerk began
Pennsylvation, who were on record,
their votes be recorded
rows’s motion, which brought the ques- demanded that
That was done and
The excite- in the affirmative.
tion to a square test vote.
W
as
the
call.
jfcceiiwk'WfB
ment became more intense

appointed

of ecclesiastical affairs, public instruction and medicinal affairs, to succeed
Count Von Zedlitz who, while resigning
that office retained rank as a Prussian
minister.

custom was somewhat
in orchanged during the last Congress,filibusder to allow the Speaker to stop
arisen
had
If Mr. Cockran
tering.
of
demanding
the
for
purpose
a recapitulation and the Chair had not
he
the
to
confusion,
him
heard
owing
Chair
[Mr. Reed] had no doubt the to
be
would allow the recapitulation
made unless ho believed the recapitulation was asked from filibustering motives.
The Speaker replied if the gentleman
from New York stated that, at the propa
reer time, he had arisen to demand
capitulation, the Speaker would order it,
Mr. Cockran said he had not risen to
make that demand. He had been waitcomplete their
ing for members to
changes, and the vote was announced before he had an opportunity to ask for a
He now asked unani-

with.

Caprlvl’s Retirement i. in AccordWith His Agreement With the

ance

Persian

morning.

“We do not -want a recess,” came in a
chorus from both sides of the House.
Mr. Breckinridge then withdrew his
motion, and the motion to table the
motion to reconsider was rejected—yeas,
145; nays, 149. [Applause by the antisilver men.]
The Speaker stated the vote recurred
on the motion to reconsider and Mr.
Reed, of Maine, demanded the yeas and

To

LITTLE DIFFICULTY.

biU and Mr. Bland

Mr. Breckinridge, of
until 10 o’clock-

to take a recess

FRANCE AND ENGLAND HAVING A

■

Speaker Crisp—“The Chair will hear
on the question whether
recapitulation.
or not that motion takes precedence.”
mous consent that the recapitulation be
Mr. Burrows read from rule 10, clause made
4, giving the order in which motions
The Speaker—“The Chair will cheermight be made. The Chair
fully put that request.”
No objection was made and the vote
Decided in Favor of Mr. Burrows

the gentleman

Retires From the Prus-

again changed

the Time the Previous Question Was

Lost

Caprivi

Von

a

Upheld.

Difficult to Believe

IN mm LANDS.

progressed.

infraction of its jurisdiction and property right®. In the opinion
corded.
of the President, it would discredit, in
The Speaker—“Was the gentleman in
the eyes of the world, the two great govthe House during the roll call and failed
ernments involved if
to hear his name called?”
a
Single Season
Mr. Enloe responded in the negative
The Paltry Profits of
THEIR
MAKE
and the Speaker said the gentleman
PRESIDEN T’S REPLY TO THE should be allowed to thwart or even dis- THEY MUST
could not vote.
turb the honorable and friendly adjustMr. Enloe announced that he had just
FIGHT OYER AGAIN.
BRITISH PREMIER.
ment of their difference, which is so
come in from an investigating commitHi® Lordship shall
nearly concluded. If
Mr. Herbert of Alabama, next asked
adhere to his refusal to unite with us in
the privilege of being recorded and the
to
measures
effective
stop
prompt and
Speaker inquired if the gentleman had
neiSgic sealing and shall insist upon
failed to hear his name called.
the Pandemonium
British
for
and
subjects,
sealing
Mr. Herbert replied “I could not say
Letter in Which He Declared Our free0
this government is
affects
it
that” and accordingly the Speaker requestion aS
loss
of
pecuniary
pending
no longer one
fused to permit him to vote.
a Vote Could Not Be Taken.
and self respect.
Would Be
or gain, but of i^oor
The motion was lost
notwithstanding
“This government,
By a Tie Tote, 148 to 148.
the fact that its right to take? seals upon
The Maine members all voted. Mr.
the Pribyloff islands is undisputed and
Outhwaite of Ohio at.once moved to adwholly uninvolved in the arbitration profrom the island
poses to take no profit
E lull caused by me. journ.
LllTT
ONE
RETALIATION AGAINST CANADA catch but to limit the taking of seals to
Mr. Bland asked if the affect of adthe necessities of the natives of those
REED’S SE3ible WORDS.
PROPOSED BY SENATORS.
islands.
It cannot consent that, with
journment would be to make another
idemnity or without, the contested
special order necessary to call up the bill
Many
rights of British subjects to catch seals
and the Speaker said it would.
in Behring sea shall be exercised pendanti-silverites voted in oppopronounced
I
oitinn
m/l+ifTn
tl.Ylfl
if.
WJ1.S Inst. IK)
the
arbitration.
ingttrru,-finite

by Which We Would Take the Bonds
of Canadian Seal Poachers.

CURED!!

MIDDLETOWN. CONN.

YOU

Paltry

Gain.

Salisbury’s Position Books Ridiculous in the Bight of the President’s
Reply—He Has a Remarkable Scheme

Biddeford, Me., Aug. 6,1891.
Messrs. Dana Sarsaparilla Co.,

THE MIDDLESEX MUM COMPANY,

HAVE

the basis
rights of Canadian sealers, no
choice is left to this government but to
of its confident
proceed upon the basis
contention that pelagic saalmg in Beh-
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Bord
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Our town clocks.
Fire in Williams’s hall.
Struck by a switch.
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will.
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BUCKINGHAM
CEuropean Plan)—Fifth Avenue, Few

private sitpassed cuisine, elegant public
ting-rooms. Every modern improvement, perfect sanitation and moderate charges.
Tariff-r-single rooms from one to two dollars
per day—double bed rooms with bath attached,
two to six dollars per day. Magnificent suites,
Parlor, large airy bed room, with bath and
dressing room attached, six dollars, and upward per day according to size and location.
WETHEKBEE & FULLER, Proprietors,
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and
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the vote stood—yeas, 150; nays, 148. The
Result Was Loudly Applauded
by the anti-silverites. The Chair stated
that the question then was on the motion to lay upon the table the pending
bill.
After a time order was restored, and
The recapitulathe roll call proceeded.
tion having shown that Mr, Donovan of
Ohio voted in the negative, Mr. Outhwalte questioned Mr. Donovan’s vote.
Mr. Outhwaite thought Mr. Donovan
had not been in the House. These remarks were greeted with vehement protests from the silver men and exclamations of surprise from the Kepublicans,
Mr. Boutelle Shouting,

“It can’t be the Democrats
repeating
A" tremendous uphere in the House.”
roar fgllowed,and the sergeant-at-arms
had to exercise his authority. After
some further controversy, the Oia;r ,je.
cided that Mr. Donovan’s njrjhe should
remain on the roll as recorded. The
Speaker announced the vo/[e as 445 to 148
the House refusing to lay the bill on the
The Chair announced that the
table.
question recurred
Mr. Bland’s motion
for the previor a
question on the bill and
the amendments.
Motion? to adjourn and to take a recess th'rin followed in
quick succession
untft after midnight, when Mr. Bland
8&ve up the battle and, declaring that it
'was evident no vote would be taken on
the bill tonight, moved to adjourn. The
motion was carried. The silver bill now
goes to the calendar. It is probable the
committee on rules at an early day will
report a resolution for its further consideration.
are

Judge of the Court of Claims.
■Washington, March 25.—The President today sent to the Senate the nomination of Stanton J. Peele, of Indiana, to
be judge of the Court of Claims, vice G.
W. Scofield, relieved.
For

Mr. Blaine

Getting Stronger.

Secretary
Washington, March 24.
Blaine is gradually regaining his strength
and is now able to take a snort walk in
the open air whenever the weather is
favorable. While he has not as yet resumed active control of business at the
state department he is fully advised of
all the important diplomatic and consular transactions, and he has been furnished with copies of the recent correspondence on the Behring sea question.
He took a longer walk than usual today.
—

DRAYTON AND BORROWE.
They Are

Here

"On Business” and Will
Not

PROTECT THE SEALERS.

Majesty's Ships Said To Be Sailing to

Talk.

Northward.

the

York.

This deservedly popular house situate in the
fashionable, convenient and healthy locality, with magnificent dining-rooms, unsur-
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eral naval vessels.

Her

most

FIRST

have already gone to Alaskan waters on
this mission and yvill soon be followed by
the Kush and Bear and possibly by sev-

TO

HOTEL.

FROM

London, March 24.—It is stated today
excellent authority that Kear Admiral Hotham, of the British Pacific squadron, has received instructions to protect
on

the Canadian sealers in event that no arrangement can be arrived at with the
United States.
Lord Salisbury was at first inclined
not to take this step, and simply to leave
the matter alone, letting the Canadians
take their chances to escape from the
American revenue cutters, and of litigaTo this,
tion in the American courts.
Sir Charles Tupper, the Canadian High
Commissioner, is said to have strenuous-

ly objected.

He

pointed

out that such a

would be in marked and dishonorable contrast to the strong foreign policy which lias characterized Lord Salisbury’s government in other regions of
the world, and that a failure to protect
British subjects engaged in an occupation asserted by Great Britain to be lawful, would be a virtual abandonment of
all claim
to
Canadian loyalty. Sir
Charles, it is stated by an eminent Canadian, who is supposed to be thoroughly in
his confidence, gave Lord Salisbury to
understand that Canada did not ask for,
but demanded the protection of England
and that nothing less than complete protection would be satisfactory to her people. Should the the sealing issue result
in war, the Canadians would be prepared
to do their part and prove their loyalty
on land, but they must look to England
for defence at sea. Sir Charles is said tg
have Urged that England oould affgJu a
quarrel with the United States, a§ jt, was
course

refrardinfr which' ,iw,
world will be on
side as
against the claim,sgfl; to a monopoly of
animals
the high seas.
A
from Victoria, B. C., says
4b at liear Admiral
Hotham, has sent a
cable despatch to Esquimalt that war
ships Melpomene, Champion and Warspite have started for Esquimalt and that
they will reach there on April 1, two
months earlier than the time previously
arranged for their arrival. This sudden
change in the disposition of the ships
has caused no little comment and is taken to indicate a serious phase in the
a,

nnestinn

English

roarpiag
des^patci!

Behring

sea

dispute.

THE TALK OF THE PAPERS.
What British Editors Say of the Prospect
of Trouble.

and diplomats on both sides do not soon
find some modus vivendi, the arbitration will soon be no more than one of
those good intentions a certain place is
paved with. As appearances go, President Harrison will not necessarily score
at all points.”
“The Behring
The Chronicle says:
sea case looks like a dangerous deadlock.
mi_t

u.t

j—4-V,

discussion it has been apparent that
America’s view of arbitration meant
that England should bo persuaded or coerced into a full acceptance of the American demands. The diplomacy of President Harrison’s reply is hard to grasp,

Cat’s

Bite.

Suffering
May’s Landing, N. J., March 24.—At
the small town of Centreton, this county, Miss Kittie Peacock, aged 18, lies in a
critical condition at her home, sufforing
from blood poisoning, the result of a cat
bite on the thumb, received over a week
ago. Her right arm is much swollen,
and a large ab'cess has formed just below
She is the daughter of
the shoulder.
James Peacock, a small farmer, living en
The young
the outskirts of the village.
woman was delirious yesterday, and it
required the combined efforts of her
father and brother to hold her in bed.
a

of Lord Salisbury, and of hi
upon the Insti
A quotation
tutions of this country.
from Salisbury’s speeches in Parliamen
shows the measures lie takes of ouj
be found in volume
It
norance

contemptuous comments

SALISBURY’S
Former Utterances

IGNORANCE.
of

the

Premier

Re-

specting: America Recalled.

.Boston, Mass., March ,24.—A Washington despatch to the Journal says:

The United States is better prepared
dishonor.
for war than for national
That is the answer which is made by
patrionic men of both parties to the suggestion that this government is ill prepared for war with Great Britain. It is
evident that the Behring sea complication has entered upon a serious stage.

-FOR

may
country.
Year
page482, of Mr. Blaine’s “Twenty the
juIn an attack upon
in Congress,”
said
he
diciary of the United States

Perfect

Satisfaction

‘American courts are not free from circumstances of suspicion attaching t
them pecuniarily. It might be that m
old times judges sat on the American

.AZOX)

Bench who enjoyed world wide reputathree
tion, but within the last two or deliv
have
years the American tribunals
ered their decisions under the pressure
of fixed bayonets. The Supreme Court
of America two years ago-was applied to
for the purpose of enforcing the provis- 1

LYDIA E.

Ye deserve your trade because we give the fairest,
squarest opportunity for BUYING HONEST goods

PINpjAM’S YECMEPT0A,^I

at BED ROCK FRIGES.

Remedy COWrUU n R
Istheoaly Positive Cnre
for the peculiar weaknesses
of women.
Woo1_
It cubes the worst fornJ® ST Female Complaints, that Bearing-down Feeling, Weak
all
Back, Falling and Displacej^nt of the Womb, Inflammation, Ovarian Troubles, andDis
Organic Diseases of the \jferug or Womb, and is invaluable to the Change of Life.
solves and exp*lg TuflJOfg from the Uterus at an early stage, and checks any tendency to
Exhaustion,
Cancerous
ufhor. Subdues Faintness, Excitability, Nervous Prostration,
Cures Headache, General Debility, Ind gcstion,
an.i strengthens and tones
of either sex,
ot
cure
For
the
Complaints
whole
Kidney
the
and
system.
etc.,
invigorates
Mis or
as a standard article, or sent by mail, informof
Lozenges, on receipt of $1.00.LYDIA E. PINKHAM MED. CO., LYNN, MASS,
..

vice-presideut is John T. Kelly, a tea ox
pert, employed by a Wall street tea
He lives on Pierrepont street,
house.
Brooklyn. He is a graduate of the keely
Institute in White Plains, ancL^jgcordihg

SPRING OVERCOATS.

tU,An*D^”i""<seU U*

is of great.An llliicirai.fi hank, entitled Guide to Health and ttiquette,1’ by Lydia E. Pinkham,
us with two 2-cent stamps.
value to1 ladies. We will present a copy to anyone addressing

/
to his own statement he nSnaged while
there to secure possesion 0f SOme of the
Tf,js lie had analyzed 1___,_■
injection fluid
and the secret
were learned.

[

properties
the jail here, having

Kelly

VALUE FOR YOUR MONEY.

a

To this class of women and girls we proffer both sympathy, K'M aid.
When those distressing weaknesses and derangements assedl you, remember that there is a Remedy for all of them. We have on
record thousands ot such cases, that have been restore?1, to vigorous health
and lives of usefulness.

Kelly and the Keely Cure.
Tkoy, March 24.—Two months ago a
bi-chloride of gold cure association
organized here under the laws o'f New
Jersey witli a capital of $100,000. The

been infested twice within

To' WORK."

‘■| AM NOT WELL ENOUGH

daily event in mills, shops, factories, etc. It is the point where
Nature cap endure no more, and demands a rest. Then the poor
sufferer worn with toil, and broken in health, stands aside to make room
for another. “Quick consumption” they called it.
This is

ions of the American Constitution; but
the judges were unable to pronounce tlie
judgment which their consciences would
have prompted them to deliver, because
the soldiers of President Lincoln appearing at tlieir doors in arms so terrified
them that they perverted the law to suit
the design of the Executive.”

Whether your ideas be extremed or conservative our stock or
lightweight Overcoats is comprehensive enough to accommodate
are all right
*ervbody, The young men’s Overcoats for instance
otheres to salt the
the young fellows and then we have plenty of
1 for
of experience have
san of sober and staid ideas, whose years
the extravagant.
solidified his ideas and cooled his ambition for can
get the best
\ good deal depends upon knowing where you
our store is worth
and most for your money. A five minutes visit to
o year’s education in clothing to anyone.
it all over#
We have everything that is new. Come in and look
and wonder how
Toil’ll he pleased with the goods and the ervice
sales
can afford to do business on such small profits, well, big

_?^

I

week for in
t'Sication. He appears to be of unsound
mind. He declares that while suffering
from extreme nervousness he visited a
Brooklyn drug store and took a sedative,
one of the principal ingredients of which
As a result he went on a
was alcohol.
until respree. Kelly is wealthy, and
cently was in business in Albany. He is
married, but he and liis wife have sepaa

I

_

ue

fell the story.

rated.

SPRING AND SUMMER SUITS, >

LEWISTON WANTS A LEAGUE.
Base

Ball Enthusiasts Take Steps to Form
a

Club There.

Just look at our New Suits, they are marvels in style, beauty
live goods at live
and general excellence. We are live people witli
run
orices. The quality, cut and make of our suits are right, you
not only looks right but,
no risk in buying from us for the clothing
down
it sets well aud feels right and the prices are right too-right
to hard pan.

i

[Special to the Press.]

Lewiston, March 24.—Messrs. F. L.
Leonard of Portland and C. H. Greenleaf of Worcester, Mass., representing
the committee in charge of the arrangements for the proposed New England
base ball league met the local enthusiasts of this city and Auburn tonight.
The meeting was held at the DeWitt
house and the large number present, the
parlors being filled, was an indication of
the interest felt in the two cities in the

___

New Yoek, March 24.—The Majestic
did not reach her pier until 7 o’clock this
morning, having remained at anchor all
night in the North river. Before leaving
the vessel, Mr. Borrowe was asked for a particularly coming from a nation that,
statement in regard to the scandal in however young in the usages of diploma^
whieb his name is connected. “I had cy, is at least a great professed admirer
much rather not talk about this matter,” of peace.”
“We hesitate to
The Telegraph says:
said Mr. Borrowe, “as I have had no
chance to see my friends or learn any- qualify the news as alarming, but it certhing beyond what I have seen in the pa- tainly is troublesome and disquieting.
pers brought on board the steamer yes- We can only hope that President Harriterday. This I can say, however, I knew son’s threat of military coercion is inacnothing of these publications until I saw curately reported. He may rest assured
them in the New York papers, and I cer- that we are not likely to believe in the
tainly didn’t authorize them. I have a virtues of the modus vivendi because
great admiration for Mrs. Drayton, as I recommended at the sword’s point.”
The St, James Gazette says that .the
have for many other ladies of my acquaintance, but these charges are so ut- dispute is clearly becoming critical. It
terly false that I don’t know what to say. looks as though no agreement would be
With the
I cannot say anything about Mr. Drayton made pending arbitration.
He knows how to communicate with me British and American squadrons face to
be
exhad
rather
not
to
feel
I
face it is impossible
or mv friends, and
anxiety
cused from saying anything about him. as to what might happen if a couple of
the
lose
board
should
on
remote
sea
times
in
a
naval
offloers
severar
We met
The
steamship, but didn’t speak or recognize their heads or their tempers.
“We are not going to
one another.
Now, if you will excuse Gazette adds:
me,” continued Mr. Borrowe, “I will war with the United States, or rather,
talk with you later, but just now I want the United States are not going to war
with us over the seals, but it must be
rest' ^
When asked if he intended to meet confessed that diplomacy, so far, has
field
of only succeeded in getting matters in an
Mr. Drayton in New York on the
honor, Mr. Borrowe replied that he was uncomfortable and alarming position.”
The Pall Mall Gazette says: “Presihere on business, and happened over
dent Harrison is again riding his high
on the same steamer with Mr. Drayton.
Mr. Borrowe would not say what his norse uouuu lor me ricsiucuncu eiecuuu.
plans for the future were, nor would he Arbitration being agreed upon, the only
say whether or not he knew anything thing left was to come to loggerheads
with Lord Salisbury over the course to
of the whereabouts of Mr. Drayton.
be pursued during the arbitration. The
differences will, of course, be adjusted.
The Killing of Carlsson.
They are worthy of notice only as anvia
Galveston,
Chili,
Valparaiso,
other instance of posing of the President
Texas, March 24.—The Fiscal’s report on prior to the election.”
the Carlssen case, says that the evidence
The Globe says: “The latests tidings
fails entirely to show that the police had would excite alarm if it were not known
death. As, however,
any hand in his
that President Harrison’s bluster is
Consul McCreary claimed that they had, nothing more than an election appeal to
to
of
Crimes
the
the Fiscal directs
Judge
the class of electors who love to see
order the police to pursue the investiga- Great Britain insulted. The presence of
in
to
the
tion into
regard
case, especially
a British squadron in Behring sea will
some beachcombers who were in Carlsinsure that if President Harrison fulfills
sen’s company on the night he was mur- his threat of using military force Engdered.
land will not want the means to return a
Senor Trumbull arrived here today. sufficient Roland for his Oliver. Happily,
There is much comment in the Chilian however, there is not the slightest
papers on Admiral Walker’s movements chance of matters coming to that stem
at Buenos Ayres.
issue.”
from

Secretary Blaine,
health, has not taken part in the preset”
phase of this controversy, but lie undrawn for the world a picture of the ip

London, March 24.—The Graphic says
this morning on the Behring sea question: “The dispatch of a portion of the
Pacific squadron northward shows that
Lord Salisbury is not disposed to recede proposed league. The meeting heartily
endorsed the project of a league similar
from his position.
Happily, there is to the Western Association and a comfurther
time
for
of
negotiations. mittee of six was raised to solicit funds.
plenty
President Harrison has apparently taken It was also voted to send a delegate to
March
Lord Salisbury’s complaisance for irreso- the meeting to be held in Boston,
lution, hence his swaggering rejoinder. 30th.
A little more correspondence and reflection will show him his mistake.”
The Morning Post says: “It is impossible to believe that when the glamour of
the elections is removed from the eyes of
American statesmen they will fail to reof Lord
cognize the inherent fairness
Salisbury’s proposition. So small a matter cannot produce serious friction between two great nations allied by blood.”
The Daily Hews!says: “If the statesmen

miscellaneous.

MISCELLANEOUS

Yet it seems imp
of war.
sible that Great Britain can permit in
of
Lord
Salisbury to go
jingo policy
far.
owing to n

possibility

#
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Rockland, March 24.—The barkentin
Henry Norwell, of New York, has been
purchased by F. Cobb & Co.,'of this city,
and will be commanded by Captain B. F.
Cushman, formerly of the schooner
Jennie A. Cheney. Captain Cushman
has already gone to New York to take
charge. The Norwell is a vessel of 534
tons, built in Bath in 1873.
The town of Friendship has voted 1 to
102 against building a new county jail.

The People’s held a largely-attended
Adpolitical meeting here tonight.
dresses were delivered by Dr. L. F. Webster, of Webster, and Hon. I. R. Clark,
of Bangor.
WANT SAN QUINTIN.
The

British Said To Be Scheming lor
New

Coroner’s Jury Finds

The

Fault

a

Coaling Station.

San Fbancisco, Cal., March 24.—The
threatened trouble with Great Britain
over the Behring Sea question makes interesting the revelations of Charles E.
Anthony, a civil engineer who recently
reached San Diego from Lower California.
Anthony claims to have proof
of a plan of the English government to
seize the harbor of San Quintin, Lower
California, for a coaling station, and he
gives new facts in regard to the scheme,
which may yet be carried out. He says:

“All the 'railroad building and irrigation works planned by the Mexican International Company are simply a blind
to cover the plans of the English govern-

secure a coaling station in
ment to
Lower California, as in the event of the
the Nicaragua Canal it will
of
building
be neoessary for the English to have a
base of supplies somewhere between the
Pacific entrance to the canal and British
Columbia. At the time of the filibustering scare two years ago the British warships Pheasant and War Spite were lying off San Quintin, on the edge of the

norizon, waiving mr a signal uuui linin'i gilts back of the town that American
filibusters had arrived. In that case they
were to steam in, seize the harbor, and
raise the British flag, under the pretext
The
interest.
of protecting English
alarm of the Mexican government spoiled
the filibustering scheme, and the two
English vessels finally sailed up the
coast; but the plan of securing a coaling
station hasn’t been abandoned, and on
the first opportunity San Quintin will be
seized.
“All the work about Ensenada is a
Mr. Blaine has several
mere farce.
times been warned of intrigues of this
internatiohal company, and he lias sent
special agents to watch them. The final
resort of the company, in case all other
plans fail, is to surrender the concession
of 18,000,000 acres, and demand of the
Mexican government as compensation
the cession of San Quintin and the surrounding land. This now seems to be

the plan that will bo followed.”

Authority Now.
Biddefokd, March 24.—Saco’s regular
Well Armed With

police officers, whom Mayor Bradbury
appointed and the Democratic aldermen,
refused to confirm, have been commissioned as deputy sheriffs to prevent any
further question of their authority to
Even the most conservative talk of the make arrests.

Augusta, Me., March 24.—Following
is the completed programme for the
Maine M. E. Conference, which opens in

Augusta Tuesday, April 12th, as arranged by Bev. I. G. Boss of Augusta:
Tuesday—Examination of the Itinerants’ Inditute. Evening, reunion prayer meetin g, led
uy Eev. J. M. Frost of Portland.
Wednesday 9. a. m., devotional services, led
ijy Rev. G. R. Palmer; administration of tlip
Lord’s Slipper and business; At2 p. m., anniversary of the Church Extension Society, Rev.
A. S. Ladd nreskling, with addresses bv Mr.
and liev. I.
Ladd, Rev. F. C. Rogers, Auburn, the
Woman s
Luce. 3.50 p. m., anniversary of
Homo Missionary Society, Mrs. C. F. Alleni preof DelaE.
L.
Mrs.
Albright
address
siding;
by
ware; 7.30 p. m., by special request, aD address
L>.IX,
LL.D.,
subject
D.
A.
GoodselL
by Bishop
•My Recent Tour in the Orient.”
devotional
services,
a.
m..
Thursday—8.30
led by Rev. W. S. Mclntire of Biddeford, followed by business at 9 a. m.; 2 p. m., anniversary of the Sundav School Union and Tract Societies, Eev. J. M. Frost presiding; addresses
of the
by Mr. I* G. March, state field worker
Maine Sunday School Association, Rev. N. C.
3.30
p. m.,
D.;
Clifford, Rev. J. F. Clymer, D. of
Mame, Rev.
Anniversary of the Bible Society
J. H. Trask presiding;. addresses by State SuO. O.
perintendent E. B. Stilson and General
Howard; 7.30p. m., anniversary of the General Missionary Society; address of correspondD. D.
ing secretary, Rev.. J. 0. Peck,
Friday-8.30, devotional services led by Rev.
I. Luce; business; 10 a.m., lay electoral conference in the vestries of the church; 2p. m.,
by
reception of lay delegates with an address
the bishop; 3.30 p. m., anniversary of the
Woman’s Foreign Missionary Society, Mrs. I.G.
Ross presiding; address by Rev. Charles 1 arkanhurst, editor of Z on’s Herald; 7.30 p. m., Edniversary of Freedman’s Aid and Southern
adH.
Chase presiding;
ucational Society. Rev.
dress by Rev. George W. Gray, D. D., corresponding secretary.
Saturday—8.30 p. m., Devotional services led
by Rev. S. Hooper; business; 2 p. m.. educan'rnnutin^

if

Tluivp.r.

nresidmg: ad-

Raymond, D. D., presiUniversity; Rev. L. P.
Townsend. D. D„ of Boston University; Rev. E.
5T. Smith, D. D., president of the Maine Wesannileyan Seminary, Kent’s Hill; 8.30 f>. m.,
addressversary of the Preacher’s Aid Society,

dresses by Rev. B. F.
dent of the Wesleyan

es by Rev. W. F. Holmes, Rev. F. 0. Haddock,
Kev. Matt. S. Hughes; 7.30 p. m., one hour
prayer service for members of the conference
and candidates for ordination only, led by Bishop Goodsell.
T,
Sunday-9 a. m., love Feast, led by Rev. E.
T Adams, presiding elder of the Lewisuin district; 10.30 a. m., sermon by Bishop Goodsell;
2 p. in., sermon by Rev. L. P. Townsend, D. 1).,
followed by ordination services; 7 p. m., revival
services, sermon by Rev. J. F. Berry, 1). 1)., of

Chicago.
Monday—8.30 a. m., devotional services led
by Rev. C.E. Springer; business; 2 p. m., reEeague
ports of committee; 7.30 p. m., Epworth
of
rally, Rev. E. 0. Thayer, presiding; address
Rev. J. F. Berry, editor of the Epworth Herald.

Lend us your ear a minute, we just want to tell you confide
3y that we have got the greatest array of TROUSERS thatj
graced our counters.

ROTS’ IND CHILDREN’S CLOTH*.

MR. WOODMAN’S DEATH.

THE CONFERENCE PROGRAMME.

Will

Grand Trunk Gates,

Methodists in Angusta.

-People’s Party Meeting.
to the

i

THE ALLEN SARSAPARILLA CO., Woodforda, Me.
Branoh Office, 125 Broad St., Boston, Wase.

Barkentine Sold—A Vote Against the Jai.

[Special

TRUTH ABOUT TROUSERS.

Y

SCKOFtrijA,

The coroner’s jury called to conside:
the case of the death of Conductor A. F.
Woodman lately killed by a Grand
Trunk train at Yarmouth, rendered yes
terday their final verdict, which waianticipated in yesterday morning’s
Press.
Captain John Humphrey was
foreman of the jury, and Messrs. Mooers,
Hutchinson and Cook, of Yarmouth were
found as
among the members. The jury

We take a double interest in Boys’ Clothing. You might just as
to
well he aware of that fact now it’s going to make a difference
best you could fina
you. We always did keep by long odds the
That’s out
Vow we sell still better clothing and twice as much.
w»
dea of doing business. You’ll fare just as well in a money
sclg
lie clothing is better and the long wear will verity itself.
suits thoroughly up to the mark tor tlicir use, strong fabrics,
and maile up in the best manner. They cost but tritle and wc have,
iiun-Treds of them to select from.
are short
Legions of Odd Short Trousers for hoys, the prices
_

loo.

follows:
That said Abiel F. Woodman came to
his death at said Yarmouth on the loth
day of March, A. D., 1892, by reason of
injuries to bis head caused on the 14tli
day of said month at said Yarmouth bt
his being struck by the locomotive attached to train Mo. 10, operated by the
Grand Trunk Kailway Company of Can-

pass in
front of said train while it was in motion; and that said Woodman was not in
the exercise of proper care.
Said jurors, while unable to find from
the evidence before them that the condition of the gate across the highway at

ada,

as

he

attempting

was

i

to

Price. Spot Cash Clatters and Furnishers,

mar23

We

May

Have

the point where said accident occurred,
contributed thereto, desire, nevertheless,
to express their condemnation of the inefficient protection afforded by said gate
mainas at present constructed and
tained.

...

Old people are especially subject
Rheumatism and their age
makes it more severe to them than
■to young folks. Mrs. E. E. Day,
now S3 years old, of Waterloo, Iowa, wrote, June 10,
1891: “I have taken Ath-lo-pho-ros and teat greatly
Imefitsd. Tire years ago I was taken with Rheumatism in the hips and shoulders and in the muscles leneath, so that I was perfectly helpless. After

/\

Helpless
Old Lady,

v

ax

Mwnwtjf

to

nf

th*

hmttla

T

aft. nut.

NT

w

I ]V

less time

this old lady's assumnce of so, sure and prompt a
remedy. There U no authenticated case of failure
to cure where Ath-lo-pho-ros has been faithfully
used._$1 per bottle. All Druggists. TheAth.
lo-pho-ros Co New Haven, Conn. Treatise on
Rheumatism free. Write for it.

—

Obituary

Notes.

Newton Johnston, agent of the Concord and Montreal railroad at Suneook,
died Wednesday after a brief illness,aged
50. He was born in Bremen, Me., where
he lived until he became of age, and
then removed to Portsmouth,

show the

ever seen

in

Clothing, Hats and
Maine,
Ware and CutSilver
Shoes,
lery, Crockery and Japanese
Goods.
in

Tu,Th,S.cS6mnrm

"watt 2

Before placing your Life Insurance
Companies outside the State of
Maine, send to the UNION MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY for'
pamphlets explanatory of its plans, and
for list of claims paid under the Maine
in

Non-Forfeiture Law.

we can

greatest Bargains

people

]anl(i

40 DAYS.

I

<1#

■

I wae then 78 yean old."my chair without help.
It will be a tremendous comfort to elderly and aged
who are suffering with Rheumatism to have

OTB

oct24eodtf

THE OLD RELIABLE FIRM

GRAND OPEN

™

-OF-

the Gilbert Islands.

March 24.
San Francisco,
King
who arrived
of
Butaritari,
Tombrino,
here last week, announces that his mission to this country is to secure the protection of the United States for the Gilbert islands. He says if this government
will accept the proposition and raise the
American flag over the islands, he will
agree to transfer to the United States the
harbor of the Island of Butentari and
keep the harbor in good condition as a
coaling station and for refuge at all
times. He would assist to the utmost in
promoting the commercial relations between the two countries.

ME.
PORTLAND, dlw

_

....

After Tuesday the evening sessions
will be held in the Congregational
church. The Sunday meetings of the
conference will also bo at that church.

ST.,

COWOKESS

482

E.B. ROBINSON & CO.

rr

“N

(ESTABLISHED 1847.)
Have removed to their elegant warerooms,

“

'“r

COMPANY.

400 Congress St.,
and
grade 3=»X-AJXT0>SJ
at prices that <lety eom4!>lF4.<?r

■■

1e;21„

liniwi—

and offer high

attended to.
pepianh’tuning personally
Second hand instruments
Pianos exchanged.
for sale.feb!3eodly

HAYES TOOL COMPANY
Insurance Company and as a
file
Institution,
UNION
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COM.
PAlNY is deserving of the support of
Maine Citizens.
As an
Home

MANUFACTURERS OF

—

Hares Patent Tube Expanders, Pipe Dies»
V Centers Tube, Sheet Cutters,
Parallel Wedges, Depth
Gauges, &c.
__

FINE TOOL WORK A SFECIALTI.
General Maohine Work Promptly Attended To.
41 * 43

mar8

CROSS STREET,

PORTLAND.
aim

A.

JOHNSON,

(Formerly Chronomenter and Watchmaker-Kith
Wm. Senter & Co.)
DEALER IN

Watches, docks,

Jewelry, Spectacles & Eye Glasses.

Watch Repairing a Specialty,
ALL WORK STRICTLY FIRST CLASS.
Monument Square, Portland, Me.
eodam
mar!6
Fine
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ENERGY Mi COAL.

Its Relation to the Fnture of

Applied

Electricity.
Interesting Talk with
Thinks There

Is

a

an

Great

Enormoos Value Yet to Be

Expert

Who

Problem of
Solved—Tho

Wire Wave Current.

[Special Correspondence.}
New York, March 24.—A slender,
Dright eyed and dark haired lad stood
tome years ago upon the threshold of
Harvard college prepared to begin the
It so hapcareer of an undergraduate.
pened that chance brought him into association with Professor Bell, the inventor of the telephone, and out of that
circumstance the domain of electrical
development and discovery has been
greatly enlarged. This young man, J.
J. Carty by name, determined to devote
himself to the development of electricity
as a commercial affair, and so successfully has ho carried out his purpose that
he is now regarded by many of the ablest
electrical scientists as almost ranking
with Edison and Bell, while some assert
that before he has reached the prime of
life he is quite likely to have distanced
some of their exploits.
Carty is better known to scientific
His writmen than he is to the public.
ings have been confined almost entirely
to the scientific journals, and his discoveries and inventions have been absorbed by the great commercial enterprises with which he is associated. So
it happens that he is not talked of as
Edison has been, and as Bell will always
be, because his achievements have not
been such as to attract popular attention. Mr. Carty is the executive head
of that company which is putting np
those wires wnicn enaDie JNew lorn to

J

talk with Chicago, Buffalo or Washington as easily as two persons can converse
in the same room. He is not the executive, financial or administrative head,
but he has absolute control of the mechanical and contractive department of
this great enterprise, which involves
millions.
Mr. Carty’s researches enable him to
talk with singular fascination about
electrical development, and a few days
ago when the writer asked him whether
the popular idea that electricity is a
force is a correct one, he replied, speaking with utmost charm and interest, and
those things which he said cannot fail
to attract attention.
He tilted back in an easy chair, lighted a cigar, and began and continued in
a manner which showed thorough familiarity with the subject and great study.
“That question,” he said, “is very
often asked. I know that almost everybody who sees an electric motor running
and driving an engine, for instance, is of
opiiaon that electricity is a force impelling that engine, but in order to understand accurately how this machine
works we have first got to know what
electricity is. What is it? Who knows?
We know no more about electricity than
we know about gravity; even less than
we know of that force which is called

gravity. People are talking more about
electricity, because of late years some of
its manifestations have been brought in
a most striking and dramatic way into
their daily view, but we do not know
what it is, and I think that the more
scientific men study the matter the more
they find themselves in fog and doubt.
“Now let me illustrate my meaning.
You take a magnet, hold it in your
hand and pass it up and down for a little while near a copper or iron wire.
That will result in currying a current of
electricity through this wire. We know
that by experiment. We can detect the
electric current by delicate instruments.
There is a force, a current, a something
—call it by what name yon will—which,
by reason of tbe motion of the magnet
near the wire, is conveyed through the
wire. Now that something is electricity.
But what that is no man has yet determined, and until the great problems of
the universe are solved it is doubtful if
any man will discover it.
“Yet the energy which passed through
that wire was the energy of a moving
arm which held the magnet. If the man
who heid the magnet did not move it up
ana aown

oeiore

me

wire,

men uu eien-

tricity would pass through the wire,

DBT GO°ds»

criminal. It will carry conTHE FUTURE OF OUR WAGON ROA13S.
versation over a wire. It will explode a
mine and will core diseases. But what Interest in Their Improve**ent Is Rapid*
ly Developing*
is it? When we ask this question we
The interest in onr public highways, if
are brought tsCCe to face with that eterless developed than the interest in
nal why or what. Still we have been
know
We
some
American
knowledge.
railways, is rapidly increasgetting
that the transmission of light from the ing. It has been pointed out that if the
I
sun requires a medium, which is called
vacant farms are to be reinhabited one
ether.
! factor in their successful cultivation will
“We have discovered, too, by experibe a better system of common roads, by
ment that disturbances on the sun like
which the agricultural products can
indelicate
recorded
are
by
sunspots
more easily reach the local market. The
be
must
therefore
electricity
struments,
transmitted from the sun through this movement for these improved highways
We have got so has received the attention of the governsame medium, ether.
ors of quite a number of our Btates, who
far as to be able to say that electricity
bears something of the relation to light have asked their several legislatures to
make provision for better systems of
that heat does. Electricity will produce
heat and light. Heat will produce elec- roadmaking, and it is proposed by Mr.
tricity, and so will light. I have a ma- Claypoole, a civil engineer writing in
The Engineering Magazine, that profeschine in the other room which if I light
sional roadmaking companies shall be
an electric
will
it
under
produce
gas
for the
light or run a telephone. Now these organized, who will contract
as contracts
things show the relation of heat, light construction of highways,
and electricity and their common line- are now taken for the building of railroads. It is evident that if the highage in the sun.
“Lately scientific men have gone a ways in the rural districts are to be imlittle further. They have discovered proved upon and made into useful
that waves of electricity are propagated
thoroughfares they must be constructed
at the same rate as waves of light. They
by people who know how to make them.
At present the-working out of the highdiffer probably only in their length and
their form. This is a step further into way tax by individuals, or the transfer
the investigation of the subject, for it of this duty to the town roadmaater, is
shows a closer relation between light not a method that amounts to anything
and electricity than used to be supposed more than a system of costly repairs.
existed. Now, I should say that if a The rains of one season wash away the
machine could be constructed that would roads that have been repaired, and there
generate electric waves with sufficient is no wise method employed in their confrequency, it is more than probable that struction which limits the constant damthis machine would emit light without age of storms and floods. This wasteful
heat. If such a machine is ever made, system has gone as far as it ought to.
and it may be, it will be a mighty aid The plan now more in vogue is to place
in the further investigation of this mys- the roadmaking in the hands of the
state or the county, and to have the
terious what.
“Everybody is familiar with the re- highways laid out with reference to the
mark that ‘electricity is in its infancy convenience of the largest number of
and that it is the coming power.’ Every the people. It appears impossible to seelectrician has this statement made to cure proper roads in the sparsely settled
him, and when I hear it now I always towns in any other way, and if good
Where wagon thoroughfares are desired besav: ‘Well, when is it coming?
This brings mo tween imponfcmt localities it is no more
is it coming from?
1.1_
4right back to the question which yon
first asked me. If it is the coming pow- towns should contribute largely for
their construction.
er it is coming from coal, because that
It has been demonstrated that the
is the cheapest form of energy which we
In every given pound of roads which cost the most are usually
now possess.
coal there is a certain amount of energy the cheapest, because there is very little
Now expense required for them after their
or power stored there by the sun.
the best engines are enabled to deliver first cost has been met. Unquestionat the belt only from 6 to 10 per cent, of ably the country is prepared to put its
the energy stored in coal. This may wagon roads iu a better condition, and
seem surprising, but it is the result of
people who look at agricultural interests
and the development of the large towns
accurate tests.
“You wonder what becomes of the are regarding the wagon roads in a different light from what they once did.
rest of this energy, and are of course
amazed when I say that it is wasted, al- The present pope, when bishop of Perumost absolutely wasted. It goes off in gia, began his administration of the
the form of heat. You feel the heat church by mapping out a system of road
whan yon enter the boiler room, and you improvement for the whole province,
know that much of it goes up the chim- and it was by these improvements that
he first became known as an organizer
ney. Now„ if wo can capture that waste,
that the Church of Rome could justly
see how greatly it will cheapen electricity. One hundred pounds of coal place in its highest office. He was not
will furnish the energy which it takes a content to build a single great road, bui
ton now to furnish, and that means com- he united one road with another, so that
fort, luxuries, pleasures for mankind the whole province was infused with
Then new life. The French and the Swiss are
which seem almost incredible.
truly electricity will not be the coming the great European masters of highways.
In Switzerland the people have made
power, but the power which has coma
When I eay power I mean the force their fortunes by providing good common
which transmits the energy stored up in roads for the tourists of the world, and
in France, where the best wagon roads
coal.
in the world are to be found, ever since
“It will do almost every kind of labor
which now requires the physical work Napoleon organized a method of roadof men, and do it for a trifle. It will building, the government has kept conheat houses in winter and cool them in trol of this public service and managed
It will make genuine cheap it in such a way that the rural people oi
summer.
transit. And I might talk for an hour France have been able to take thoii
simply telling the things which this products, however perishable, cheaply
cheap electricity will do which now re- and quickly to market, and make the
quire the hands and arms and muscles most of their industries.
of men to perform.
Larger ideas should prevail in the
“Therefore as a commercial question making of our wagon roads, and, as a
the great problem for electricians is this, near and forcible illustration of the
IIow to convert the energy which is in value of good wagon roads in the develcoal directly into the electric current? opment of property, we refer to the
If this can be done we shall save the highways in Brookline and in the towns
enormous wastage and do away with
along the North Shore. Wherever the
the intermediary steam boiler and en- highways have been, thoroughly imgine. It is inconceivable the untold proved the property has rapidly inwealth which will follow the solution of creased in value, and has been purchased
this problem. The imagination of man by those who have built up the commuis not i werful enough to conceive of nity in which they have decided to live.
those stupendous developments for the The two great principles which affect
blessing and comfort of mankind which the building of wagon roads are business
and pleasure. The first necessity is that
are in store for us when the energy
which is in coal is converted directly good roads shall bring neighborhoods
close together and the producer within
into electricity.”
Mr. Carty seemed himself to be im- easy access to his market, and the secsplendor of the vision of UUU. lo> biiitv uio pcupio iu tuc iv w uo auu
pressed by the
1
.1. 1. __til- 1- *_•_
cities shall be able to use the highways
liUD iUvUIO nuicu uu
eye, as he thus discoursed, so that for for social and family driving. Wherever
in town or country good roads exist the
some moments he suspended his conversation.
prosperity of the community seems to be
At last the writer ventured to ask him assured, and with the more intensive
if he believed that this discovery would cultivation of the land the importance
be made in the near future. He replied of better facilities for wagon communiBoston
that Mr. Edison had been studying the cation is greatly increased.
problem for many years, but how near Herald.
he had approached to a solution he
New Jersey’s Boat! Convention.
alone knew. Mr. Carty also said that
It was the general opinion at the New
machines had been constructed which
road convention that the dirt road
would do it, but they were rude, unsat- Jersey
must go and that it is better to pay a
in
and
practical operation
isfactory
comparatively light tax for a number oi
were really more expensive than the
for macadamized roads than tc
present method of using steam power as years
suffer large losses annually on account
the intermediary.
of ill kept and unserviceable highways.
“There are many persons who supwhich go to prove that dirt
Statistics
the
electric
“that
pose,” said Mr. Carty,
roads
consume a great amount of the
force is conveyed exactly as the force of
public money and yield very unsatisfacwater is upon a water wheel, but this
were presented, the case ot
is a great mistake. There is no physical tory results,
one New Jersey town where $50,000 has
transfer of force as is the case when
been spent on dirt highways in the past
water power is used. There is simply a
fifteen
years without effectively improvconwave current through a wire which
ing them, being cited, while it was stated
veys energy, but which is not itself that the
improvements in Union county
probably energy, and one of the most under the
road act of 1888 have already
marvelous things about this force is
for themselves.—Meriden (Conn.]
paid
of
intencurrent
electric
an
that
great
Journal.
over a wire steadbe
an ox or a

so

that the energy which was communicated is human force. Now what is huIt is simply the roast beef
man force.
and bread and butter which the man
has eaten for his dinner. The force of
the arm is furnished by the food which
a man consumes. But we can go farther
back than that and ask where does the
food get its force, and even a child at
school will tell you that it comes from
the light and heat of the sun, which enables vegetable life tp thrive on the surface of the earth. Therefore the energy
conveyed through the wire is traceable
easily back to the sun.
“Practically in commercial affairs instead of using the human arm we use
steam power. We build our boilers and
make our engines and these turn the
huge magnets before the wires which

compose a dynamo, thereby producing a
current of electricity intense or feeble
according as we desire. So it is easy to
see that electricity as we use it commercially is developed by steam power. Instead of using steam directly we use it
to create a current of electricity, but
where does the steam power come from?
Of course from coal, and coal is simply
carbonized vegetation containing energy
which was planted in it by the sun. So
that we get back to the sun again. And
the best" that electricians can do in
speaking of this matter is to suggest
that electricity is a current or medium
which conveys the forces which originally came from the sun to tho earth.
“People are not asking what the sunlight is, I suppose, because they are so
familiar with it, and yet there is more
mystery to scientific men even in the
sunlight than in electricity. Perhaps it
is because electricity does sensational
things apparent to the naked eye, while
the wonderful things which sunlight
does ai-e carried on in silence and subtlety. We see electricity cook a steak.
Surgeons use it to cut out a anan’s
tongue. It will run a tram. It will kill

A New Ball Has Commenced
to Roll at

FRANK BJIM'S

I want to add a new department to
my store, but before doing so I must
reduce my stock to make room. I shall
have every day some special bargains
to offer and if you are down town don’t
ail to call in and iook around.

tiiuu
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Tooth

assortment of Combs,
Brushes, Soaps, Hair Brushes,
and Purfumcry at very low
Please bear in mind that this is

All
All
All
All
All

The unprecedented sale of Dr. Bull’s Cough
Syrup has developed many new remedies; but
‘he people cling to Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup.

“Laws grind the poor, and rich men rule the
law.” But any poor sufferer can buy with only
25 cents, a bottle of Salvation Oil.

chemical construcE. J. Edwards.

A New Dinner Table Decoration.
new

Bedford Cords,

50c. yd

Henrietta,

50c."

*

of these

THEATKINSON HOUSE FURNISHINC CO.
Isaac
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Atkinson, General Manager.

C.

India Serge,

Sebastopol,

■

50c.
50c.
50c.

■

Novelties

“
“

week.

FRANK B7 CLARK,
Street.
515

choice line of

Hem COTTON ONDERWEAR

very

styles.

Nuns Yeilings.
Silk Warp Claritt Cloths.
Silk Warp Henriettas

in

HATHAWAY’S

Congress

taarll__dim

and

a

Great Reduction Sale
-OF-

English and Scotch Storm Serges,
Cheverons, Crepons, and Novelties at
75c., $1.00, $1.25 and $1.50 per yard.
Beal English Waterproofs.'
Conrtauld’s Crepes at $2, $3, $4, $6

$8 per yard.
Silk and Wool Hernanis in

no

every time yon are down town.
Come and look over my studies, they
are beauties, and we sell or let them
as yon wish.
My Circulating Library
is first class, I add new books every

“

A Full Line of all the Finer Grades.

both

To make

Will arrive on March 26tli. Two
carloads of young, sound Horses,

AH

weighing from 900 to 1400 lbs.
that we are anxious to sell to
make room for more that are on
the way. Among them are some
fine drivers. If you are in meed
of Horses it will he to your ad-

$1.25 Night Robes reduced to

“Priestly” and “Ecroyd” make at
$1, $1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $2, $2.50,
vantage to look our Horses
$3, $3.50 and $4 per yard.
before buying elsewhere.

over

room

for Sew Goods.

Garments and need no other recommendathe maker’s name, as every one knows
than
tion
the reputation of these goods.

perfect
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“
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“

2.50

drawers,

“
“

$2.12

$1.00 $2.75 Night Robes reduced to
“
“
.68 long skirts
.80

..

“

1.00
1.50
1.62
,1.75
2.00
2.25

Colored Dress Coods CUMMINGS BROS.

1.20
1.25
1.33
1.50
1.69
1.88

“
“

uorseii vajvcio, v/uounsc,

1.00

“

“

“

.80

1.25
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1.00
1.20
1.33

1.50
1.75
2.00
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228 Commercial Street.
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RAYMOND’S
VACATION

Plain and Figured Crepons.
Striped and Plain Bedford Cords.

j

Brocaded Bedford Cords.

EXCURSIONS.

ALL TRAVELLING EXPENSES INCLUDED

Hindoo Twills, Evening Shades.
India Serges.
Clieviron Mixtures.
Storm Serges.
Light Camels Hair.
All Wool ChaUis.
French Novelties.
Silk

Ginghams.

LANSDOWNES.
Here is what John Wannamaker, of
Philadelphia, says about them:

“Forty shades of the lovely Lansdownes!
Exquisite stuff, exquisitely
tinted. You hear of imitation Lansdownes, but you never hear of a rival.
Lift one of the
No room for rivalry.
dainty folds, eye it closely. How can
silk and wool be put together more delicately? How can the dyer do more for
it?

Lansdowne is

Imitation

notch of rival

possibility.

the top

Latest shades

—modes, tans, grays, blues, reds, browns,
greens, pinks, lavender, creams and yellows, 40 inches, $1.26.”
We carry

a

fnll stock of them.

50

CENT

DRESS

GOODS.

BEYOND
No. 1. 75

THE

13%c.
Figured Cashmere de Suez, new Spring styles, 8 cents per yard, regular price
39 cents per yard,
lot 40 inch Spring Dress Goods, Brow'n and Gray Mixtures, at
sold everywhere at 50 cents per yard.
cents per yard, extra value
1 lot Plain Cashmeres, Spring Shades, 40 inches wide, at 25
37% cants per yard
1 lot Flannel Dress Goods, Plaids and Mixtures, dark colors, at
1 case
1

Three Parties will lewve Boston April 25
for Magnificent Sight-Seeing Tours

French Cashmeres.

ROCKIES.

mirked from
1

Days’ Trip through Colorado, New

Mexico, California, the Pacific Northwest, Alaska, Montana, and the Yellowstone National
Park.
No. 3. 68 Days’ Trip, the same as No. 1, hut
emitting Alaska,
No, 3. 63 Days’ Trip through New Mexico,
Arizona, California, Nevada, Utah, and Colorado
The Yosemite Valley may he visited in connection with either of these excursions.
Each party will travel in a Magnificent Special Pullman Vestibule.! Train, with DiningCars and all other first-class appointments.
May 33. Grand Tom- of 48 days Across the
Continent and to Alaska, outward by the Canadian Pacific Railroad, and homeward through
the Yellow-stone National Park,
April 1 anil May 6. Excursions to Washington; also May 6 to Washington, Old Point
Comfort and Richmond._
Send for descriptive book, mentioning the
RAYMOND

*L lot Hamburgs (Soiled), which

1
1

we

cents.
lot Gents’Hose, warranted Fast Black, at 17 cents per pair, regular price 25
lot White Nainsooks, in Plaids and Stripes, at 12% cents per yard, a great bargain.

MSLLETT, EVANS & CO.,
mar 2

5

SIT Congress Street.

name

of tlie State of Maine, you

Assessors’
THE

are

warn

March,

___

_.......

35c. and $1

at all

Druggists.

E. MORGAN & SONS, Prop's
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

eod&wly

apl5

A. D. 1892.

We have over FIFTY STYLES and

New Spring Dress
uniform
Goods all at the
price of

50 CENTS A YARD.

A true Copy:
Attest,

mar23___d7t
Dr JE2. B. Fleed..
BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT PHYS1GIAN
No 399 1-3 Congress Street, Portland.
For the treatment of all chronic and complicated diseases that flesh is heir to, all cases
given up as incurable, 1 will take them to make
a

“No Trouble to Show Goods.”

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

THOMAS B. HASKELL.

iteed

will not ask you any questions in
I)r.
any way in regard to your diseases and after
you have a true examination of your case he
will tell you if you can be cured. Hr. Reed's
medicines are strickly pure and put up to suit
each case, lie thinks he can tell the difference
between a person.afllicted witli a disease or a
person becoming an entranced mpdlum. There
lias been a great many people w ho have lost
their lives by making the above mistake. Examinations at my office every day Including Sunday from 9 a. m., to 9 p. m. Examination by
letter stating their name, place or residence and
my22dtf
age and one stamp, $1.00.

mr24

| AFTER

EATI NG
A HEARTY DINNER!

l

x you have that feeling of distress, or perhaps
I vou are a sufferer from Heartburn, Acidity,
Gastric Pressure, Indigestion or kindred Stom*

l

|

acli Troubles; if so,

|

WILL BE AT THE

“ST. JULIAN’* Every Tuesday Forenoon
with a full line of Samples of

Spring Goods.
GrIVE 3EXI3VE iL CAEIji.
t

fbe27

d4w

On the foregoing petition it is ordered that a
be appointed for Friday, March 25th, at
4 o'clock p. m. on the premises mentioned in the
petition and it is further ordered that a notice
of the above petition together with this our
order thereon be published in the Portland
daily papers for seven days at least previous to
the nearing.

hearing

*
They will cure you. 25 cents per box, 5 boxes }
1
j for $1.00. Of druggists or by malL
BRONSON CHEMICAL CO., Protidence, R. L

|

[Signed.]

decio

KELSEY, )
C. H. EARLEY, f Harbor Commissioners.
HENRY FOX, )
marlGdtd
Portland, Mar. 15,1892.
S.B.

#od2wto

for
dredging—u. s
Port
proposals
land, Maine,
in triplicate, for dredging in the Kennebec River
at Beef Rock Shoal, will be received at this office until 3 p. lit., on Wednesday, April
13,
1892. The attention of bidders is invited to
the acts of Congress approved February 28,
1885. and February 23, 1887, Yol. 23, p. 332,
For
and Yol. 24, p. 414, Statutes-at-Large.
specifications, forms of bid and other informaPETER
C.
office.
at
this
HAINS,
tion, apply
I Lieut. Colonel of Engineers.

Proposals
Engineer Office. 537 Congress street.
March 12,1822. Sealed

SOULeT^

MercliantTailor

Gentlemen:—’The undersigned desires pen
mission to build a wharf on the site of the old
wharf at the Mussey Farm, so called, on Cape
Elizabeth shore, to extend into tidewater 242Va
Yours Respectfully.
feet.
ISAAC C. ATKINSON.
[Signed.]
Portland, March 15,1892.

TRY DR. BRONSON’S
!
PEPSIN TROCHES}

|

dtapr4

Board of Harbor Commissioners, Portland, Mains

I
1
I

mar23dtf

FRED S.

Notice.

Assessors of the Town of Cape Elizabeth
hereby give notice to all persons liable to
taxation in said town, that they will be in session
at their office in town house, on the first, second
and fourth days of April, inst., from ten o’clock
in the forenoon till five o’clock in the afternoon,
for the purpose of receiving lists of the polls
And
and estates taxable in said town.
all such persons are hereby notified to
Assessors, true
make and bring to said
and perfect lists of all their polls and
estates, real and personal, or held by them as
guardian, executor, administrator, trustee, or
otherwise, as on the first day of April, 1892,
and he prepared to make oath to the truth of
the same. And when estates of persons deceased nave been divided during the past year,
or have changed hands from any cause, the
executor, administrator, or other person interested. is hereby warned to give notice of such
change; and in default of such not ice will be
held under the law to pay the tax assessed
although such estate has been wholly distributed
and paid over. And any person who neglect? to
comply with this notice will be domed to a tax
according to the laws of the State, and be
barred of the right to make application to the
County Commissioners for any abatement of his
taxes, unless he shows that he was unable to
offer such lists within the time hereby appointed.
GEO C. MOUNTFORT,)
E. C. ROBINSON,
[ Assessors.
)
M. B. FULLER,
Cape Elizabeth, March 19,1892.

the inIN hereby required to notify and
habitants of said town of Capo Elizabeth, quali-

fied by law to vote in town affairs, to assemble
at the Town Hall, in said town, on Wednesday,
the thirtieth day of march, A. D. 1892, at two
o’clock in the atternoon, then and there to act
upon the following articles, to wit:
Akt. 1—To choose a Moderator to preside at
said meeting.
Art. 2—To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $2000, for street
lights the ensuing year.
Art. 3—To see it the town will vote to rescind
the vote whereby Article 10 of the warrant of
the meeting held March 7th, 1892, was dismissed, relating to discount on taxes.
Art. 4—To see if the town will vote to make
a discount on taxes paid within two months
from commitment or otherwise.
Art. 5—To see if the town will vote to rescind the vote, whereby Article 11, of the warrant of the meeting held March 7th, 1892, was
dismissed.
Art. 6—To see if the town will vote to raise
the sum of $1000, for discount on taxes.
Art. 7—To see if the town will vote to sell
the old Tow n house lot, so called.
Giveu under our hands this 21st day of

a3t

CAPE ELIZABETH.

Boston.d3t

To Thomas B. Haskell, of the Town of
Cape Elizabeth, in the County of
Cumberland.
Greeting;
the

cents.

shall close at half the regular price,

& WHITCOMB,
School
Street (opposite

5296 Washington
mar24
Street),

50

Just the things for Shirt Waists
lot fine Outings at 15 cents, regular price 25c per yard.
1 lot Scotch Ginghams at 12% cents per yard, marked from 25 cents.

Selectmen
GEO. C. MOUNTFORT,)
of
!
E. C. ROBINSON,
M. B. FULLER,
) Cape Elizabeth.

varieties of choice

Evils of Bad Boads.

decoration for the dinner table
A
has just been introduced in Paris. It
consists of a set of flamingoes in pink
enamel with jeweled eyes. Tfye center
of the festive board is arranged to represent a marsh, namely, a large looking
glass imitating water is bordered by tiny
wreaths, miniature rushes, lotus blossoms and water lilies, among which are
poised the great, vicious looking birds,
who rear their proud heads high up
above the green leaves and fronds.

or

wool
wool
wool
wool
wool

_

Some of the

secure one

temporary entertainment. I propose
to make it interesting for you to call

EACH ONE IS A BARGAIN !

—

Men from cities, accustomed to good
thoroughfares and other conveniences,
may be tempted by the pure air, the freedom and the pleasures of country life, tc
reside for a part of the year at least “fai
from the madding crowd;” hut if they
find nothing but a cowpath widened,
and filled with roots and mudholes, they
will oftener refuse to take up their residence than not in a community so careless of its own comfort and welfare.
Not only does the citizen in the country
who neglects his roads ignore his personal comfort and shut his eyes to the
possible riches from sale of land and
general improvement, hut he wears out
Ids teams and loses much valuable time
that might he saved.—Exchange.

remain in which you can
PHENOMENAL BARGAINS.

prices.

__

in its molecular
tion.”

One large lot of Writing Paper
for 23 cents per pound; one lot
fine Cream Writing Paper 28
cents per pound, regular price
35 cents; 400 packages Envelopes, 3 packages for lO cents;
500 packages Envelopes, 5 cents
a package, 5 packages for 20
cents; 350 packages line Einen
Envelopes, S cents a package,
5 packages for 35 cents; 144
Ctlass Ink Stands lO cents each ;
a large line of New Jewelry including 300 Stick Pins at 10
cents, 3 for 25 cents; a fine

BLACK

w

conveyed
sity may
ily for years and the finest microscope
or the most delicate analysis of that
wire will not reveal the slightest change

Refrigerator argument, but the
prices at which we are closing out last year's
stock are most eloquent salesmen. Seven days
Is not much of a

;

I SMI Offer This Week:

n

ki« n

_MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

STEPHEN BERRY,

BOOK RRD JOB PRINTER,
No. 37 PLUM STREET.

I

mar24,25,26,28aprll,18

A

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
ANDMAINE STATE PRESS.

Subscription Kates.
Daily (In advance) SB per year; $3 for six
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year;$l for six months;
60 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscrip,
tion of six weeks.
Persous wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
desired.
papers changed as often as

Advertising

Itates.

Daily Press *1.50 per square, first
cents per week after. Three inserEvery other
tions or less, $1.00 per square.
advertisements, one third less than these
IN

week; 75
day

rates.

Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
one third adSpecial Notices, on first page,
ditional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
insertions or less
square each week. Three
$1.50 per square.
classed
Heading Notices in nonpariel type and
with other paid notices 20 cents per line each
insertion.
Pure Heading Notices in reading matter type
25 cents per line each insertion.
of a
“A Square” is a space of the width

cratic

majority

in the

legislature

English fleet
Behring Sea.

its

existence to the act for which he has
condemned by the Bar Association it is
to fear

Four-fifths of the members of the New
York Bar Association which has just
condemned Judge Maynard’s conduct in
removing the true return from Duchess
county from the Secretary of State’s office, and demanded his removal by the

likely

that

We have been rather at a loss to account for
the non-election of the Democratic camlhlate
for Mayor In Bangor at the recent election m
But an editorial in yesterday’s Press
that city.
makes tile situation-plain. It seems from this
editorial that there was a great number of men
in Bangor under the influence of liquor on election (lay. This shows that a portion of the liem a
publican corruption fund was expended
liquid form. Tins was a shrewd move on the
rum
you
part of the Republicans, for the more
get into a voter, the easier it is to influence him
to vote the Republican ticket. The Press goes
on to make, this point more apparent by contrasting the resultof the election in Bangor with
that in Portland. Here the Democrats swept
the city, and as the Press remarks, ‘-the streets
were quiet and orderly, there were few arrests
for drunkenness or anything else.”—Argus.
This is a fine example of the way in

which the Argus slips away from a question when it does not want to meet it.
Father MeSweeney, a Catholic priest of

Bangor,

in a sermon

to his

parishioners

last Sunday, declared that there yvas
more drunkenness visible on the streets
of Bangor on election day than in the city
of Boston with its 400,000 inhabitants.
“Scores of men” he said, “could be seen
maudlin drunk reeling about the streets.”

times, even, from morning to mid-day
and from mid-day to evening as great
variations in weather take place. But
the climate remains the same throughout
the year. The air is always pure. There
are no vast cities to fill the atmosphere
with germs, no smoke of engines to stifle
the lungs and I believe there are hardly
any doctors in these places. So the system receives no shock from the reaction
of powerful medicines.

here after the railroad skirts for au horn
or two the charming Lake of Zurich, th<
lead intc
little branch lines, which
and stop at the foot, and on the top ol
mountains, commence. They are inter

conduct, however,
Duchess
county
his subsequent defence spersed everywhere.
and
return
Post routes, over passes and down int(
a
raise
of it
strong presumption valleys on the opposite side, are fount
are
moral
all along the route, and add much in va
his
that
perceptions
will be riety and beauty to the pleasure of the
pretty dull, so nobody probably
traveller. One of these delightful villagmuch surprised if he continues to stick es at the terminus of a short branch line
to his office and brazen it out. Of course is Glarus, with Glarnisch, one of tin
Hill will stand by him for ho is tarred most picturesque mountains of Switzer
the ascent o:
with the same stick, and as the Demo- land in the back ground,
out

voluntarily.

relative

to

His

the

some

he

REGION.
This section of the Alps is full of

very

bracing air meanwhile lifting
him
strengthening him and making

the

get liis ills.

THE APPENZELL

whey-

from that

Maynard
legislature, are Democrats.
THE KOXJTE FROM BASLE TO DAVOS.
cannot claim, therefore, that he is the
This route to Davos is from the firsi
has
been
He
victim of partisan malice.
both picturesque and magnificent. The
tried by a jury of the foremost lawyers fast trains make
up at Basle and from th(
of New York, the great majority of start
the Jura mountains unti
penetrate
whom belong to his own party, and
they arrive at Zurich.
found guilty of conduct which entirely
Zurich is proud of everything and ar
and
unfits him for the position of judge
in its pride, as though doing
rogant
makes his continuance in that office an Christendom a favor in receiving it on th<
insult to the decent people of New York. way to more remote mountain regions.
If lie is possessed of any sense of de- It is always full of travellers. And right
wait for the
cency whatever he will not
legislature to act, but will step down and

which at

he has anything
which one may visit
In about a year, cure establishments,
quarter.
on the way back from Davos by the Lake
however, the people will have a chance
of Constance. Eohrscliuch is its threshto get at him and then he is likely to get
old and also the lake port from whence
his deserts.
ships go out into five different states
not

PRESS.

make their appearance in

—----

points, is said to
and little fatiguing.
interesting
been

owes

The Press published some extracts from
this sermon and pointed out that the
column and one inch long.
ad- facts therein stated were entirely at variWant, To Let, For Sale and similar
the Argus that
vertisements, 25 cents per week, in advance, ance with the theory of
for 40 words or less, no display. Displayed ad- in places where there were open bars and
vertisements under these headlines, and all ad- it was easy to
get a drink there was little
tisements not paid in advance, will be charged
drunkenness as compared with places
at regular rates.
where people had to send abroad for
In Maine state Press—$1.00 per square
lor first insertion, and 50 cents per square for their liquor or sneak into low rum shops
each subsequent insertion.
in dark alleyways; and to emphasize
Address all communications relating to sub- the
point we contrasted the scenes
scriptions and advertisements to Portland reported by Father MeSweeney, in
97 Exchange Street,
Publishing Co.,
Bangor where saloons are plenty and atPortland, Me.
tractive, with the good order which was
preserved oneleetionday in this city where
the saloons are few and repulsive in apThe Argus’s reply to this
pearance.
Is the extract quoted above. It is a comFRIDAY, MARCH 25.
plete evasion of the question at issue,
The Belfast Age declares squarely and is beneath notice.
against Hill as the Democratic candidate
SWITZERLAND.
It says the party
for the Presidency.
does not want him and that all the senti- Davos and the Pleasant Journey Thither.
ment in his favor is worked up by a
small clique. The Age is a fit subject
The French, in their hours of leisure
for rebuke by the Bangor Commercial.
and recreation, go to Paris. The Italspend their summer months
One of the worst of the gerrymander- ians
scattered
the Demo- in their villas, which are
in
schemes
by
indulged
ing
lakes in
of
the
the
shores
the
was
in
1890
along
crats after their triumph
The Germans visit
for State northern
Italy.
of
Wisconsin
apportionment
the
Tyrol and cirele around that
senators and representatives. The conof beautiful lake and mouncombination
asthat
stitution of the State requires
tain scenery, the Salykammergut.
bounded
be
shall
by
districts
sembly
The Austrians travel much in their
county lines, but this requirement was
own lovely domains, taking occasional
entirely ignored and counties cut up in
Danube. They also
down the
all sorts of ways. But one idea* pos- trips
the
off
into
wander
to
so
Thuringian forest,
was
that
sessed the legislature, and
and up into Norway and Sweden. And
the
that
State
the
legislature
cutup
the Swiss, I think, for the most part
would remain Democratic, even if the
at home and cultivate their own
Republicans carried the State by an over- stay
resorts. But the Americans,
mountain
conother
and
every
whelming majority,
who come over here every
thousands
the
to
the
winds.
sideration was thrown
where are they not found? Now
The unfairness of the apportionment was year,
in summer, they venture far south
obvious to everybody, and now the Su- even
of into Italy and go up Vesuvius, though a
preme Court, a majority of the judges
it was considered almost
which are Democrats, has decided unan- few years since,
as
far
as Rome in summer
fatal
to
unfair.
and
go
imously that it was as illegal
in great numbe
necessary time. But they are found
It would seem to
the
route from Brussels to
bers
and
along
the
now to reconvene
legislature
Cologne. They come up the Rhine, cross
make a new apportionment.
over to Bale and visit Geneva and LuWhile it is altogether probable that all cerne. Some go to Chamonix to see Mt.
others go over the, at present,
the hostilities between this country and Blanc,accessible
Brunig Pass to the Intervery
matter
Sea
the
over
Behring
England
laken, where now they find a narrowthe
will be on paper, and that eventually
gauge railroad to spoil that formerly
most delightful carriage drive to Lautersatisthe
to
settled
be
will
controversy
brunnen and the Grindelwald Glacier.
debe
it
cannot
nations
faction of both
But wherever they are, Lucerne is always
nied that there are some disquieting in- full: the Vierwaldstaettersee and the
dications. That England has definitely Rigi are always swarming with Amerirefused to renew the modus vivendi ap- cans.
From the Italian lakes there is a magThat
pears to be practically certain.
nificent excursion, through Lake of Como
not
will
she
that
join to Colico, by Chiavenna over the Splugen
means, of course,
seals
against Pass bv the Via Mala or over the Julier
with us tc protect the
This city
or Majola Pass to St. Moritz.
rhirino* thp npnrlpnpv of arbitrais also full of foreigners notwithstanding
seals
the
tion proceedings. If, therefore,
the two or three days required by post,
ar e to he protected the United States
or private conveyance to bring one again
must do it alone. This wojuld give us no into railroad communication at Chur or
over the Albula or Fluella Pass.
serious trouble provided England would Davos
CLIMATE OF THE ORISONS.
as
CanBut
if
remain
passive*
were to take this trip from the
We
to
to
her
ada is
appealing
Italian lakes, but having an invalid in
do, and as fairly well authenicated
our party and hearing that St. Moritz
to
lias
determined
she
reports indicates
we abandoned
was literally snowed in,
do, England should resist the seizure of
the project and took a more feasible route
American
to
her
depenvessels belonging
into the heart of the G-risons.
dency then a very grave condition of
It seems very strange to the casual obthe
be
would
capby
precipitated
things
server and thinker that St. Moritz and
reveour
ture of a Canadian poacher by
Davos are such successful resorts even in
The people of neither na- winter for
nue cutters.
consumptive and dyspeptic
tion desire war, and that of itself is a patients and those worn out and deficient
in nervous force. But the climate is no
pretty strong guarantee that there will doubt
always the same though the
Yet it is not an absolute
be no war.
weather is most changeable. One day
of
the
within
range
blankets and furs, flannels and now even
guarantee, and it is
possibilities that the pacific intentions of fires in summer are in requisition, while
the sun comes out
the people may be nullified at any mo- the next day, perhaps,
with such heat and glory that all these
ment by the hot-headed act of some naaccessories are packed away and the thinval commander, if an American and an nest underwear is burdensome. Some-

THE

VXIXJUXAA'"

which border on the Lake of Constance.
On the same day we were in Switzerof
land, Austria, and in the Grand Duchytwo
Baden in Germany, and in an hour or
and
we might have visited Wurtemberg
Bavaria in steamers stopping at their
ports, Friederickshaven and Lindau. vieThe Lake of Constance though not
ing with the unparalleled softness of the
Italian and many of the Swiss lakes, is

enjoyable.
The Appenzell Alps which

almost as

hover over
the south east banks of the Lake of Constance are very grand and impressive,
while Mt. Sentis always glistens in the
distance with its snowy cap and the more
remote Alps of the Grisons in fine weather appear as if in the Heavens above the

_

for-

fredITricharos

°

_

There are as many as a score of such
excnrsions around Davos, each of which
the semi-invalid can make in an hour or
two, every one of them possessing novelties to lure him from the thought of self
and the weakness which saddens every
a
age. The cures of Davos are pure air,
bracing climate good food and plenty of
ot nature
amusement, which this heart man soon
gives. The tired out business
feels its allurements, and blase men and
women of fashion come to see that there
are new springs of enjoyment in thenbeing. The ruts of society look deep
and worn through and seem still more
unattractive by comparison with these
which furnish
pleasure-giving rambles and
renewed life to the body
supply the
soul with a new religion. From the love
o of the
of nature there springs up n
Source of nature, who so r veals miself
in these gorges and ravine;- thes
alleys
iers and
and streams and in the vatt g

Offer

a

Supply selected Investment bonds for cash or
In exchange for marketable securities.
Execute commission orders for investors at
the Stock Exchange or in the open market.
Furnish information respecting bonds.

ATHOL WATER COMPANY,
First Mortgage, Gold, 5 Per Cent.
Bonds, at Par and Interest.
The Athol Water Company is organized under
special act of the Legislature of Massachusetts,
which gives it a perpetual franchise.
Athol is one of the most prosperous and rapMassachuidly growing towns in the .State of
setts having a present, population of 6,600.
The
1876.
in
built
water,
The works were
taken from the highla ds above Athol, is disreservoirs
two
large
storage
tributed through
by gravity to the town below.
The earnings of the Company are largely in
excess of operating
expenses and fnterest

charges.

it POPULAR!

FAMOUS

Monday Evening, March 28th.
Lecture by the famous Explorer. Traveler and
Writer, Mr. Paul B.

...

The present and prospective value of this
property renders these bonds attractive to investors desiring a safe as well as profitable ill-

DUCHAILLU,

vestment.

Further particulars given on request.
Portland, Maine, March 16th, 1892.
dtf

marie

MUNICIPAL BONDS

HELDEN.

This Appenzell village is accessible
from Bohrschach by means of a mountain railway. It is the most famous
whey-cure resort and from the mountains
still farther above it all the splendid
scenery of wliioh we have just spoken,
appears like a vast panorama of beauty.
The whey for Heiden and other Appenzell resorts (among which are Gais,
Weissbad, Gonten, Urnalseh) is prepared on the rich pastures of the Sentis
where five hundred goats are constantly
feeding. The whey is separated during
the night and sent hot down the mountain on the backs of goats, to these various establishments, and from the curd
cheese is manufactured in the ordinary

Dated

progr ammes. One Evening Concert
and one Matinee Concert.
Evening tickets 50, 76 cts. and $1.00. Matinee tickets 35, 60 and 76 cts.
On sale at
Stockbridge’s Thursday morning, March 24.
Half fare on the railroads to all holding Gilmore tickets.
mar22dlw

Jan’y. 1,1892,
Due Jan'y 1,1912.

H. M. PAYSON &
—

TZZE

Switzerland. Davos is also the open door
In a few years all the
to the Engadine.
passes of the Engadine will be conquered
and the smoke of the locomotive will rise
above these seemingly unconquerable
pathways and mountain peaks. Steam
tramways will ride where now the foot
of man can scarcely tread, mountain railways will bridge the chasms of the Jungfrau and Mt. Blanc as well. We often
speculate as to what the next century
has to do for the world. But Europe
offers plenty of natural problems as well
The
as the wilds near our Pacific coast.
minds and inventive genius of great men

Round corners, straight front,
and double breasted,
in heavy and medium weights,
in Black, dark and medium Golors.
ALTOGETHER TO MANY
for us to have on hand at
this season of the year.
WE PROPOSE TO SELL THEM
and the quality and prices
are doing it THIS WEEK.
We can sell you
GOOD SUITS at
$3, $4, $5. But those
We offer at

I
-OF-

ME.,

PORTIiAWD,

1824.

God given. And there has been
method in the Divine plan since first“the
are

While

nature

to be controlled one can neither endorse
the views of those who think the day is
not far distant when the earth shall melt
with fervent heat nor be disturbed
fear of the dire effects of those mysterious spots and darkened cd chasms on the

Accounts of Individuals, firms and corpora
tions received on favorable terms.

by

sun

which

are

Interest allowed

apparent.
Twenty years ago this salubrious dime,
this city sheltered from the northeast
winds, this great “Kurort” for almost
every ill, had not been heard of, and only

deposits.

huts
three little herdsmen’s
marked the spot which is now filled with
people from every nation seeking the
Elixir of Life. The Fountain of Youth
is no doubt here if men will stay long
onough in this pure mountain air to
quaff draughts sufficient to restore the
Davos has only two
worn out tissues.
classes of people, those who come here
to rest and recuperate, and those who
take care of the resting and recuperating
There is no business going on, and
ones.
there seem to be no dwellings but kurhauses, hotels and pensions. There is no
bustle to wear and tear the nerves. Even
the narrow gauge train of cars, with no
puffing and snorting, comes softly in and
stops at the end of its route. People get
out slowly and pick up their budgets
leisurely, since they know that some
time will elapse before the train will go
out again through the lovely Praettigan
Valley to bring in a fresh freight of
health and rest seekers. It is quiet and
strength that people who come here
or

eniovment which men set
from artificial stimulants and tlia overwrought excitement which they call
pleasure? The Boulevards of Paris and
crowded thoroughfares of other European capitals furnish no new elements to
the wornout system of the business man
nor to the woman of fashion enfeebled

continued beautiful scenery for the
trouble and expense of the trip. But the
door opens into something beyond the

human imagination when the train passes
into the Praettigan Valley. It is forty
miles long, and is styled the “obere mittlere, and untere Praettigau.” The
whole natural arrangement of it surpasses the power of the pen of man to
describe. The soul is filled with its
beauties, even from the glimpses of its
loveliness which one gets as the train
tugs slowly up, circling round in ascending. If one were on foot and could
stop and enjoy it would take many days
to really see it all.
The valleys seen below often interspersed with little lakes come out like
reliefs in a picture, and almost startle
one with continued surprises.
The Sardascathal, the Schleppenthal,
the Susthal, the Joeritfial and many other valleys emerge into the great Praettiga.u There are many interesting
legends connected with these weird valleys, some of them like grottos smiling
amongst the mountains. Their history
dates tar back to the days of goblins and
witches, hobgoblins and sprites. At this
same period there were already peasants
tending flocks on the mountains, in the
midst of which the wild beasts often
made deadly havoc. A bear having been
caught at one time committing these
depredations was brought into a council
consisting of these peasants, who were
considering the situation with a view to
passing judgment upon him for the offense. At this juncture one of these wild
men from the forest came in, and being
solicited to give the dire sentence, said,
“Let him marry!”
The Silvretta Gletsclier can be seen,
first on one side and then on the other,
and as one approaches nearer Davos the
Scaletta Glacier appears scarcely less

magnificent.

climbs mountains and
finds himself at their summit without a
At Davos

one

suspicion of fatigue. The old mountain
roads are given up and only used in descent;and “Iuvalidwegs” take their place.
These wind and wind with no perceptible ascent until the invalid finds himself
on the tops of very high mountains and
in the passes as fresh as when he set out,

Late trains on
till above
Note -The doors will be kept closed during
the performance of each number. mar28dlw

holding “Symphony" ticketa.

STODDARD.
Two Illustrated Lectures
BY JOHN L. STODDARD.
/
(“From the Rio Grande to the Cap/
ital
NO 1 {
(“Mexico, the Capital and the Tropics.”/
r
(“Jerusalem and the Holy
o
HO. ».
| i*nd.”
two
for
Mr. Stoddard’s last appearance
years./.
Tickets 60, 76 cents and *1.00 eaoh lecture/.
Now on sale at Stookbridge’s. Half fare to all.
mar22dlw |
holding Stoddard tickets.

: HOME

—

INVESTMENT.

PRIMROSE & WESTS.
Tickets
mch22

Monday Evening.

assembly

LADY HENRY SOMERSET
—

Dus January

—

-WILL SPEAK IISdtf

CITY

HALL,

BENEFIT OF MAINE W. C.T.U.

Friday and Saturday Evenings,

NOTICE.
We shall open
for spring and

HbondsT

Tobaccos.
Any

We Offer,

Subject

March 35 and 36.

SATURDAY

1

■
B

Croix E. I. & Water
St!Mort.
5’s due 1900.

summer

Cure >

CORNISH BROTHERS |
mar4

249 Middle Street.

Grand Scenic Production and Picturesque
Melodramatic Comedy,

UNCLE'S DARLING.
Heroine of the Lighthouse.

An Alaska romance, with

entirely

new

to

and characters
the stage.

scenes

OCT the Team of Reindeer.
Nr r the School of Performing Seals.
the Troupe of Esquimaux Dogs, Mastiii
and Great Dane Dogs "King” and Count, and
Acting Dear “Topsy.''
Str eet Parade Dally.

Prices 25c, 5®c, 75c.
luar 21

eoatf

——

,

PIAKTOS A
FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO
Very Fancy

I

Street, Portland, Maine
dlt

BOIL*
STEAWI ENGINES,
ERS, STEASfl PIPE, PIPE

CLASS

FIRST

or

•

—

W.

decl7

AT

VALVES,
HANGERS,

PULLEYS, LEATHER and
RUBBER BELTING, LACE
LEATHER, HOSE,&c.,&c.

DONE.

0R0ERS SOLICITED.

CHASE& SON & CO.

—

P. HASTINGS’

FITTINGS,

SHAFTING.

general machine work proniply

Plain at

NO. 114 1*2 EXCHANCE ST

MAKERS,
dec20

SATURDAY

Firs t

SWAN &BARRETT
186 Middle

a

The

•

Kansas City, Kansas, Water Co. Firs t
Mort. 6’s due 1894-1907.
Maine Central B. It. Consol Mort. 7’ ,
<lue 1912.
Cleveland City Cable Railway Firs ‘
Mort 5’s due 1909.
Denver City Cable Railway First Mort
6’s due 1908.

l

Braises, Sore Throat, and Other Lamenes
Second to no other Liniment in the Unit.
States, well known in all Eastern Province
Will be sold by all druggists. David Scott, So
Proprietor In the United States. Trade mai k
on all circulars and bottles. Wholesale by Coo c>
£eb22dt£
Everett & Pennell, Portland, Me.

:

as we

OUCi-AKTS

NOTICE ! ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR

in

weai

MATINEE

HETTIE BERNARD CHASE

good) ,

expect a lively sab
of our choicest patterns, man; r
of which cannot be duplicated
tions

Co.

new

the advantage of our friends t<
call early and make their sclec

tc

City of Portland 4’s due 1902-1912.
City of Portland 0’s due 1907.
City of Saco 4’s due 1901.
City of Calais 4’s due 1901-1911.
City of Bangor 6’s due 1894.
due 1899
City of Toledo, Oh oo 44 1-2’s
1-2 s due 1909
City of Toledo, Oh
due 1919
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s
Calais Water Co. First Mort. 5’s dm

Always

our

SATURDAY MORNING, Marcl
5, and we believe it will be t<

Sale,

Injurious Adulterations.

Lessee and Manager.

G. E. LOTHROP,

dtf

mar24

THEATRE.

PORTLAND

1st, 1921.

Cor. middle and Exchange Sts

(

AND

MISS FRANCES WILLARD,

BiVUTKEH-S,

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sprains

dtf

Wednesday Evening, March 30th

WOODBURY & MOULTON

For

eiLBEBT*.

All seats reTickets 75 and 50 Cents.
Half
at StockUridge’s.
For sale
served.
mar24dlw
fare on the M. C. K. R.

Ask for

Scott’s

Sale THURSDAY MORNING*

WALTZING thYsCHOTTISGHE

City of Bath, lie.,

The Same.

on

AT

Breath Sweet.

it Is Without

—

marls

inch22

Keeps Your

AND

Thursday Evening.

You are getting
BOY’S LONG PANT SUITS
of Excellent quality,
VERY LOW.
Standard Clothing Co.,
255 Middle St.,
Portland, Me.

dtf

jly25

HERMANN

country at that,

the hectic,

by excessive gaiety.
The journey from way back in Basle
has already repaid one in the delights of

Half Fare ou
Stockbrldge’s Music Store.
the M. C. fi. R., P. * R. R. and G. T. Ry., to all

$8 and $10

in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.

eo

MTrsioiAzrs

MBS, ARTHUR NIKISCH.Soloist.
MR. ARTHUR NIKISCH.Conduotor,
Reserved Seats, 76 ote. and *1.00. Admish
Now on sale (or mailed) at
siOn, 60 cts.

time are

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

seek, without which there can be no real
joy or pleasure in existence. For what
ie

on

ORCHESTRA.
eo

all wool. Made to wear.
Real Value of $12 and 15 and are the
best
thing for you to buy.
R. Small, Marshall R. Ooding,
Stephen
Cashier.
President.
This is an opportunity where
a
febi4
it DOES NOT PAY TO WAIT.
You’ll find other bargains here
around the Long Pant Suit Counter
FRED E. RICHARDS, President,
When you come.
W. W. MASON, Vice President,
C. G. ALIEN, Cashier. B
T FROM THE MAKERS
D
our
in
the
and
Deposits
largest in the

each month becoming

more

two

Grand Festival Concert by the BOSTON

UlllgIG MlOUOIOUj

—

Incorporated

AT CITY TTAT.T.,
Tuesday Evening, March 29th.

BOYS LONG
PANT SUITS.
Sizes 30 to 34 breast measure,
28 to 31 waist,
28 to 33 leg,

„

new

8th STOCKBRIDGE!

392

CO.,

BANKERS,

marll

10

INSTRUMENTAL SOLOISTS

10

In two

rndlGtl IT!

morning stars sung together.”
there are still so many forces of

Quartette of French Horns, and Gilmore’s

mar22dlw

trains.

FOR SALE BY

PRAETTIGAN VALLET.

rttllPT

Miss Emilie Schnulock, Contralto;
Sin. Victor Clodio, Tenor;
Mr. Myron W. Whitney, Basso.

3’S3,

But of Davos and the numerous valleys on the route we wish more particularly to speak. For out of all the swarming cities and mountain fastnesses, I am
convinced that the Grisons contains more
omr

INCOMPARABLE BAND!
MUSICIANS
SO
SO
Assisted by the Celebrated Artists:
Miss Emma Schnulock, Soprano;

Children
Tickets 36, 60 and 76 cents.
26 and 36 cents. Now on sale at Stockbridge’s.
Half fare on the M. C., P. & B. and CT T.
Late
E. B. to all holding Du ChaiUu tickets.

City of Clinton, Iowa

manner.

nnHivnl Vinnu+ina tlion

BY THE

HAXiIs,

CITY

a rp

Beautifully Illustrated.

THE

CONCERTS

a

majesty beyond.

DAVOS AND

JUBILEE

AMUSEMENTS.

sails

as one

GRAND

_03m

Jan6

towards the Austrian coast the Varalberg chain is a pioneer to the Tyrolean

And straight ahead

TWO

2 WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

limited amount of

Author of “The Country of the Dwarfs,” “Wild
Life Under the Equator,” etc.

clouds.

GREATTICKETSALE

co„ FAHNESTOCK & CO.

&

98 Exchange Street,

A-

mountain j eaks.

AMUSEMENTS.

FINANCIAL.

financial.

and

■

67 & 59 KENNEBEC STREET.
jaulD

MM*
dBm

II Repican State Convent!
Will be held in

MOROMBEGA BALL, BANGOR,

Wednesday, April 27, 1892,

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
Shenandoah.

Bronson Howard’s play of “Shenandoah” has attained a great reputation
It is a war
throughout the country.
drama and its scenes are laid in the
Shenandoah valley. In a large theatre
where great scenic effects and dramatic
can

question

but that it can

is

no

audi-

an

carry

high pitch of enthusiasm. It is
play, too, that requires the best acting,
since the dialogue is not very strong,
ence

At 11

be

there

employed,

illusions

O'clock, A. HI.,

to a

Mee & Harrington,

a

lor the purpose of selecting two candidates
electors of President and Vice President of the
United States and four delegates at large and
tour alternates to attend the National Convention to be held at Minneapolis, Minnesota, on
Tuesday, June 7, 1892, and transacting any
other business that may properly come before
It.
The basis of represeentation will be as follows Each City, Town and Plantation will be
entitled to one delegate, and for each seventyfive votes cast for the Eepublican candidate for
Governor in 1888, an additional delegate, and
for a fraction of forty votes in excess of seventy-five votes, an additional delegate.
Vacancies in the delegation of any City,
Town, or Plantation can only be filled by residents of the County in which the vacancy exists.
The State Committee will be in session in the
reception room of the Hall at nine o’clock on
the morning of the Convention, for the purpose
of receiving the credentials of delegates. Delegates, in order to be eligible to participate In
the Convention, must be elected subsequent to
the date of the call for this Convention; and
delegates under this call should not be elocted
to the State Convention to be hereafter called
for the purpose of nominating a candidate for
for

and there

are one or

two situations some-

risky, hovering dangerously near
the line where a step over would plunge
the scene from pathos into realms of
boredom, such for instance as the death
what

TASTE
_______

of Lieutenant Bedlow.
As produced at Portland Theatre

evening the play was as effective
possible on a stage of that size.

Downing,

last
is

as

The

scene in the second and third acts representing Three Top Mountain, with the
torch signalling between the Confederates on the one side and the Federals on
The
the other was very well presented.

have we been
Never during our experience in the retail trade
able to place before our customers such a choice display of Stylish
Goods in this line,

present

the

as we are

First and foremost

season.

this list stands our celebrated

on

rather weak, although
High School Cadets showed
The drama,
proper military bearing.
however, is not as satisfactory as a whole
as “Held by the Enemy.”
There are no better Gloves in the wide world for STYLE, FINThe acting last evening was not as
ISH, FIT and DURABILITY than this, and
good as we have been accustomed to
The
from Mr. Frohman’s companies.
honors were easily borne off by Miss
OUR PRICES ARE CORRECT.
Mina Gleason as Gertrude, Miss Marlow
Governor.
as Jennie, Mr. Dayton as Colonel KerchWe carry in stock, of these goods all the new shades in
All electors of Maine, without regard to past
ival West, Mr. Hendricks as Major Genpolitical differences, who are in sympathy with
----$1.50 per pair
latter character a 4 Button Suedes at
the §entiments expressed in the call of the Republican National Committee for the Republican National Convention, are cordially Invited
to unite with the Republicans of the State in
electing delegates to this Convention.
Per order, Republican State Committee.
JOSEPH H. MANLEY, Chairman.
F. E. SOUTHARD, Secretary.

Augusta, Me., February 1,1892.
U. S. CIRCUIT COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE WEBB.

Thursday.—In the Circuit Court today, on
motion of Hon. J. W. Symonds, Charles Sumner Cook, Esq., of Portland was admitted to
practice in United States courts.

battle

scene wras

“TREFOUSSE” BEIL KIDS.

the young

eral Buckthorne—the

overdrawn, perhaps, but amusing—
and Mr. Barrett as Sergeant Barket. The
horse was quite an important feature.
The curtain was called after each act.

little

Uncle’s Darling.

Tonight Hettie Bernard Chase will

ap-

pear at Portland Theatre in “Uncle’s
Darling,” with her reindeer, performing
seals, Esquimaux dogs and acting bears,

and bound the prisoner over to the April term
of the Circuit Court.

College.
ednesday night benefit concert was
n to the Base Ball Association. Cong
spidering the stormy evening a large attendance was had and it was universally
pronounced one of the happiest events of
the college year. The programme was
veil calculated to please and every artist
fas favored with an encore.
Bates

a

shades,

at

style of fancy backs, ail

6 Button Mousquetaire Suedes,
go

«

<•

“

“

“

g

1.75 per pair
1.75 per pair
2.00 per pair

-----»
...

in the

new

style of

20

perfect menagerie of talent. The animals, headed by the Marine band, will

Our first /order to

.........

the

manufacturers

are
than
carried by all other dealers in Maine.
The most fastidious Mother can be
easily suited from the immense stock

for

was

We

3.50 per pair

“

«

h

_i

2.25 per pair
2.50 per pair

fancy backs, all shades,
12 Button Mousquetaire Suedes,

..

—O —:

carriages

more

rni-i

1D1S

Ye&r’S

a

”°F—

OPERA

AID

EVENING

start from the Portland Theatre at 11.30
this morning over the following route:

Congress to Exchange, Exchange
Franklin, Franklin to
Fore,
Commercial, Commercial to Union,
BEFORE COMMISSIONER BRADLEY.
Union to Middle, Middle to Free, Free
Thursday—Emmerson Statham, of Houlton, to Cotton, Cotton to Fore, Fore to Cenwas arraigned today ou a charge of selling
Center to the theatre. On Saturday
liquor in violation of the United States revenue ter,
from the theatre at
lws. The commissioner found probable cause the parade will start
U. S. COMMISSIONER’S COURT.

in the new

“

“

4

SHADES

SPECIALTY.

A

Every Pair Felly Warranted.

Fore to

Preble
down
11 o’clock and march
to
Portland
Green,
to
Portland,
Green to Congress, Congress to State.
to
to
State
High, High to
Spring, Spring
square, Congress street to the

Congress
theatre.

Boston

Symphony Orchestra.

Noticeable
Also always in stock

a

full assortment ot

“Biarritz” Gloves,
4 Button

Carriage

$1,00 per pair

•

“Raninger” Gloves,

7 Hook, Real Kid

as

solo

For

For

Beauty

1.00 and 1.25 per pair $5
1.50 per pair And

•

“

And

All Gloves fitted at the counter, when desired.

Tickets are going rapidly for the Symphony Orchestra concert to be given
in the regular
next Tuesday evening
Stockbridge course with (30 musicians,
and with Mrs. Nikisch

THE ATKINSON COMPANY.

you

Down

to

Stock

Sell

From

/V?;

Strength

This

vocalist.

TTT.,,

Without

Price

Speaking of the lady’s appearance in
the Globe says:
Boston,
•.Scarlotti.
To
flano Solo
Mrs. Xikisell’s charming personality
Miss Jennie Kimball Jewett.
never was more potently realized by her
Contaalto Solo—Pensa Alla Patra.Kossini audience than when she stepped an the
$45.
Mrs. Jennie King Morrison.
followed by her husband, looking
mar25d3t
deeding—The Slide.Murray. stage,
and young, all
dainty
pretty,
exquisitely
AUCTION SALES.
Dale.
Prof. Porter H.
in white silk and chiffon, with a decollete
Belknap Motor Company.
The first part of the evening
Violin Solo—Mose (celebrated g. String Solo)
present.
no
wore
She
jew- was devoted to a musical entertainment,
.Paganini. and sleeveless bodice.
The Belknap Motor Company has esMr. Fred A. Given.
F. O. BAILEY & CO.,
els exoept a diamond necklace, and carTrio—Break, Break, Break.Auderton. ried a loose cluster of pink roses.
Her given by Miss Brown, Mr. A. B. Hall, tablished new works at No. 474 and 476
Mrs. Morrison, Mrs. Morse and Mr. Hackett.
Mrs. F. H. Johnson, and Mr. Johnson, Fore streets, and have added an electri- Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
hair was simply dressed in a low knot,
Clarionet Solo—Sonnambula.
rrot. ±1. r. u uonuer.
with no ornamentation, which showed that was much enjoyed, after which a cal department, under the charge of W.
The vesLove—Robandi
of
Contralto Solo—Bright Star
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
the beautiful shaped head to best advan- delicious collation was served.
H. Chapman. They are equipped to do
with Violin obligato by Mr. Given.
was very prettily trimmed for the ocwas in fine voice,
Mrs.
Xikisch
try
tage.
C. W. ALLEN.
Morrison.
Mrs. Jennie King
F. O BAILEY.
all
kinds
of
a
oasion.
electrical
make
work, and
dtf
mar!4
Reading—The chariot Race.Wallace. the quality so full and round and true
H.
Dale.
Mr.
Prof. Porter
that it was a delight to listen.
specialty of B. C. Standard Electric MoViolin Solo—Old folks at Home, with variations
First
Prison's
Occupant.
I.ibby
Xikisch as an accompanist is unequalled.
tors and Dynamos. This company has
.Stubbe.
The first person to enter the famous been
Mr. Fred A Given.
Du Chaillu.
very successful with their cyclone
I
Libby prison was Philander A. Streeter. motor, and their new venture is likely to rMiWWW*WWWW»»«*M«I
Next Monday evening Du Chaillu, the
Bridgton.
the
Secof
to
He
Company C,
belonged
to be equally successful.
African traveller, will appear in
Unfortunate
ond Vermont infantry.
A land-looked salmon, weighing twelve great
the Stockbridge Popular course at Cityenough to be captured in the first battle
pounds and two ounces was caught in Hall and
MARRIAGES.
good seats may now be obon July 21, 1861, he was
Peabody Pond in this town Tuesday, by tained. The Philadelphia Ledger says: of Bull Run
to
taken
Libby
J, F. Libby. Some seven years ago the
In Saeo, March 22, Warren Severance and
Paul B. Du Chaillu’s bow to a Philaprison two days Miss Annie L. Dean.
pond was stocked with this fish, and
tasteless-effectual
on Saturday evening at
disIll
Mechanic Falls. March 15, Almon Chaplin
audience
The
later.
delphia
FOR A
some of them have been seen occasionand Mrs. Jennie S. Merriam, both of Poland.
the Academy of Music, was made under
tinction that was
John
and
In
March
G.
Merrow
Larone,
19,
time.
Three
to
this
There
circumstances.
years
fortunate
most
previous
ally
thrust on him at Miss Elizabeth E. Sheaf.
:
In Portsmouth, N. H., March 11, Eugene N.
ago one was caught weighing four was a crowded house in sympathy with
that time was Case
these famous Pills will,
of Piantsville, Conn., and Miss Lmnie B.
] \ Taken os directed
pounds, but nothing like the one caught the lecturer and his theme, an encourto all enfeebled <
due to the fact Jewell of Portland, Maine.
;; prove marvellous restoratives
seen before.
> by the above or kindred diseases.
by Mr. Libby has been
agement which always brings forth the
;
that he was at
Much oare has been exercised during best effort, while the speaker was most
25 Cents a Box,
;!
DEATHS.
these seven years to protect the fish in happily introduced by Hon. Wayne Methe head of the
but generally recognised in England and. in]
{[
this pond, and the benefit of such care is
fact throughout the world to be “worth a
line of prisoners
Veagh. Mr. Du Chaillu chose as the
they,:
], Guinea a box,” for the reason that
This is
now beginning to be realized.
Iu this city, March 23. George Denning Kolfe.
wide range of comsubject of his lecture, “The Heart of
WILL CURE
marched to the
]
> plaints, and that they have 6aved to many
[Funeral Saturday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock,
the same pond from which the seven and Africa,” a region which few white men
“You
can
in ]
5
not
one
but
sufferers
guineas,
many
place.
at his late residence. No. Carroll street.
merely
a half pound pickerel was taken some
have visited, but about which mysterious
this city. March 24, Heritable, widow of
]
| doctors’ bills.
bet,” he says, “I theInlate
weeks ago, and it is also quite a good quarter of the globe there is the deepest
and
Soluble
Andrew L. Taylor, aged 87 years
Coating,
! Covered with a Tasteless &
was glad to put
3 months.
interest manifested in all civilized counof ail druggists. Price 25 cents a box. ] [
fishing ground for trout.
[Funeral on Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
New York Depot, 365 Canal St.
a brick wall betries, as is attested by the widespread
her late
No. 31 Ellsworth street.
Transfers.
Programme.

iastman Bros. & Bancroft.
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The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the
registry of deeds:
Harpswell—Roland W. Wallace to Albert
Iti6nard$on.
Westbrook—William W. Lamb to Newell B,

Lowell.

Caroline Fortin to Charles H. Sweeney.
Harry Bell to Joseph Landry.
Daering—James A. Wright to Alvin Hall
Naples—Leslie W. Sanborn to Austin P. Merrill et al. *75.
New Gloucester—H. L. Symonds to Seth F
Sweetsir et al. *900.
The

Labrador All Bight and Sailed Yes-

terday.
The chief engineer of the Labradoi
states that the item printed yesterday tc
the effect that the steamer’s shaft hac
been damaged by an aeoident, is withou
foundation. No accident has happenec
on the Labrador, and no part of the ma
ohinery is damaged. She sailed yester-

day

afternoon on time.

sale of the wonderful books of travel
The
which Mr. Du Chaillu has written.
fact that this celebrated traveller and authe
seen
thor has seldom been
platupon
form made the occasion all the more in-

teresting.

procured at Stockand West, the
and the GilHerrman
Stoddard lectures,
Tickets

bridge’s

can

for

Country Circus”
began Wednesday morning at the Boston
The organization comes by
Theatre.
It
special train next Sunday morning.
UUUtUCiO

OUUUjjU

baggage to fill 10 cars, and has just
completed a hundred nights’ run in New
and

York.
Attalie Claire, the singer, whose recent
disagreement with Lillian Russell has
commented upon, has
been widely
signed to become a member of Sadie
Martinot’s troupe, and will join it at
once.

The initial representation of “Neil
Burgess’s Circus” will be given next
Wednesday evening, March 30, at the
Park Theatre, Boston. For two months

Burgess,

chinists,

with

Cleveland’s

Baking
Powder,
and the last spoonful does as
good work as the first, are good
reasons why Cleveland’s has been
a growing success for 22 years.

the scenic

car penters

have been

“Good Lock”

be

Primrose

more concerts.
The seat sale for “The

Mr.

Always

Notes.

engaged

artist, stage ma-

and other specialists
in the

preparation

for

“Neil Burgess’s Circus.” It was intended to produce this play, which is said to
combine all the humor and pathos of
“Vim,” “Widow Bedott” and “The
County Fair,” next Monday night, but

preparations entailing a huge amount of
work necessitate delay. The circus features alone of Mr. Burgess’s new production will require an immense amount of
Acrobats from Barnum’s
prepartion.
circus, gymnasts and tumblers from the
leading hippodromes of Europe, trained
animals and other novel features
be presented.
Free Street

are

to

Church Beception.

Last evening the Free street Baptist
Society gave a reception to the mother
church, the First Baptist Society. There
was a

very

large attendance,

there

from 300 to 330 ladies and

being

gentlemen

tween

P. A. Streeter.

me

the mob that

gathered

and

was

there in

the street. I tell you the bricks and
stones flew about as fast as the bullets
at Bull Run, for we were the first lot ot
Yanks the folks had seen.”
Mr. Streeter hurried up to the third
t.

hv

a.

window

the only chair in the room. His stay
in the building lasted until Jan. 3, 1862,
when he was exchanged. It did not
break him down, as he is a hale and
hearty man today. He is now engaged
in the paper making business in Holyoke, Mass. His picture is to be one of
the features of the old prison which
was, it will be remembered, removed to
Chicago some time ago.
on

Longest.
According to reliable statistics it
would seem that marriage increases a
man's life about 50 per cent., inasmuch
as the average life of married men is
nearly sixty years, while that of a single
man is but
forty._
Married Men Live

Ex-Senator

Edmunds’ Vacation.

Ex-United States Senator Edmunds,
of Vermont, will leave for a tour of
Europe in May. He will be accompanied
by his family. The venerable statesman thinks that his many years of labor
in public life have entitled him to a
period of recreation, and he proposes to
enjoy himself to the utmost on his foreign trip. Mr. Edmunds’ health is not
as good as it might be, and this is said
to be the primary cause of his contemplated vacation.
Australian Gold.

During the four months last past Australia alone has exported more than
$7,000,000 in gold to the United States,
and still the fact has scarcely received
even passing mention in the newspapers.

■
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residence,

Burial at convenience of the family. Massachusetts papers please copy.]
At Deeriug Point, March 24, Maria M., widow
of the late Andrew H. Boe, aged 66 years 7
months 12 days.
[Funeral this Friday afternoon at 2.30 o’clok,
at her late residence. No. 30]>4 Forest Avenue.
In Deering Centre, March 24, Ben]. W. Lowe,
aged 44 years 9 months.
[Funeral on Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at liis late residence, Stevens Plains Avenue.
In Limerick, March 20, Mrs. Etta A., widow
of the late Newell W. Foster of Portland.
In Freeport, March 20, Edward II. Melcher,
In Brunswick, Ellsworth H. Plummer, aged
63 years 6 months.
In Brunswick, March 16, Rebecca S. Pennell,
aged 06 years.
In Brunswick. March 16, Mary Coombs, aged
89 years 9 months.
In Brunswick, March 16, Aotive Snow, aged
77 years 10 months.
In Bath. Maroh 22, Albion K. P. Dunning,
aged 08 years 6 months.
In South Limington, March 22, Ernest \V.
Harmon, aged 35 years.
In Saco. March 22, Charles L. Wells, aged 35
years 3 months.
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Added to any Sonp,
Sauce or Gravy gives
Strength and Fine Flavor,
Invaluable in Improved and Economic
Cookery. Makes cheapest, purest
and be3t Beef Tea.
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I DENHE TT the Florist,
p

in

670

Congress Street.

MAGEE’S

Ail orchestra in itself, producing
the most charming music.
Can

FOR

played
anybody.
be

SALE

by
BY

CRESSEY & JONES,
394 Congress
apr21eodlyr

St.,

OPPOSITE CITT hale.

what it

just

EMULSION,

C. T. FISK

can

cure

Files

Now1

d“

^mstrVm

sell! heUmSrt set8hisepatirat'in

801

He wUlbe at the United
he consulted free of charge.
rectum, are requested to call and

States

can

Hotel, Portland, every Saturday, (room 18i where hn
suffering from Piles, or any disease of the
him, or
4 f8%T » Tv
T VWKTAV
MAIN qt
LEWISTON, 1WP
344
ME.,

All persons
see

1>R.C. T. FISK, at his home office,
pamphlets with hundreds of testimonials

for

Card

PRINTERS’

FINE JOB

ST.,

from

prominent people

throu^houtUm

SAY,

or

Estate

Real

$50,000

IS THE BEST

telephone promptly at-

I. SIM & Sms Go.
The largest Piano House in the W orld.
Wholesale and retail representatives in the New England States for

STEINWAY,

for
It, and
that labeled

Druggist

take

Mass.
CO., Lawrence,
marieW&b

to

COMMERCIAL
Jul

98

jPIANOS.

Loan

PAPER.

4, Jose Building,
EXCHANGE STBEET

Booms 3 and
NO.

WEBSTER and
WESER BROS.

and Loans.

in large or small amounts. Parties wishing to
build can be acconunodated.

in the market.

MAGEE EMULSION

PRINTING A SPECIALTY.

by mail

PIANOS.

WEBER,
to_novlleodtf
HARDMAN,
aTr. & E. A. DOT EM, CABLER,

tended

and many

ONLY

EXCHANGE,

97 1-2 Exchange St., Portland.

All orders

practice,

your

PRINTER,

JOB

is used by
thousands of

Ask

Dr.

WltFSS theepa8s?e.gMeykea» theK?h»

-AND-

in their

says—that

visited your eity every Saturday and relieved
influential citizens,
the suffering of scores of your beet known and
in
which they express their heartfelt gratitude
number
without
riven him testimonials
for the sneedv and permanent relief received at his hands.
of the knife and
do not class Dr. Fisk’s treatment with the harsh meUm^
BISK TO LIFE AND HEALTH, and all
ligature, for he cures WITHOUT PAIN OB while
treatment.
Ills
under
business
natients can attend to their regular
P
Ulceration and all diseases of the rectum.
or successfully treats Piles, fistula,
The
thirteen years in Maine, and his cure*
He has made a specialty of these diseases for over
or village can be tonnd but that conhave been so complete that to-day hardly a town
his praise foi the health and happlto
sound
and
who
is
willing
ready
tains some person
every ease and treat them
to

Book,

PHYSICIANS

Sell Playing Organ.

means

WM. M. MARKS,

_

In Buckfield, March 20, William Record, aged

^forf^5erals”
r LUWfchO
any design.

head-llue above

ooooooooooooooooooooO

76 years.

In Buckfield, March 19, Mrs. Veta V. Wood,
73 years.
In Hiram, March 13, Eugene R. Martin, aged
40 years.

The

eodiy

Catalogues mailed free.
and
Repairing
Tuning,

promptly attended to.

Portland Branch 540
T. O.
<tec2

Polishing

Congress Street,

McGOULDRIO,
Manager.

eodtt

MISCELLANEOUS.

A

I etand

For 25 Years a Sufferer!

MAN’S

at the

REPLY.

bar of your pure woman’s

soul

&
finally carwl by that Monarch of
wad Uurlflor of the Blood

Condemned in the cause that you plead;
My only defense is the simple request
That you’ll judge me by motive, not deed.

King’s Sarsaparilla

For remember that man’s but a child in the
dark.
Though formed by the hand from above;
He will fall many times, but shall walk
forth at last
In the sunshine of infinite love.

Was

So I’m boldened to answer your question so
fair.
And give you “A Man's Reply;”
That for the prize of a true woman’s love
I am ready to live or die.
You say that the man who gains your love
Must bo brave, and true and good;
I answer that she who wins my heart
Must be a type of true womanhood.
You &ay that you look for

a

and

“man

a

king,”

You require “all things that

are

good and

true.

All things that a man should be;”
I ask for a woman, with all that implies.
And that is sufficient for me.

Bead what he has

to say
King Manufacturing Co.
Brldgtou, Me. Gentlemen:
*

You ask for a man without a fault,
To live with here on earth;
I ask for a woman, faults and all,
For by faults I may judge of worth.

:)

—

J have been a victim of Salt Rheum for the
past twenty-five year?, suffering terribly at
times. The inside of mv hands were covered
with cracks, some an inch long. It was not
uncommon for blood stains to follow any article I might handle. My feet also were cracked
open, seme nearly two inches long. You cau
to labor
imagine how difficult It was for me
under these afflictions. I had tried many
More
iVom
curieffect.
things, hut without
osity than anything else, I used King's Sarfive
as
bottles,
directed, taking
8APARH.LA
and my hands and feet are as sort and smooth
I give the credit to King’8
as anv one’s.
Sarsaparilla, and should any one doubt
this statement, they are at liberty to write me
Yours Truly,
for particulars.

Bridgton,

Me.£*--77—/

JOHN B.

—^

BRAY, M.D.,

of til© leading
practicing physicians of Cumberland
himself as
expresses
Maine,
County,
follows concerning this MONARCH OF
HEALTH and PURIFIER OF THE

For seventeen years

on©

KUOOD.

«

Bridgton, Me., Jac 28,1892.
King Manufacturing Co.,
I have carefully examined
Gentlemen:
Sarsaparilla and
vour Formula for your
though wedded, as are all physicians to their
—

own

I unhesitatingly enprescriptions, yet its
use for the com-

dorse and recommend
plaints for which it claims to cure.
I find uo ingredient in its compound which
could be omitted without violating its effects.
Every property is recognized by the medical
in this
fraternity as essential in practice, and
combination each has its function: to soothe,
the
are
cleanse, and heal, which, certainly,
first steps to cure. In a word, it is both pro.
I
and
pronounce it
phvlac+ic and therapeutic,
will
skilfully formulated; and in conclusion
I
gov, in* mv seventeen years* practice here
have used sarsaparilla in its different forms
effectso
a
combination
but have never found
ual in results as that realized in the preparation of King’s Sarsaparilla, which I now

exclusively recommend.

Sincerely,

JOHN B. BRAY, M.D.

King’s Sarsaparilla is for sale by all
first-class druggists at 75 cts. per bottle.
Prepared by

King Manufacturing Co.,
BRIDGTON, MAINE.

Tbe Cotton Picker.
The claim that stock in the Lone Star
Cotton Picker Company must pay phenomenal dividends is well sustained by
In fact very large divithe evidence.
dends are not so phenomenal as is generally supposed —for obvious reasons
when enormous dividends are declared
the companies interested give as little
publicity as possible. The Bell Telephone and Standard Oil Companies are
not alone in making large returns. The
Western Union Telegraph Company is a
case in point.
Every investment of
«uooo in it, in 1S53, has paid 300 per cent,
a year 011 an average, for the last 32
has reyears. The owner of that stock
ceived in dividends $100,000 in cold cash,
and his original investment of $1000 is
now represented by certificates aggreThe comDanv has realized $100,000,000 of net profits m the last
®
25 years.
It is estimated that the telegraph is
used by less than 5,000,000 of. people in
the United States out of a population of
62,000,000. In the case of the Cotton
Picker, more than 5,000,000 of people
would be personally interested in the
actual use of the machine in the field.
And every inhabitant in the world is a
the cotton which its use
wearer of
It required a man of far
cheapens.
more than average courage to invest in
W. U. Telegraph stock 32 years ago, as
the evidences of its great value were hard
to find and no precedents existed; but
some did invest, and today rejoice that
they did so.
In the case of the Cotton Picker, no
such phenomenal courage is required
the facts are easy to learn and results can
be predicted with certainty. What is required is a careful investigation. The
claim is made that the Cotton Picker is
the equal in promise of any, and should
incite instead of repel investigation.
Great risks are not necessarily the accompaniment of great returns, neither
are small dividends an assurance of security. It is purely a question of evidence, and the evidence of the great
value of an investment in Cotton Picker
stock will be furnished at 31 Milk St.,
Boston, Mass., where the machine can bf
seen and stock purchased.
—

It Would Seem
That at last a cure has been found for Bronchitis. Consumption, weak, sensitive or sore
For these complaints innumerable
lungs.
remedies have l>een tried, but none heretofore have proved successful. The unrivalled
on
success which attends the use of Rough
Coughs places it at the head of the front rank
rema
new
of Pulmonary remedies. Though
ct cases
edy, cures have already been effected
possible remedy.
thought beyond reach of anycases
believed utReports of “absolute cure of
are received daily. 50c. and $1.

terly hopeless

Great

Triumph.

The universal success of Rough on Coughs,
in Consumption, Coughs, Bronchitis and Pulnotice throughmonary diseases, is attracting
out the country. It is without question a remarkable preparation, and though recently
introduced, bus given abundant evidence or
peculiar efficacy in controlling Pulmonary
diseases. Cures of severest forms of long
standing Throat and Lung diseases reported
and certain.
every day. Relief is immediate

Important Discovery.
Manv years liavo elapsed since
to
covery ol’ a remedy so important

the disthe peoa new and
ple as that of Rough on Coughs,
successful remedy in the treatment of Con-

anc.
sumption, Bronchitis, Chronic Coughs cerThe uniform
all Pulmonary diseases.
tain tv of its beneficial effects, its peculiar

effects upon die
the
Throat and' Lungs in disease, proves it
a class ot diseases
long-desired panacea for
All sufheretofore considered incurable.
ferers are confidentially requested to give
At
bottles.
and
$1.00
50c.
it a trial.
on reDruggists. Large size, express prepaid, iN. Jceipt of $1. E. S. Wells, Jersey City,

adaptability

and

specific

I ask for a woman made as of old,
A higher form of man;
Bis comforter, helper, adviser and friend.
As in the original plan.
who has an aim in life.
Who finds life worth the living,
Who makes the world better for being here,
And for others her life i9 giving.
A

woman

I wilt not reqnire all that I have asked
In these lines so poor and few;
I only pray that you may be all
That God can make ot you.

A WEATHER PROPHET.
Nichols was a lady of
great modesty and of a very retiring disposition, and as she had passed the age
of “fair, fat and forty,” wasted few
Miss Sophia

on men.

glances

She had lately established herself in a
snito of rooms on the southeast corner
of Laurel street, facing the lovely little
Beech park. It was just the place for a
quiet spinster who loved nature and retirement, and she enjoyed it with unal-

loyed quiet for a few days.
Opposite her new abode

quiet
old house with four immense windows,
wherein ware set tiny panes of glass, to
was

a

The inhabitants seemed
saw
very quiet persons, and she seldom
them except in the evening.
After she had been domiciled about a
week in her new place her attention was
attracted by a very queer action of an
old gentleman who lived in the quaint
each

room.

house.
After finishing her 1 o’clock dinner
she always established herself cosily
with work or book at her front window,
and the old gentleman would as regularly appear in his yard and, drawing out
of his pocket a red bandanna, raise it
solemnly lsgh in air! He did not seem
to wave it, but let it go at its own sweet
will, or the wind’s will.
On moonlight nights, always about 10
o’clock, be repeated this mysterious rite,
His eyes were
or whatever it was.
nearly always turned toward her window, and stared fixedly. Sometimes he
did not use the handkerchief at all, but
gazed steadfastly at her window.
This performance he kept up every
day, until Miss Sophia began to be fear-

fully

nervous,

one

was

reauy

airaiu

it would draw down the gossip of the
neighborhood on her. So she tried in
to let the
many mild, well bred ways
old gentleman understand that she did
not like his very open attentions.
She pulled down her blind, and on
popping out to see what effect it had
found it had none; he still waved. Or
she would retreat to the farthest comer
of the room, out of his range of vision,
and her mirror told her he still gazed.
Finally her nephew came to make her
a week’s visit.
Every spinster has a favorite niece or nephew, and Jack Brown
She admired his
was Miss Sophia’s.
youth (he was only twenty-four), his
courage, his well shaped body, and even
his impetuous (to put it mildly) temper.
He was rather good looking, too, although his hair was auburn and his
mustache, such as it was, undeniably
red.
The first day of his visit Miss Sophhia
kept him engaged by showing him her
photograph albums, of which she had
half a dozen. But she couldn’t keep
this up a whole week, so the second day
Jack remarked as the bandanna and its
owner

appeared:

v* uuu u

--r

——-

To which Miss Sophia tremulously re“I don’t know,” which was literfor she had her back carefully
true,
ally
turned to the window.
The next day Jack observed the same
performance and said:
“Confound the old scoundrel! Aunt
Sophia, I really believe he’s trying to
flirt with you or else he’s a lunatic.”
Jack was a senior at college and had
taken his degree in the art of flirting.
The following day Jack’s ire reached
a climax as the old gentleman appeared
as usual, and not only waved the offending red rag (Jack was a fiery Republican), but actually gazed fixedly at Miss
Sophia’s window for fully five minutes.
1-le grabbed up his hat and said to his
aunt, “I’ll know the meaning of his confounded impudence or my name’s nol

plied,

Jack Brown!”
He dashed down stairs, paying no attention to his aunt's pleadings, “Don’t.
Jack, don’t! you will only make matters
worse!” She pulled down her curtail:
and peeped from behind it to see what
Jack would do.
He was striding angrily across the
street, and in a few moments was at the
old gentleman’s side. With a wrathful
face and sternly determined manner, he
said:
“Sir, what is the meaning of your in

and

will cure you.

LOST-On

truth
FOUND.—“That
prevail.” I wrote to
Maine. The

Is mighty and will
Miss E. S. Orr, East
Harpswell,
grin left me a hopeless
and helpless rheumatic cripple. Through her
advice I was quickly and permanently cured,
CAPTAIN M. A. HALL, Boothbay Harbor.
Me.d&wlt-4
OST—Between Gray street and the Union
Station, a wallet containing ®t 6.00 In bills.
The finder will be liberally rewarded by return21-1
ing same to 62 GRAY ST.

IJ

MALE HELP.

HORSE.

or

manufacture our goods, and can therefore give
open
you bottom prices; trunks repaired; 22-1
evenings until

9._

PICTURES! Those in want of a
a small amount of money,

PICTURES!
good picture, for
would do well to call

Pictures

on ns.

framed,

Plush goods and albums, skates and skate
straps. E. D. REYNOLDS, Cor. Oak and Congress
to know that they can
get a good all wool suit of clothes made
to their measure for $12, $14, $10,818, $20
and upwards at SAMUEL WATERHOUSE &
SONS. 367 and 309 Fore street.22-1

WANTED—People

to know that we do

public
WANTED—The
fine gold, silver and

etc. Silver
and enameled to

ishing, buffing,

nickel plating,

plated

ware

pol-

repaired

reflni'shed
prevent its tarnishing. The only complete manufacturing and
plating establishment in Maine. Send for prico
list, STEVENS, WOODMAN & CO., cor.Bore
ana Union Sts..janl8ti
loan $10, $20, $30, ?50,$100
to $10,000, in city and vicinity, on furniture, pianos, organs, libraries, horses, carriages,
diamonds, watches, 2d mortgages, notes and
Business confidential.
Day off furniture leases
PORTLAND COLLATERAL LOAN CO., 185
floor.19-1
second
room
0,
Middle street,

WANTED—To

ORDERS. No delivering
collecting. No experience. Sternly

free.

Best

specialties.

GLEN BROS., Rochester, N. Y.

Samples
15-2

one

oldest

to A. L.

Apply
BOURNE, Grand Councilor, Bangor,

Maine.12-2

WANTED—General

agent for Androscoggin

County; position worth 82000 per annum
right man. Also two local agents at S10 per
week and commission. Call on or after Tues
day. March 22d, at office of MUTUAL
RESERVE. Room 1. 176' Middle street, cor.
11-tf
Exchange, Portland.
to

Address

postal.

v.

».

do

wish

iianover

city.H-ftf
to buy from $1000 to $15,the
I

street,

t

THE

QONSUMPTION!

COMING HOUSE.

The
horseflesh becomes common food.
horse steak epicures will want the cuts
fat and tender, and caterers must evolve
a type of horse that will suit the market.
Here he is, says the German funny man.
We commend the type to the consideration of onr horse breeders.

NOTICE—Wanted

000 worth of cast-off clothing;
pay
highest cash price for ladies’ dresses, gents’
and children’s clothing, and gents’ winter overcoats ; call, or address letter or postal to S.
auglOtf
LEVI, 97 Middle street.

WIT AND WISDOM.

Hopeful

'i

View*.

‘Little Dick—The school is closed bemany children is sick.
Mamma—They will probably be all
right again in a week or so.
Little Dick (hopefully)—Perhaps the
rest of us’ll be sick then.—Good News.

TwH

cause so

Mr. Murdock:
Dear Sir—I feel it a duty I owe you to let you
know how I am getting along with your Liquid
Food. I have taken five G-oz bottles, and I
thought I would have my lungs sounded, and
the doctor told me my left lung has healed, and
that the right lung is in better condition, and 1
shall continue with the Food, feeling confident
it will cure me. I find I can get around and
walk better upstairs and not put me out of
breath as it did. I truly think 1 shall come out
X
of this lung disease, as I am gaining so fast.
am very grateful to you for the benefit I have
received from your Liquid Food.
I remain respectfully,
EMMA H. DYER,
4 Welcome Avenue.
This lady is well known in Providence, and
we have received letters from several of her
friend3 congratulating us for being the means
of saving her life.
307 Wall street, 1
Janesville, Wis., Dec. 9,1891. (
Gents—I have been restored to health by the
use of your Liquid Food. My trouble was consumption of the stomach and bowels, and I eould
obtain no relief from the medical profession, as
I continued to grow worse an the tame, ana my
weight was reduced to 100 pounds. Last August
I tried your Food, and have used it up to this
I have recovered my former health,
date daily.
and now weigh 170 pounds. Respectfully,
W. C. HUGUNIN

Andover, Mass., Dee, 2,1891.
A. L. Murdock:
Dear Sir—X would like to tell you of our experience with your Liquid Food, for I feel very
The Ladies’ Friend. Pond’s Extract. No
sure that in the mercy of God it saved my hushousehold should be without It. Book of direc- band's life.
tions around each bottle.
Two years ago, my husband worn out with excessive watching and anxiety by reason of a
Eugene Field tells that when James Whit- severe illness of mine, together with the
of a high
comb Eiley gave some readings on shipboard,
pressure of his duties as principal
while returning from Europe not long ago, he school, broke down completely, nervous exhad two enthusiastic Scots among his auditors. haustion, severe rhematism, amounting almost
“Is it no wonderfu’, Donal,” remarked one of to rheumatic fever, and complete derangement
them, “that a tradesman suld be sic a bonnie
of the digestive system, so that he could not
poet?”
milk on his stomach, or the simplest nour“And is he indeed a tradesman?” asked the keep
ishment, brought him down very low.
other.
•"Deed is he,” answered the first speaker. I
Our physician, nearly in despair, tried one
“Did ye no hear the dominie iutryjuce him as !
thing after another, but all to no good. At last
the hoosier poet? Just think of it. mon—just
the effect was magthink o’sic a gude. poet dividing his time at he hit on your Liquid Food;
ical. The very first dose made itself felt like a
making hoosiery!”
thrill of new life; his improvement was very
rapid, his appetite ravenous, and he gained flesh
Baby cried,
His rheumatism; too, which had
very fast.
Mother sighed,
troubled him exceedingly for several years, was
Doctor prescribed: Castoria!
very much relieved, and, in short, he seemed
and felt like a new man. To all who knew him
How Many Hands Have You?
and his former condition, he was a walking
better
advertisement of Murdock’s Liquid Food. Since
Trivet—A four-handed man is much
that time, when he becomes debilitated through
than a three-handed one.
Dicer—I never heard of a three-handed overwork or indigestion, a litfle of the Liquid
man.
Food will soon set him right again.
Trivet—Well, Cubbage is one. Hes aright
Feeling that we both owe you a large debt of
little
a
behindhand.—
a
left
and
hand
hand,
New York Sun.
gratitude, and this acknowledgement of tho
benefit received, I am,
“Was in terrible condition with rheumatism
Yours respectfully,
of 0 years’ standing. Toole Ath-lo-pho-ros and
MRS. FERCIVAL F. MARSTON,
have not had a bad pain since.”—Mrs. M. H.
Andover, Mass.
tanliM.W&Ftf
Dows, Nortli Easton, Mass.

1151 ;

trade Loweitt, after this date. J. W. Loveitt
U4w*
marlO

Wanted, ladies
sent out of town;
to do
von can make extra pay if members of your
family assist yon during their spare time. Address with stamp, PARISIAN CO., 325 Wash25-1
ington street, Boston. Mass.

weekly.
home work, work

WANTED—$6.00

_

cook, reference
SPRINGS'!'.

competent
WANTED—A
required. Apply at 328
first-class
WANTED—A
light house work for
to the

cook; also to do

family of four in
city; good wages
right party. Address
L. E. LAWRENCE, Preblo House, city. 21-1

wicks
mineral lamp
no smoke, no soot, no
3
samples 10c;
gas;
trimming, light equal
assorted dozen 25c. BEN. STAYNER & CO.,
Providence, R. I.25-2

Agents
never burn out;
to
—

wanted—Several live agents
to canvass for the Portland Herald and
the Portland Pair. Big pay to right kind of
men.
Apply at once to Business Manager Portiand Herald, 98 Exchange street.24-1

AGENTS

know that

agents
WANTED—Book
have the exclusive agency for Maine from
of the
date for
to

we

this
“Shepp’s Photographs
Also a full line of the latest and
World.”
fastest selling subscription books. (LATELY
& O’GORMAN, 47 Middle street, Portland.
18-2

TO LET,

LET—Mellon street a first class tenament of 8 rooms and bath, steam heat,
with all modem improvements, views extend
to White Mountains, sunshine unobstructed on
all sides, one of the most desirable rents in the
city for $25 per month.JIW. H. WALDRON, 180
25-1
Middle St,

TO

a
new house,
house,
bargain if sold before let.
Apply to M. E.
MOORE, Deering Centre. Me.24-1

LET.—Pleasantly situated unfurnished
front room, also side room with alcove,
heated with hot water, hath room on same
floor, can be used singly or en suite. Ample
closet room in each.
Inquire at 316 CONGRESS ST.
_24-1

TO

LET—227 Vaughan street, seven rooms,
814; 20 Gray street, nine rooms, whole
house, 8300; 225 New High street, seven rooms
two rents, 825; 214 Danforth street, seven
rooms, two rents, 816; 8 a nd 10 Sherman street,
three rents, 828 and $30: 77 Walnut street,
four rooms, 88. N. S. GARDINER, 185 Middle

TO

23-1

street.

LET—Nice office with ante-room up one
flight in front, 379Vh Congress street. Nice
rent 7 rooms on State street; modern improvements, sun all day; six rooms No. 7 Chapel
street; seven rooms on Cumberland street. L.
23-1
0. BEAN & Co., 40 Exchange street.

TO

LET—A very pleasant rent of six rooms.
all on one flat, tubs in basement with stove
for laundry purposes. Good yard room. At 19

TO

street.___
LET—An elegant house, furnished or unIIO furnished, on Gray Street between High
and State Street. The right party can more

than make the rent and retain a superior residence. Call on or address 0. H. FELLOWS,
44 Exchange St.23-1

pleasant and desirable

LET—A

TO lower rent; very
everything in good order.
hand bell.

quire from 12 to Up.
SPRING STREET.

m.

Right

216

_21-1
room,

furnished

or

J.,

druggists

£. MORGAN Is SONS, Prop's,
PBOrrUE^CE, It.

aplo

7

eodSrwly

we make
EUREKA LAUNDRY, 15 Tem-

specialty.
ple street.
a

10-1

FOR SALE.

The homestead
SALE—Fine Farm.
of the late John Webb in Windham, one
mile from post office and railroad station. Splendid grass land; pasture well watered; good
buildings; a desirable milk farm. For particulars call on J. J. BODGE at So. Windham, or L.
M. WEBB, 98 Exchange street. Portland. 25-2

FOR

SALE—At Whitney’s, 291 Congress
street, can corn, 9c; can tomatoes, 9c;
13c; 3 11).
can peaches, 13e; 3 lb. can pears,
can pumpkin. 9; all other canned goods very
WHITtea.
low; eggs, 18c. doz. Sample my
35-1
N~BY, the grocer.
SALE—House and stable No. 26 Arsenal Street now occupied by W. H. Peir
ns 11 possession given April 1st.25-1
NOR

I

_

IVOR

SALE—New 2% storied, modern style

011a fine street at the West End;
FORhouse
for two families, modern conveniences;

titled
now

over 10 per cent net upon price
Owner contemplates leaving the eity.
24-1
LIBBY, 42Va Exchange street.

paying

asked.
A.

SALE—2 thoroughbred pug pups: 1
$5.00,1 female $2.00. t. C. BURNELL, East Hiram. Me.24-1
sale.—A nice corner lot on Pickett
street, South Portland. Charming view of
Size of lot 50x100 feet.
the hav and Islands.
Will be sold very low if taken at once. AdBox
South
23-1
dress
182,
Portland, Me.

FORmale
FOR

SALE—A two

story house, arranged
FORfor two
families; two water closets; sunny
rents tor $25.50

location;
per month; near
horse cars; western part of city; good investN. S. GARDINER, No. 185 Middle
ment,
23-1

SALE—The very sunny house of eight
rooms, gas and Sebago, large lot of land,
street opposite the High
Cumberland
No. 285
school. This will make a very central pleasant
home. Will he sold for a bargain.
Apply to

FOR

BOOK

COLESWOKiiiX'S

store,

ys

nxcnange

street.23-1

SALE—The whole or half interest in
one of the largest and best equipped Book
and Mercantile Printing Offices in the city.
Doing a good business and daily increasing.
Satisfactory reasons. Terms liberal. O. H.
23-1
FELLOWS, 44 Exchange

FOB

St._

SALE—One lot of Ladies’ 18 button.
$4.00 Boots for $2.50; one lot Ladies’
Dongola Button $3 Boots for $2; one lot Ladies’
French Kid $5.00 Boots for $3.pO; Also a fill
line of Ladies’ Boots, Shoes and Slippers at
St,
lowest prices. J. E. FARR, 47

Exchange

SALE—One lot Men's Charles H.
Howard’s Hand Sewed $0 Boots for $3.50;
one lot Men’s $3 Boots for $2; also a full line of
Men’s Shoes; the best for the money in the
city. ,T. E. FAIUt; 47 Exchange street, 4 doors
below P. O._22-2

FOB

double seated, cutrunder,
carriage, Martin & Pennell
carriage to be sold cheap, the one
It is in first
will getabargaiD.

SALE—A

FOBcanopy top
make. This
buys it
class repair.
dence.
who

Call at 90 PREBLE ST. Real22-1

SALE—We sell just as much Biush,oft
to gentlemen as to ladies as/fhey
Y^GUR
a clear smooth complexion.
DRUGGIST.
_2B-1

^

ltoses
FOB
also desire

SALE—a fine piano, in good orcfltfirSold to close an estate. -Inquire between^^
the hours of 12 and tip. m. at 210 SPRING
21-1
STREET. Right hand hell.

FOB

SALE—A large three story modern
built house, with ai! modernimprovemejts
situated upon one of the highest points of land
in Cape Elizabeth, overlooking the city, harbor
and ocean; on the regular stage line to Cape
Cottage and within ten minutes walk to double
end ferry boat. To he sold at a bargain as *
parties are to move South. F. H. HARE OK,
311-2

Exchange St.19-1
sale—At Sou

fob

lots

Building
Portland, at

bargain.

a

A

few

very

(

sirable building lots now remain in my ban
for sale upon the instalment plan. Arrang
ments can be made with the undersigned to
purchase as desirable a building site as car. be
found at South Portland, and pay therefor in
weekly or monthly instalments. F H. HAltFORD, 31 ]/g Exchange-St.19-1
SALE—On Munjoy Hill a two tenehouse, very desirable and sunny;

FOBment

lworlnini imin'orOTHPIltt:

9

t.lirPA

iMftlllf'nt', hflllSH

latest style and line view of ocean; both new
and rent for §912 per year, will be sold so as to
make a choice investment. N. S. GARDINER,
185 Middle street.__19-1
SALE OR LEASE—A two-story house,
containing ten rooms, with steam heat,
modern style, perfect drainage; electric cars
pass near. Situated at Woodfords. In perfect
repair. Will be sold at a bargain to close, or
leased. Apply to N. S. GARDINER, 185 Middle street. Room 1.19-1

FOR

FRANKLIN STREET, Portland Me.

Lower rent, five rooms, very pleasall in fine order;
*11: also lower rent, six rooms, near Wilmot
street, sun all day; 812.50. L. O. BEAN & Co.,
40 Exchange street.19-1
LET

centrally located,

rent of four large rooms.—One at 86,
88 and 811. Can be seen by dropping a
line to me, Woodfords, 19 Ocean sireet, Maine.
J. J. GILBERT.
_19-1

SMALL

LOAN—On first or second
on real estate,
commercial
collateral securities, In5-4
quire of A. C.~ LIBBY, 42‘/a Exchange si.
TO

MONEY
mortgages,
or

any

good

LET—One

or

flats in building No. 21
Enquire WM. SHEA. 6

two

oct7-tf

marl91f

Hotel for sale.—I have for sale one
of the best located hotels on the Maine
coast. The house is well furnished and will be
sold cheap if appiietl for at once. An excellent
opportunity for the right man. A. C. LIBBY,
421/:; Exchange Street.19-1

SUMMER

SALE—Farm of 100 acres in City of
on Cumberland street; one
mile from East and West End; known as
Inquire of C. E. GRIFFIN,
Hussey farm.
Cumberland Mills, Me.14-8

FORWestbrook,

first

Hoisting Engines:
class order.
FOR
Apply to B. J. WILLARD,
No. 59 Commercial street.9-4
SALE—Two

SALE—The

FORThomas

its

street.

in

fine residence, No. 41
Modern and first class in
S. B. KELSEY',

Inquire of

appointments.

No. 243 Commercial

street_jan!2-tf
2

FOR
-THE-

Acadian
CASTINE,

Hotel,

ME.

furnished throughNearly new, and
out ; has 53 guest rooms ; is finely located,
to
Summer Guests.
and specially adapted
Owing to decease of a large owner it will be
E. MOORE,
J.
sold cheap. Address
Thomaston, Me.
jan22FM&Wtf
well

Passenger

and

Freight

Steamboats

for

Sale.

N. L. Wagner, 99 tons net; M. E. Dickerman,
127 tons net. For description and price apply to
M. K. KING, General Manager.
Norfolk, Va.
febl9eod2m

Substantial Factor Bulldii

LET—Good tenements of throe and six
812 per month; also
of the city. By J. C.
19-1
WOODMAN, lOBVa Exchange street.

TO ant,

some one.

season.

FOR SALE

TO

TO
Portland Tier.
Danforth street.

at al.

Leave your bundle, or we will
low shams and fancy work of alt kinds

rooms; prices 88 and
for sale houses in all parts

This excellent compound is achieving the meet
signal trlumnbs, aatoutohing many who nave occw
«lon to use It by tbe certainty with which It relieves
them of their sufferings, both externally and Intern’
ally. It ia sate and certain in its action.
las, InfamrmHon
Jbr Burns, Poisoning, Jlrys
o' the Sues or Botoels, Earache,
leafness, EheusnaUsm, Pains in Side, Back vt Shoulders, Idles,
Sore Throat, Croup or BronckUt

$1

are now

In-

LET—Large square
near Longfellow Square. AdTOunfurnished,
Press Office,21-1
A.

PERFECT AND MEDIATE RELIEF

Price 25c. and

to show customers the

prepared
WE finest laundry
work ever seen in this city
call for it. 1 il-

drove

paper

IN CASES or PAIN AND INFLAMMATION.

_21-2

Good reference.

rooms
on

12.__21-1

invented for

ANY

1st store No 87 Market St.

LET—Furnished rooms to let at 71 Free
Inquire between the hours ol 9 and

One of the Best Medicines Evei

/

LADY wanting a companion to England
or engage the services of a respectable
can do
person that is going to England in May
Me.
so by applying to A. F., Box 360, Norway,

LET—April
NOR SALE OR TO LET—A nice Cottage
25-1
to G.DOWNE, 36 State St.
TO Apply
at Trefethen’s Landing. Best
of 5
Ilocation
the Island. A bargain for
LET—In best location in Deering, house
Furnished throughout; will allow the furniture
TO ofalso
eight rooms, shed, stable and carriage to
remain in cottage one
Address, 203
whieli I will sell at

TO St.

Balsai

24~"

85.40,___

FOB

AGENTS.

dress,

git HAYNES
"ARABIAN,

GEO.

STrIet

FOB

A small rent of 5
Central
or 6 rooms.
off
city preferrpart
Address S., this
ed.
office.
mar21dtf
FEMALE HELP.
_«-

Providence, Nov. 18, 1801.

LORD'S Famous 50 cent Tea is
the finest sold in Portland for thei raw
COMiItLbo
it
You Drove
by c&lling st 2 /
for a free sample. Best Roller Flour
H.

street.

call at your store or house
and pay vou cash for old rags, barrels,
If
iron, rubbers, bottles, metals of all kinds.
vou have any of the above please drop me a

for WANTED—To
Salary. An organizer
of the
WANTED—On
the Order of United Friends,
and best of the insurance orders.

.1

[hereby

one

trunks

REYNOLDS, 550
corner of Oak; as we

to call at E. D.

WANTED.

■

rabbits in

in want of

persons
WANTED—All
bags
and 558 Congress street,

or

A dealer down on the desert on his
last trip to the city for supplies found i
new brand of canned meat which bore ;
high colored designation of two lion:
rampant, in token that it was of th(
Playing War.
“lion brand.” This, he thought, woulc
“Let’s play war,” said Bertie.
be just the thing for his Indian custom
“How do you play?” asked Eddie.
ers, and he laid in a large supply, fancy
“Oh, it’s easy enough. You take the bread
ing that the gaudy labels would indue* knife and I’ll take the toasting fork.”
“What’ll we do then?”
At
sole
first
he
demand.
an immense
“Nothing but stand and look at each other
quite a quantity of the meat, but sooi and both lie afraid.”—Exchange.
noticed that there was no further de
No Indian who hac
mand therefor.
bought a can ever called for another.
He was puzzled to account for this
and he opened and ate several cans him
self to ascertain whether there was any
thing the matter with the contents. Bn
the meat proved to be of good quality
and finally, after vainly trying to per
suade his copper colored customers t< 11_I
A Guaranteed Cure for Piles of whatever
purchase more of the delicacy, he askei kind
or
or degree—External, Internal, Blind
one solemn looking buck who understoo*
or HerediBleeding, Itching, Chronic, Decent never
been
This
Th*
was.
lias
the
trouble
what
positively
tury.
remedy
English
to fail. $1.00 a box, 0 boxes for $3.00;
buck put liis finger on the picture of thi known
A
sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price.
re
written Guarantee positively given to each
lions, shrugged his shoulders and
of o boxes, when purchased at one
purchaser
marked:
rime, to refund the $5-00 paid if not cured.
“Huh! Indian no like-um dog meat!
Guarantee issued by W. W. WHIPPLE &
CO.. Wholesale and Detail Agents, “1 Monu
And no amount of talk could persuade I meat
oet28eodtf
Square, Portland, Me.
him or his companions that the trade:
Notice.
of
canned dog!had not laid in a supply
San Francieoo Chronicle.
give notice that I refuse to pay any
debts contracted by my wife, Mrs. Gerfarmers recently killed
clay near Hannon, 111.

WANTED—Anyone

WANTED—An active, intelligent boy, MEN
Boy
about 16 years of age. to learn the lob work. Best terms.

printing business. Apply to WM. M. MARKS,
97V3 Exchange street23-1

The picture below is a good illustration of the character of German wit. It
is funny, that's a fact.
The Berlin Kladderadatsch publishes
this picture as an illustration of what
the horse of the future will be .when

Buy Meat for the Brand.

parties of

In need of the best laying hens, or'the earliest matured chickeus. Call on S. YOUNG, at 105 Green St,, and
see them
Eggs for sale of choice breeds, and
fowls for saielof extra breeds._95-1

TO TAKE

...

Two

long ten
and the
at \\ HIT-

streets._92-1

FOUND.

the train between Portland and
Lewiston a silk umbrella, natural wood
handle with silver tips, ingraved J. E. Long.
Finder will he rewarded by returning same to
42 PEERING ST- Portland. Me.22-1

the Style of Hoi’*e Wlien Men Become
Hippopliagi—Beenlt of Evolution.

x lines.

—

doing?”

MEN^EAT

WHEN

are

9e. 12

Office._24-1

blocd-purifiers.
Has Cured Others

I.OST AND

that Califor-

to know
9c

qt., the
nia P beans
WANTED—Everyone
only
bars for $1.00,
liars soap

"ITT'ANTED—Room and board for gentleman
VV and wife in central part of city. Address
T. E-, this

effective of all

And lo! from out the withered leaves,
By lichejed stone and moss grown mound,
Beneath the gray holed beeehen trees,
The trailing arbute fragrant breathes,
And stars with white and pink the ground.
Amorkt Dudley Tousey.
South Bridgton, March 21st, 1892.

smiling young
Jack apologized humbly, but he had
no idea of letting the story get out on
him, so he tried in an elegant manner,
which turned out a flat failure, to intimate to the girl that it should be a secrel
between themselves, as he said:
“I hope you will not—I mean, ah, er—
but you won’t”“Won’t tell it on you,” she said, wit!
unfeeling bluntnes3. “Father would bo
avenged rather more than the case call:
for if the students should get hold ol
the story.” Then taking pity on hin
she said sweetly, “I will never mentior
it again of course, and will not even tel'
father.”
Jack asked her to call on his aunt
which she promised to do, and he tool
his departure to explain to Miss Sophit
that she had only made the same blun
der that many another woman had don<
—jumped at a conclusion too readily.
Jack visited his aunt with great regu
larity, but spent the major portion ol
his time at the weather prophet’s across
the way, so that the neighbors concluded
he was taking a postgraduate course ix
meteorology—or something. —Rochestei
now

The most

The gurgling brooklet’s flowing by,
The brown fields have a tint of green:
On the far hills I hear the sigh
Of springtime breezes, as they fly
To greet the blessed season’s Queen.

man.

Indians

__

qrrrxT

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla

pink,

tailor,

best tea vou ever drank for 50c ib.,
NEY’S 291 Congress St.2o-lS

use

economical,
safe, speedy,

guarantee

cent

consumption,

Fair Eidolon! by Fancy bred!
Longing for thee has done me good:
The fields no more are stark and dead,
Earth’s ghastly winding sheet hath fled—*
I hear blithe songs o’er field and wood.

said judicially.
“But why does he use a handkerchief?”
“For the very simple reason that if
there is a light wind stirring he cannot
tell its direction any other way.”
“Well, why does he stare so at my
aunt as she sits at her window?”
“I think it is not at her but”—here she
paused long enough to make impressive
what should follow—“at the smokestack from the furnace. The smoke that
comes from it makes a first rate weathei
vane.”
This explanation was made so demurely and with such evident enjoyment af
the ludicrousness of the situation that
Jack was slightly provoked at her and
said rather sharply:
“Well, you must admit that it looks
queer to a fellow not accustomed to it.”
“I’ve no doubt it does,” she replied
with a smile, “but we have always
lived here, and father has always taker
observations just in this way, and everybody knows his peculiarities, so of course
it awakens no comment.”
As Jack had no reply ready, she said:
“Please make my apologies to yom
aunt for any annoyance she may have
felt,” and as the comical sido came uppermost again she broke into a laugh
and said: “Poor old father! The idea
of him being accused of flirting!” Jack
joined in the laugh, and the innocent
cause of all the trouble and fun sat staring out of the window as mild and placid
as though no such charge lay at his door.
As yet he did not even know the reason
uvefrxrliila

ulcers, catarrh, and

Were but a pansy in my hand,
Grim thoughts would flit of winter cold:
Instead, bright dreams of springtime, and
Her thousand flowers that deck the land
with blue and gold.
With white and

Then she said: “I understand you
perfectly, and can perhdps explain it
satisfactorily to both you and your aunt.
Father keeps a weather record, and he
has as long as I can remember. He takes
observations three times a (lay—at a m
tbe afternoon, at 7 in the evening and
early in tbe morning, probably before
irreyour aunt gets up.” Here two
pressible dimples broke out and hinted
that laughter was not far behind. Jack,
who had recovered his equanimity, admired them immensely, but he was not
to be diverted from his purpose, so he

/,(■ 4-1-.^ -.^oi4-

scrofulous humor
in the blood,

Yes! Only just one pansy bloom,
Is all I’d ask this wild March day
Its lovely tints would break the gloom
That darkens all my lonely room,
And give mo hope of coming May.

Just as he said it a door opened softly
and a girl’s voice, trembling with laughter, said: “What is it, father? Does the
gentleman want something?”
“I think he does, Bertha, but I cannot
understand what.”
After one glance at the girl’s face Jack
“sized himself up as an ass,” as he would
have expressed it, and he knew she had
overheard the whole interview. He
really had not the courage to tell her
outright that her father was accused of
flirting with his Aunt Sophia, or else he
was a lunatic, and that neither he nor
his aunt approved of his conduct.
The girl let him flounder and get red
in the face for about ten minutes, enjoying the situation as only a mischievous
girl can, but he managed to convey his

T make
overcoats.
best of
trimmings used in making garments. $5.(K) to
$10.00 you can save on a suit. M. M. A ANSI'. IN
25-4
502 Congress st„ Portland. Me.
to know

of dress
every fit

a

spring.”

meaning.

For your heart and life and love
Are sacred things to me,
And “I’ll stake my life” that I’ll be to ycu
Whatever I ought to be.
—Good Housekeeping,

that
public
FOR SCROFULA WANTED—The
suits and
specialty
and only the
I

to call on
Not many days ago I had occasion
She ,s passionyoung girl who is an invalid.
As
ately fond of flowers, particularly pansies.
held up a
I entered her room she smilingly
which
pressed specimen of her favorite flower,
of a book,
she had just found between the pages
at the drifting
and pointing through the window
tenderly handled the
snow, she said, as she
somewhere ?tha .a
faded petals, ”1 have read
the
famous French so.mnt could reproduce
from a single bone
complete and perfect animal
this poor faded
I can, almost believe that were
the magic
flower fresh in all its bright coloring,
to change to my
of its influence would help me
to one of
own eyes, yonder arctic landscape
a

loudly.”

A very prince of the race;
I look for a kind and a generous heart.
And not for a queenly face.

MISCELLANEOUS.

WANTED.

pansies.

formal impudence? It is a nice thing
that a quiet lady cannot sit at her window without being insulted!”
The old gentleman cleared his throat,
wiped his mouth with the offending
handkerchief, smiled gently, raised his
hand to his ear and said in a soft, mild
voice: “Hey! please speak a little louder.
I’m quite deaf.”
Thereupon Jack, as is customary with
people who are unaccustomed to talking
with the deaf, roared loudly and rapidly,
prefacing his former inquiry with “I
say,” conscious thivt he was making a
spectacle of himself, and that in all
probability the whole neighborhood
heard him.
Still the old gentleman shook his
head despairingly and said: “Come into
the house. My daughter will make me
understand; you talk too rapidly and

or

TO LET,

and Buildings of the Engle Sugar Reon Fore street, directly opposite
Grand Trunk Railway Freight Depot,
The main building is brick, one hundred feet
long, forty five feet wide, and four stories high.
This building is in first class condition, well
lighted, and contains three tubular Boilers of
seventy-five horse power each; also shafting
and belting.
There are two brick Storehouses on same
land, each about twenty feet from main building.
This plant is admirably adapted for a manufacturing business.
For further information address or apply to

LAND
finery

GEORGE S. HUNT,
169 Commercial St.,

Floor space with

licat

and

power. Apply to GIAIVT ELECTRIC MOTOR COMPATVir, 25
and 27 Commercial Street.

mar 7(1 if

POUTLASTD,
many

3UC3E.
Saw

BOOMS.
LET—Furnished rooms, modern conveniences with sunny exposure at 457 CUMBERLAND ST,
1-4

TO

*

FINANCIAL M»C0M1»'!JJ

I.

‘Kansas Pacific Consols... 111%
^Oregon Nav. lsts.
'Kansas Pacific lsts.107
'C-’osing quotations ol stoeks:
| -‘'dams Express.i. .145
'American Express.117
30%
(Central Pacific.
22%
(Ches. & Ohio.
&
..145
Alton..
•Chicago
•Chicago & Alton preferred... 160
Oiiilcago, Burlington iS Quiney.lu7%
"{Delaware & Hudson Canal CO.. 141%
niolaware. Lackawana & West..159%
l.Hanver $ Kio Grande.— 17%
31%
IStrle...?.
■Erie preferred. 74
■Illinois Central...10B%
*Ind., Bloom & West.
'Lake Erie & West. 25%
'Lake Shore.133 Vs
'Louis & Nash. 787/s
-Manhattan Elevated.112%
] {Michigan Central....110

1111/*

At New York, yesterday, money was easy
| Minn. & St. Louis pfd. 21%
ranging from 1 <&2 per cent.; last loan S etv- ‘Missouri Pacific. 61%

21%

of

Quotations

Staple

Prodnetf ill Gie

Leading Markets,
Stocks and Bonds—Money Easy-perilnc
Exchange Qnlet and Steady Government

Steady—Bailroad: Otiet

Bonds Dull and

and Generally Steady—Stocks Closed.Otiet but Firm.

10

Minn. & St. Louis.

mg at 2 per cent. Prime mercantile paps' wei
quoted at 4@6 per cent. Sterling Exchange <vra*
quiet and steady with actual business in iwwik
ers’ bills at 4 86 for 60-day bills and
for demand; posted rates at 4 87®4 89. '-Coin
mercial bills were at 4 85%@4 87%. Cnernment bonds were dull and steady. Railroad;

quiet and generally steady.
With the subsidene of selling by profession^
operators in the stock market, the railroad Jla
became ve y quiet, and only in Nortlieri -IV
were

cific was there any special animation. Tl|r res
of the list presented a firm front, but fluetuv
tions were confined to small limits. Industrial!
came to the front and displayed unusual activiwliiD
ty and strength, Sugar rising above 101,
Cordage touched 98 against 95% at the opining, and Distillers 48%. The entire lis* latesubsided into most intense dullness. Afte-de
livery hour the market again rallied and heavy
demand from shorts carried prices up again
Reading took the lead with an advance of 1^»
the market closing quiet and firm, generailtMt.
small fractions better than first prices.
Transataetions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 345,800 shares.
Retail Grocers' Sugar Rates.
Portland market—cut loaf 5%c ;confecfioiuiv:’
7e; pulverized, 6c; powdered, 6c; granuiatef,
6c; coffee crushed, 3% c; yellow, 3c.
Railroad

Receipts.

PORTLAND, McL.

2k

Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Pa-hand. 88 cars miscellaneous merchandise; da-

i07%
145

llo%
30%
24%
l4t>
100

107V2
141%
lc>8%
18
32

74%
100
25

ls7?4
74%
112%
110

Of/s

01

fjfow Jersey Central.13U%
'Northern Pacific common. 22
‘Northern Pacific pfd. 62%

Is®,,
21 Vs

'Northwestern pfd.142
Now York Central.114%
'Now York. Chicago & St- Louis. 18%
do pfd. 74
Ohio & Miss. 21%
Gnt, & Western. 19%
North American. 14%
.Pacific Mail. 3 %
Pullman Palace.192%
Heading. 56%
Hock Island. 88%

141

{Northwestern.120%

03%
120%
114%
18
75

22
19%
14%
35%
192
55%
88%

Si. Louis & San Fran.

'S'. Paul

76%
do old.127
'St. Paul.'Minn. & Mann.113
fill. Paul & Omaha.47%
uo pfd.114
Texas Pacific, new. loy8
Union Pacific. 45

Express. 48
12%
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do pfrt.. 28%
U. 8.

..

77%
127
113

47%

114
10%

45%
48
12

Western Union..... 87%

fSugar Trust.,.....100%

99%

13%
69 4
87%

*Ex-div.
_

Boston Produce Market

BOSTON, Mein 24,1892.—The following are
to-dav’s quotations of Provisions. Produce, ete.
Pork—Long cuts 00 00@14 50; short cuts at
00 00@14 75; backs at 15 00@00 00; lean lends
•at 00 00®15 00; pork tongues 17 00; butt pork
nil 00.

Hamsatl0%c; small do 1 lc; pressed hams
Jil%c.
lb in tierces and tubs;
Lard—Choice 7%c
10-lb pails in cs 8c.
lb; country
Hogs—Choice city dressed 6%c
do 5

■

c.

Butter—Western extra creamery at 28 @ c;
fancy higher: firsts ana extra firsts at 22@27c;
extra imitation creamrv 23® —0; factory choice
31fii22c; Northern creamery, choice at 29o;
New fork and Vermont dairy, good to choice
23@25c; Eastern creamery, good to choice at
25®28c. The above quotations are receivers’
prices for strictly wholesale lots.
Cheese—Northern choice full creams and
twins 12%@13c; fair to good at 9.®12c; Western choice at 12c; fair to good at 10@liya<S;
sage at 13@13 %c.
Eggs— Eastern extras at 15c; Vt and N H extras 15c; Western fusts at 14V'2@15c.
—

Foreign/Kxports.
LIVERPOOL, ENG. Steamship Labrador—
46,473 bush wheat 23.733 do oats 17,D8r. dr
peas 1 32 bags do 6601 bags flour 496V pei
'docks 161,140 ibs oatmeal 70,330 do cheost
60,000 do middlings 100,0 0 do feed 31,'dx dt
butter 1,183,300 do bacon 4800 do meat: 4341
bbls apples 116 head cattle 26 cs leather 33 di
matrasses 67 horses.

Quotations.

Grain

NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE
CORRECTEDBY PULLEN, CROCKER & CL.

Poultry—Northern fresh-killed turkeys,choice

Wednesday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Jan.

July.

Opening...
Highest.

92'/«
93%

Closing.

92Vi

92

Lowest.

May.
94%.
9 5%(
93%
93%

'.

CORN.

\

Feb.

Jan.

Mn\.
469,
46 V;
45%

"Ripening.

Highest.

lowest...
Closing.

it

Thursday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Jan.

July.
91%
91%

May
93V;
93%
98 Vc
92%

91
91

lowest..

Closing..
CORN.

Jan.

May.

Fet*

Opening.....*.
iighest.

46

’46 Vr
46%
46%

..owest..

Closing.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

Wednesday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

May-

July.

'•

83%

Opening

»2
81-

Closing.. 82%
July.

Opening. 38%
Closing. 38%
Thursday’s quotations,

May
38%
39%

Portland Dally Press Stock List.
Corrected by Sivan & Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
126
128
Canal National Bank.100
115
117
Casco National Bank.100
40% 42
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
100
102
First National Bank...100
115
117
Merchants’National Bank.. 75
110
118
National Traders’ Bank-loo
103
105
Portland National Bank-100
114
110
Portland Trust Co.100
10(
Portland Company.100
80
85
Portland Gas Company. 50
115
120
Portland Railroad ComnanylOO
110
116
Portland Water Co.100
115
120
Maine Central R E.100
BONDS.
110
Portland City 6s, 1897.103
125
Portland 6s, 1907.123
J03
Portland 4s, 1902—1912 Funding.. 102
104
Bangor 6s, 1894, R. K. aid.102
110
Bangor 6s, 1899. R Raid.108
121
Bangor Cs, 1905, Water.120
107
Bath 6s, 1898. E. K aid.105
104
Bath 6s, 1897, Municipal.102
102
Bath 4%s, 1907, Municipal.100
100
98
Bath 4s, 1921, Refunding.
108
Belfast 6s, 1898,11. E. aid.106
98
100
Municipal.
Belfast 4s, 1892—1922,
101
Calais 4s, 1901—1911. Refunding.. 100
114
Lewiston 6s, 1901, Municipal.112
102
Lewiston 4s, 1913, Municipal.100
102
Saco 4s, 1901, Municipal.100
115
Maine Central E. R. 7s.l898,lst. mtgU3
1S6
7s, 1912, cons. mtgl34
103
105
“4%S
<•
112
extens’nllO
1900,
g6s,
«
103
§s, 1895—1905 D’bl02
106
Leeds & Farmington R. R. Cs, 1890.105
105
Portland & Ken. B. B. 6s, 1895... .103
1st
110
&
ratgl08
1900,
Portland
Ogd’g g6s,
110
Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899.108
••

XUlWtVUU

»Y ftivi

W

J

W.J,

—..

Boston Stock Market.
following were to-day’s quotations

York Mining Stocks.

Hocking Coal..16
Homestake.13
Ontario.44

00
00

3
.18 00

Quicksilver.

pfd.

Mexican. 2 15
Gould & Curry. 1 65
Yellow Jacket.. 1 25
Best & Belcher. 24>
Haled! Norcross..
New York

Stock and Money Market.

(By Telegraph).

2

NEW YORK, Mch. 24.1892.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations
of Government securities:
Mch. 24.
Mch. 23.
New4’s reg.115%
115Va
New 4’s coup.116%
116%
United States 2s reg.100
100
Central Pacino lsts.106
106%
Denver & R. G. 1st.117
117%
107
Erie2ds.106%

s;des„77
do Gulf

25@2 50 ;Green-

25.__

Chicago Cattle Market.

(By Telegraph)

bales;

4% o;
good ordinary uplands 4^-e;
upgood ordinary stained at S’fc• huddling
“O stained at
lands at (S“/tc: do Gulf at 7%°;
6 6-16c.
NEW ORLEANS, Meh. 24,1892.—The Cottou
market is quiet ;middling 6 5-lbc.
CHARLESTON. Moll. 24. 1892.-The Cotton
market is quiet; middling 6!4CSAVANNAH. Meh. 24. 1892.—The Cotton
market is quiet; middling C^c.
MOBILE,Moll. 24. 1892.—The Cotton market
is steady ;middling 0 5-16c.
MEMPHIS. Meh. 24.1892—The Cotton market is quiet; middlings (PAc.

■Bremen.... Apl 2

.New York

Ems

S-S

3

York. Liverpoo... Apl
Wo™nUami.. New York.-Antwerp .Apl
New

German in

Foreign Markets.
(By Telegraph.)
LONDON, Meh. 24,1892—Consols 95 ll-16d
for both money and the aecounr.
LIVERPOOL. Meh. 24, 1892.—The Cotton
market is steady; middling at 3%a: sales
10,000 hales; speculation and export 8000
b .es.
LIVERPOOL, Meh. 24. 1892.—Quotations—
Winter Wheat 7s 8V3d@7s 9d; Sprint Wheat
at 7s 9da7s lod; Mixed American Corn at
4s 7% d. Cheese 57s 6d.

New York- Rotterdam'.'. Apl
ffaasdam.!.’!!
York-‘
La

PORTLAND. Meh. 24, 1892.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Grain,

Provisions, Produce, etc.:
Corn, car lots. 65@66
Corn, Dag lots. .57@58
Meai, bag lots.. 66@56
Oats, car lots... 42@43
Oats, bag lots. .45347
Cotton Seed,
car lots... 26 50@$27
roller_$4%@S10i bag lots.. $28@23 00
clear do.. .4%® 5 001 Sacked Br’n
car ots. $21%@21 50
StLouis st’gt
rooler.... 5 15®5 25i bag lots.. 522323 00
clear do.
5 00®5 25 Middlings.. S22@2 00
Wnt’r wheat
bag lots S23@26 00
Provisions.
patents... 53 5@5 oOj
Pish.
i Pork. Bks.15 octal- 60
14 75@15 00
clear..
Cod—Large
Shore_6 75@7 00| short ctsl5 00@15 26
Small do. 4 50(®5 00 Beef,extra
8 00@ 8 26
mess...
Pollock
3 50®4 50
Haddock... 3 26®3 50
plate... 10 00310 60
Hake.. _2 00*2 50
ex-plate.10 50@11 Op
Lard. tubs. 6%@ 7 Vi
Herring, box
tierces... 5V«@' 7 Vi
Scaled....
13@17c
Mackerel, b)
pails.... 6Vi@11
Shore ls..$ 24@$2G
pure leaf.10 @10%
Shore 2s ...$ 16®$18 Hams
.IPV4@10%
docov’rd.ll @11%
Med. 3s...l3 00®$14:
Superfine &
low grades.$l%®47/8
X Spring &
XX SpruiK$47/8@5 10
Patent Sprug
Wheat... 5 50@o 75
Mlclr. str’ght

■

■

..

...

Oil.

Large

3s..
Produce.

Kerosene, PortCpeCran’s, bush. .2 251 land ref. pet... 6%
Pea Beaus.. 2 00*2 15
Ligonia.6%
Centennial.6%
Medium do.
(jer. med... 1 75®2 101 Pratt’s Astral.. 8%
Yellow byes. 1 90*2 251 Devoe’s brilliant 8%
Raisins.
Cal. Pea....2 65*2 751
1 50@2 00
lnsn Potat's 36® 45c Muscatel..
2 50*3 00 London lav’r2 0033 50
Sweets
Onions—NaOnpura lay’r.8 @fl%
6%@7
tives.2 75@3 00 Valencia.
Geese.
Sugar.
14*15c
Chickens...
15®171b Ex-ciual’ty fine
Fowls. 13® 14c
granulated_413-16
4%
Turkeys.... 17® 19c Standard uo.
Extra C. 4 Vs
Apples.
No 1 Bald1 75(ffil 85
wins .1 75®2 00 Red Top.
atiiur.2 25®2 50 Timothy.. .1 66@1 65
ib.
oy) iuc Clover.. .-.12%@16%
vap
....

..

..

Lemons.
4 00@4
Palermo
Messina.... 3 50@4
Oranges.
Valencia—4 50@5
.3 00®4
Floriaa
...

...

Malager gpes6

Butter.
50 creamery.->> ~o
60 Gilt Edge Vr’mt.22®25

Choice.20821

Good.10820
001 Store.18@19

00

50@8 00

Eggs-

Eastern ext....

Cheese.

N. Y.fet’ry.. .13814
14@15 Vermont. .12%@14
Sage.14 (aJAVi

Held.
Limed.

9

ChampaingeNew York- Llvernoo!"'
"Anita
12
-New
{ werpoo .Ap
.New xOiK* Liverpool .Apl lo
York
13
Liverpool
Apl
New
City of Berlin
Wisconsin

...

Tpiitonit*

■

■

MINIATURE ALMANAC, MARCH

25.

Sunrises .5 3* High water j- T, 5§
o
o uo
(
Sun sets
9 ft 5 in
Length of days. 12 26 Height tide f
Moon rises.4 27_9 ft 3 m

marSenws

....

NEW YORK.Mch.24.1892.—The Flour mark
et—:receipts 24,692 pckgs; exports 4648 bbls
and 7,176 sacks; lower, weak and moderately
vetive; sales 36,900 bbls.
Flour quotations—low extras at 2 'JOS3 50;
city mills extra 4 75@4 90; city mills patents
5 0035 25; winter wheat low grades at 2 90®
3 60; fair to fancy at 3 60(5)4 50:patents at 4 26
®5 00; Minnesota clear 3»6iS)4 50; straights
do at 41554 6 ; do patents 4 25(5)5 10; do rye
mixtures 3 85@4 35; superfine at 2 45@3 15:
fine at 2 00@3 00. Suotherji flour is dull and
heavy at 3 00@4 85. Eye flour quiet and unat 4 10@4 60. Buckwheat flour dull 1 50. Buckwheat at 52@56y2. Cormneal steady and quiet;
Yellow Western 2 7653 00. Wheat—receipts
24.000 bush; exports 127,676 bush; sales 94,000 bush; dull and lower; No 2 Red at 00y2c
store and elev. 98Ji4c@100yfe afloat; 98Vue®
1 01 f o b; No 3 Red at 93c; No 1 Northern at
9Gt(.®97ys; No 1 hard at99Vsc: No 2 NorthEye is quiet and steady;
ern at 91%@92%c.
Western at 90<S)9iy2c. Barley dull;No 2Mil —c.

Corn—receipts 36,150 bush; exports 158,860
bush; sales 376,000hush; stronger and active;
No 2 at 467/8@47%e elev, 47%@48%e afloat;
ungraded Mixed ;No 8 at 46V2@47c; steamer
mixed at 465/8®485/»c; No 2 White—c. Oats
—receipts 65,350 bush; exports 531busli; sales
65.000 bush; lower and dull; No 3 at 33V2c;
White do 35%@36e; No 2 at 34536c; White
do at 36(5 36 % c; No 1 at 34% ; White do 38Vb;
Mixed Western at 34@35y2c: White do 3G@
40c; White State at 36@40c; No 2 Chicago —.
Coffee—Itio dull and steady; No 7 at 14V2.
Sugar—raw quiet steady; refined is quiet and
steady, unchanged; the outside quotations are
those posted by trust inside figures cover re
batejNo 0 at 3%@4c;No 7 at 3 13-1663 15-16;
No 8 at 3%@3%c: No 9 at 3 11-16®3 13-16c;
No. 10 at 3%@3%e;No 11 at3 9-16@3 ll-16c;
No 12 at 3lA@3yge: Nol3 —: off A at 315
-16@4%c; Mould A 4 7-1654 9-10c; standard
atA4%@4 e; Confectioners’ at A4ys@414o;
c; powdercut loaf at 5@5ysc ;crushed at 5@5
ed 4%@4% e; granulated 4%@4%o; Cubes at
and
unitPetroleum
easy:
45% @4%c.
quiet
ed at 54l4c. Pork in fair demand, and firm;
mess 9 75@10 50; extra prime at 104)0; Beef
duli; beef hams quiet; tierced: beef dull; cut
meats more active and firm; middles firm ;sbort
Lard firmer and dull; Western
clear at 6 40.
steam at 6 52V2; city steam at 6 00; refined is
dull and easy; Continent 6 f 0(56 80; SA755.
Butter in fair demand; fresh firm, unchanged;
;
29@29
State dairy, new, 20@27c; Penn.crm
ttr-.i__10/2,l>.)u.
WAefnrn
of O/VSl
—

nrm

29Vi ; Elgin at 29@25y2'-. Cheese fairly active
and firm, steady; State at 9%@12Vic; fancy

..

Beeswax.35@40 Bolts.
6 YM sheathBlch powders...
Borax..

12@14

Y M Bolts.

20
27

5 Bottoms.26®28
Brimstone.
Cochineal.40@43 Ingot.13®14
..

Copperas.lVz@

2i

Cream tartar_30@351

.12@16

:Exlogwood.

TinStraits .22®24

Gumarabie...70® 1 22 English.23®25
Aloes cape.15 @25 Char. I. Co..7 00®7 60
Camphor.60:@52 ChiU'. I. X. 9 2?.®9 65
Mytrh.52@55 Terne.0 00®8 50
lti@18
Opium.2 00@2 25 Antimony...
Shellac.3o@40 Coke.6 00®8 60
Indigo.8 c@$l Zinc.7 60®8 00
I61/2
Iodine.3 75@S4 Solder V2XV2
T,O

Licorice,

rt...

or.

15® 0

Molasses.

Porto Kico.30@40

Lac ex.34540 Barbadoes.32833
38® 40
Morphine... 1 80@2 05 Cienfuegos
Oil bergamots 26@4 00 Boiling.
Cod liver.. .110@1 35 Fancy Ponce... 39@40
Nalls.
Lemon.3 25(54 00
Olive.1 00@2S0 Cask,cut.... 1 90@2 00
wire
.2 1 ®2 2o
50
Peppt.3 2653
Naval Stores.
Wintergree n'2 00@2 12
bbl.
..3
Tar
Potass br'mde. .28533
60®3 75
Chlorate.17@18 Coal tar.... 5 00® 25
25
00
Pitch.3
00®3
Iodide.2 86(5)3
Quicksilver,.. 90@9R Wil. Pitch. .3 00®3 5
00
Rosin.3
00®4
Quinine.31(536
Hlieubarb, rt.75c@l 50 Tupentine,gal. .41@51
Rt snake.30®40 Oakum.8® 9
ou.
Saltpetre.10(516
....

Senna.25@30 Linseed.39@44
Canary seed.... 4a4ya Boiled.42®47
Cardamons 1 OOiajl 75 Sperm. 90® 1 00

Soda, by-carb3

@6% Whale....f5@65
Bank.40®45
Shore.35® 40
Porgie.. .35®40

Sal.21/2(53
Sulphur.3 Vt @3
Sugar lead.2o@22
White wax.... 55@60
Vitrol, blue_8 @10
Vanilla,bean $10@13

Lard.60®70
Castor.1 25@1 85
Neatsfoot ...90o®100
Elaine... 26@60
Duck
32
Paints.
No 1.
LeadNo 3. .....28
20
No 10.
8 oz.12 Pure ground.7 00@7 50
®7Vi
10 oz.16 Red.7
(a;3Va
Gunpowder—Shot. EngVenRed3
Blasting
.3 60@4 00 Am Zinc.... 5 00®7 Oo
Rochelle...
50
.2Va
4
Sporting....
0@6
Rice.
Drop snot,25 lbs. .1 40
Carolina
.5V4@ 67
Buck, B, BB,
X. IT, F.1 65 Rangoon.... 6Ya®)
Saleratus.
Hay.
5@5%
Pressep.$12@13 Saleratus
Spices.
Loose.$10@13
Straw.§ 9@10 Cassia, pure... .16@17
..

...

Freights to Liverpool quiet and weak; gram
per steam —d.
CHICAGO, Mch. 24. 1892.—The Flour market is very dull and weak; holders anxious to
sell. Wheat lower;No 2 Spring at 79’/sc; No 2
Iron.
lted at 84c. Corn firm; No 2 at 37% c; No 3 at
Mace.75®80
—.
Oats stronger—No 2 at 27% c; No 2 Rye at Common 2....
@2ys Nutmegs.70® 73
1
Flaxseed
96V2c.
No
Relined.2
fide.
No
2
Vs u 214 Pepper.18@21
78M>c.
Barley
Cloves.15® 20
Provisions—mess pork lower at 9 97 Vi v 10 QO. Norway.31/2®4
Lardi higher at G 17 Vi (SO 20. Short rib sides Cast steel....
8@10 Ginger.13®15
Starch.
hlgherat § 62 02 ®5 55. Dry salt meats—shoul- German steel.@3V2
ders at 4 50®6 00; short clear sides 6 10.
Shoesteel.@21/2 Laundry.HVa5J5
Gloss.6v»®7Vs
Sheet Iron—
Receipts—Flour, 31,000 bbls; wheat, 57,000
bush; corn 261,000 bush; oats, 228,000 bush; Common.4 @4Vs
H. C.4V2@6
Souchong.18@50
rye. 10,000; barley. 43,000 bush.
do choice.... 36®50
Shipments—Flour. 19.000 bbls;wheat. 80,000 Russia-13V2 @14
.6
Japan.25@35
bush;-corn, 108,000 bush; oats, 128,000 bush; .Galv.
@7
bnsh.
22.000
bsh;
Tobacco.
6.000
Ooolong.2S®>35
barley,
rye.
ST. LOUIS. Mch. 24, 1892.—The Flour mar- Rest brands.
50(560 Formoso. .35@60
Lead.
et is verv dull. Wheat lower;. No 2 at 84c. Corn
Medium.30@40
Oats are Common.25@30 Sheet.6V2@7y3
: options higher.
lower; No 2 at 34
Natural leaf...,60@70 Pipe..6 iqJP/h
better—No 2 at 29c. Rye, no sales. Barley is
quiet: Minn at 45@46c. Provisions very quiet;
pork 10 37ys@10 50 for new, 8 75 for old/Lard
OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS.
6 00@6 05. Dry salt meats—loose shoulders at
4 50; longs alia ribs at 5 60; shorts at 5 75;
TIME
FOR
FROM
boxed lots 15 more. Bacon—shoulders 5 37VS ; Wieland.New York.. Hamburg.. Meh 24
6
35.
at
ribs
6
and
2
;shprts
Mch24
longs
.New York. .Hav&Mex
Santiago
flams 9 00@XO 50.
Russia.1__ New York.. Hamburg.. Mch 25
Receipts—Flour. 7.000 bbls; wheat, 31.000 Labrador.Portland
.Liverpool. .Mch 24
bush; corn, 113.000 bush; oats. 23,000 bnsh; Glengoil .... .New York. .Rio JaneiO.Meh 26
bush.
8,000
bush;
barley,
rye. 1,000
Athos.New York.. Kingston.. .Meh 66
Shipments—Flour 8.000 bbls; wheat, 46,000 Etruria.New York. .Liverpool. .Mch 26
bush; corn. 124,000 bush; oats, 15,000 bush; Devonia.New York. .Glasgow .Mch 26
.Mch 26
rye. 2.000 bush: barley. 1.000 bush.
Aller_.... New York.. Bremen
DETROIT,Mch. 24.1892.—Wheat unsettled- Veendam_New York. .Rotterdam .Mch 26
Corn is La Bretagne .New York. .Havre ....Mch 26
White at 86'vc; No 2 Red at 87% c.
Mch SO
steady—No 2 at 39ysc. Oats steady—No 2 at Trave.New York.. Bremen
3iy2c; No 2 White at 31MsC. Rye at 80c.
Majestic.New York.. Liverpool.. Mch 30
bush:
wheat.
bbls;
85,000
Receipts—Flour,
City of Chicago New York.. Liverpool.. Mch 30
corn, 70,000 bush; oats, 600 bush.
Peunland.New York. .Antwerp .Mch30
Marcia.New York.. Rio Janero Mch 30
Cotton Markets.
Sueva.New York. .Hamburg. .Mch 31
(By Telegraph.)
•.. New York.. Liverpool
Aurania■
.Apl 2
.Apl 2
NEW YORK, McU. 24, 1892.-The Cotton E'urnesia.New York. .Glasgow
....

...

....

..

..

...

—

..

*

at this
all

by

PORT OF PORTLAND.

THURSDAY,

Druggists._

St

Brunswick, Hilliard,

Boston for

Cleared.

McAuley, Liverpool,

DSchrGeo V Jordan, Park, Port Medway, NS,
to ioatl for River Flatte-Ryan & Kelsey.
Wm Wilson. Janes, St
York—Gallagher & Co.

John, NB, to load
Sch
for New
Sch V T Barnum, Riake, North Edgecomb, to
for Philadelphia—Chase, Leavitt & Co.
load
1
Sch Mollie Phillips. Bryant, Millbridge—J H
Ulolru

Sch Gamecock,
Blake

Sell' Railroad,

Wallace,
Simmons,

Millbridge—J
Friendship —J

World

BETWEEN—

York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and
Washington

H
H

Sch Danl Webster, Hatch, Pemaquid—J H

BSch W C Pendleton, Webber, Damariscotta.

J

Sch Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, Boothbay Harbor—D Choate.
SAILED—Brig Chas A Sparks; sch George V
Jordan, Celina, Grace Webster.

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.
All trains vestibuled from end to end, lighted by
gas. Unequaled dining car service.
TIME TABLE NOVEMBER 15, 1891.
Leave New York from foot of Liberty street,
North River.
For Philadelphia at 4.30, 7.45, 9.00, 10.00
11.30 a. m., 1.30, 2.15, 3.30, 4.00, 5.00, 6.00.
7.30 p. m., 12.16 night. Sundays-9.00
10.30, 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 3.30, 6.00, 6.00 p.
"I O

1 Ct

trains.
Tickets via

this line are on sale at principal
P.ailroad offices throughout New York aud New

England.

Boston office, 211 Washington street.

dtf
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CORRESPONDENTS.
HORSE ISLAND, March 24— Sid, Laura C

Baltimore.
WISCASSET. March 23—Sid, sch Lawrence

vvirvlvt-

For Baltimore and Washington daily at 9.00
(11.30 with dining car) a. m.; 1.30, 3.30, dining car 6.00 p. m., 12.16 night.
Parlor cars on day trains -Bleepers on night

FROM OUR

Anderson. Potter.

Haines, Blake, Bridgeport.
BOOTHBAY HARBOR, March 24—Ar, sch
Ceiina, Murray, Portland, to load for Washington; DC.
DISPATCHES.
Ar at Sydney, NSW, prior to Mch 22d, ship
Gamble.
Port
India, Merriman,
Ar at Madras Mch 19, ship Daniel I Tenney,
Wilson, New York.
Sid fin Caleta Buena Mch 21, barque Hiram
Emery, Gorham, Boston.
Sid fm Queenstown Mch 23, ships Emily Reed,
Simmons, (from San Francisco) for Dublin;
Wm H Macy, Amesbury, Havre
Ar at Buenos Ayres prior to Meh 22d, barque
White Cloud. Leaeh, Boston.
Ar at Demerara Mch 18, sell Clytie, Crockett,
Baltimore.
EXCHANGE

Notice to Mariners.
Office U. S. Lighthouse Inspectob, 1
First District.
>
Portland, March 24,1892. )
Notice is hereby given that the spar buoys
Stauiford Ledge,
on Spring Point Ledge asid
Portland Harbor, Maine, have been replaced by
can and nun buoys, for the summer season.
Also, that the bell buoy off Cushing Island
Point, entrance to Portland harbor, Maine, recently reported out of order, has been replaced.
By order of the L. H. Board,
Fkank Wildes,
Commander, U. S. N„
Inspector 1st. L. H. Dist.

Memoranda.
Barque Gleneida, Corning, at New York from
Port Spain, reports, Mch 16, lat So 15, Ion 73 35
encountered a hurricane from NE lasting 12
hours, washing everything movable off deck,
filled forward house, and injured a seaman.
Sch Harry White, of Bucksport, from Philadelphia for Lynn, was run into and sunk by the
steamer Jos Stickney, night of 22d, off Watch
Hill.
New York, March 23—Barque Shetland, Haskell, from Zaza, encountered a hurricane on the
passage, in which shifted cargo, split sails, and
received some damage oy deck.
DomeBqgJftrts.
Francis. Doane
NEW YORK— Ar
Ran Francisco. 103 daysJPSblis Wm.Hayes, front
Cazoi«es; A Heaton,; Rowland; Geo E Dale
Calais; Wm B Perry, WisifltssCt; Anna Shepard,

23d®§llip

£f-S, t‘

liockport.

Also ar 23(1,.ship Mary. L'Stone, Park, Manila
99days; barque Shetland, Haskell, Zaza; schs
Sea Bhd,-Wallace, Amboy for Poi'tland; Ralph
M Hayward, Boothbay; Maggie Belle, .and Wir
Rice, Roekpqrt; Red Jacket. Rockland.
Ar 24th, schs Addie Gnarlson, Charison, Cardenas ; Hattie Dunn, Poland, Manzanilla.
Cld 23d. barque’ Mary E Russell, Nickels, foi
Dunedin andJLyttleton; schs Ethel, Leighton
St Lucia; Gertrude L Trnudy, Davis, Fernan-

HARPSWELL STEAMBOATS
and after Nov. 2, 1891, steamer MERRY-

will leave Orr’s Island at 6.40
ONCONEAG,
lor Portland and intermediate landings.

a. m..

RETURN leave Portland Pier for Orr’s Island
and intermediate
^
'Oenerai Manger.
octldtf

laudiiigs^t^2.2^j>Aii.^

Hutchinson, Tampico.

_

SCRANTON, MISS—Ar 23d, sch Ella L Da
venport. Dunton, Havana.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 20tli, sell Mary L Peters
Williams. Havana,
PORT ROYAL—Cld 22d, sch Wm M Bird
Reed. Bull River.
NORFOLK—Ar 22d, sch John Holland, Ste
vens, Baltimore.
WASHINGTON, NC—Ar 21st, sch Virgiuh
R Hawley. Galloway, Baltimore.
BALTIMORE —Ar 22d, sell Nina Tillson

Messer,

nerce, uoouioay

xnuepeuueni,

vaac

Georgetown.
Cld 23d, barque H J Libby, Shaefer, NYork

Addle Jordan, Harriman, Salem.
Sid 23<1, barque H J Libby, for New York
sch Sainl Dilloway, Smith, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA— Ar 23d. schs Elbridgf
Souther, Seavey, Port Spain; Fannie J Bartlett
Hutchins, Caibarien.
Cld 22d. sch John L Treat, for Brunswick.
Sid fni Delaware Breakwater 23d. sell Fred A
Small, from Guantanamo for New York.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 24th, sch Joel F Shep
paid, Brower, for Charleston; Richmond, Mat
thews, Boston; Telegraph, Eiizabetliport anc
Thomas ton.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 23d, schs Walker Arm
ington, Drinkwater, Baltimore; Mattie J Alles
Crockett, Portland; Florida, Strout, Rockland
FALL RIVER—A1- 23d, sch Seth W Smith
Allen, Calais.
NARRAGANSETT—Ar 23d, barque Lillian
Hinds, Cape Town for New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 23d, sell Carrie C Miles
Post. Rockland.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 22(1, sells White
Cloud, New York lor Portland; Grace Cushing
St John, NB, for New York; Thus Ilix, Rock
land for do; Mail, Roekport for do; B L Eaton
Calais for New Haven; Ella May, Roekport foi
Providence ;• Herald of the Morning, Parker’s
Head for Block Island; Lizzie Carr. Boothbaj
for Philadelphia; EmmaS Briggs, Wiscassetfoi
Baltimore.
Sid 22d, self F G French..
SALEM—Ar 23d, sells Lizzie J Clark, Bostor
for Jonesport; Elizabeth M Cook, Calais foi
New York; Idaho, Rockland for Norwich.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 23d, sell Clara Dinsmore
Boston for Eastport; Junietta, from Cqlais foi
Boston.
BATH—Ar 23d, sch Alice Archer, Gibbs, froir
sch

and Auburn, 8.25 a. ni.,
12.10, 3.10, 5.40 and 5.50 p. m. From Gorham, N. H., 8.25 a. m., 12.10 and 5.50 p. in.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.10 a. 111.,
6.50 p. m. From Quebec, 12.10 p. m.
TICKET OFFICE
50 Exchange Street, and Depot Foot of India Street.

Portland, Yarmouth Junction and Danville Junction as follows: To Chiand
Detroit 816.75 and
$15.75:
cago §20
$12.50; Kansas City $30 and $25.75; St. Paul
St.
Louis
via Detroit $23.75
and
$27.25;
$31.50
and $19.75; St. Louis via Chicago $26 and
San
California,
$90 and
Francisco,
$21.60;
$60.25. These rates are subject to change.
L. J. SEARGEANT, General Manager.
dtf
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In Effect November 16,189L

Leave Portland via G. T. Pailway, 7.10 a. m.
and 1.301). m.
RETURNING-Leave Canton 4.30 and 9.30 a.
m.

STAGE CONNECTIONS DAILY—From W.
Minot for Hebron Academy; Buclcfield for W.
Simmer and Turner; Can on for Peru, Dixlield and Mexico:
Livermore.

also for Brettun’s Mills.
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.

je27__atf_

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

On ami after November 29, 1891, passenger
trains leave Portland as follows:
For Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston, 8.30 a. m., 1.10, 5.05 p. m.
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.15 a. m., *1.15,
5.00 and +11.30 p. m.
Rockland and Knox and Lincoln Stations,
7.15 a. m., 1.15 and on Saturdays only at 5.00
p.

m.

p.

m.

Bangor via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m.; via Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15 and $11.30 p. m., anil on

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.
fT7 INTER TIME TABLE, commencing Mon’’
day, November 1, 1891:
Leave Portland for Forest City Landing, Peak3
Island. 6. 45, 6.45, 8.00 a. m., 2.16, 6.10 p. m.;
for Little and Great Diamond, Trefethen’s and
Long Island, 8.00 a. m., 2.16. p.m.
C. W. T. GODING,
oct30dtf
_General Manager.

explain how a
gains pound a day by
taking an ounce a day of
We cannot
a

man

Scott’s Emulsion of cod-liver
•«

Oil-it

llcl(jpcij5>

bUlUCUlllCd*

It is food that he

gest;

di-

can

understand that.

we

But it must be more than
food to give more than the
whole of itself.
He has been losing flesh
because he did not get from
his food the fat he needed.
Scott’s Emulsion sets his

machinery working again.
Shall

we

on careful

send you a book
living? Free.

Scott & Bowne, Chemists, 132 South 5th Avenue,
New York.
Your druggist keeps Scott's Emulsion of cod-liver
oil—all druggists everywhere do. $1.

Sundays only at 7.20 a. m.
Bangor & Piscataquis R. R. via Dexter, 1.15
and 11.30 p. m.; via Gldtowm, at 11.30 p.

m.

Ellsworth and Bar Harbor at 1.15 and 11.30
p. m.
Vanceboro, St. John, Halifax and Provinces
*1.15 and $11.30 p. m.
Houlton, Woodstock, St. Stephen and North
Aroostook at 1.15 and 11.30 p. m.; St. Andrews, 11.30 p. m.
*Runs daily, Simdays included. $Niglit express w ith sleeping cars attached, runs every
night. Simdays included, but not to Skowliegan
Monday morning, or to Belfast, Dexter or be-

yond Bangor,

on

Sunday mornings.

Mountains and Quebec Line.
For Cumberland Mills, Sebago Lake, Bridgton, Fryeburg, North Conwray, Glen, Bartlett, Fabyans, St. Johnsbury, Newport
and Montreal. 8.45 a. m.. 3.30 P. m.; Jeffersoil and Lancaster, 8.4o a. m.
The 8.45 a. m. connects for all points In Northern New Hampshire. Vermont, Chicago and
the West; and with the Canadian Pacific
Transcontinental train for Vancouver and PaThe 3.3U p. m. train
cific Coast points.
connects at Montreal with trains via “Boo”
Line for Minneapolis and Bt. Paul.
White

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

From Waterville and Lewiston, 8.35 a. m.; Augusta, Bath and from Kockland Mondays only,
8.40 a. m.; Montreal, Bridgton, etc., 9.30 a.
m.; Farmington. Skowhegan and Lewiston,
12.25 p. m.; Bt. John, Bangor. Kockland,
etc., 12.80 p. m.; Waterville, Bath, Augusta
and Rockland, 5.35 p. ni.; Farmington, Skowhegan, Waterville and Lewiston, 5.45 p. m.;
Montreal, Lancaster, Faliyans, Bridgton, 8.0U
p. m.; Night Pullman *1.40 a. m.
•Sundays included.
PAYSON TUCKER.
Vice Pres, and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l. Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland. Nov. 20', 1891.nov24dtf

Boston & [Viame R.
In Effect

5*

R.

WESTERN DIVISION.

CAN AUGHT
F>IA_NTO ?

MIGHT CM.
THIHSTOIS’S

PI A AO MOUSE
these in

perfection.

ALSO ORGANS
Couie and see or send Tor Cata-

logue.
TUNING TO ORDER.

m.

Sunday Trains from Union Station, for Boston and way stations, 12.55, 4.15 p. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station. For Cape Elizabeth,
9.00 a. m.; Amesbury, 9.00 a. m., 0.00 p. m.;
Biddcford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn, Boston, (12.00 a. ui. daily) 19.00 a.
m.. (§1.00 p. m. daily) tO.OO p. m.
Boston ter Portland. 7.30 a. m.. (+9.00 a. in.
daily) 12.30 p. m., ^7.00 p. m. aaiiy.j

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.

S. THURSTON,

STEVENS HONES
COMPANY,

For Portsmouth and way stations, 4.40 p.
{Connects with Kail Lines for New York,
South and West.
{Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
{Western Division from North Berwick Sun-

only.
days
*

Western Division from Dover.

Through tickets to all points South and West
for sale at Union Station, Congress street.
JOHN W. SANBOKN,
Acting Gen. Man., Boston.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. and T. A., Boston
M. L. WILLLAMS, Gen. Agt. at Portland.
dtf

oet3

Portland & Worcester Line.

—

At Newcastle Feb 5, barque John C Potter
for Honolulu.
Sid fm Sydney, NSW, Feb 10, ship Kate Dav
enport, San Francisco.
Passed Anjer Eeb 14, ship R R Thomas, Nich
ols, Hong Kong.
Ar at Valparaiso Feb 17, barque John S Em
ery. Woster, Tlacotalpau.
Ar at Guantanamo Mch 7, sch Caroline E Foss
Crabtree, Demerara.
Sid fm Matanzas 19th inst, sch Emma, Little
John, New York,

Spoken.
Feb 11, lat 5 S, Ion 26 26 VV, ship S P Hitchcock, Gates, from San Francisco for Liverpool
March 18, lat 36 10,lion 72 barque Lillian,
from St Thomas for New York,

$1.00.

FARE OYLY
STAUNCH SEAGOING

STEAMERS,

FOREST CITY

Alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
every evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock;
arriving in season for connection with earliest
trains for points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, &c.
KetuMing, leave India Wharf, Poston, every
evening, Sundays excepted, at 6 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE,
J. F.XISCOMB.
m linager.
(general a gene.
dtf
sepl6

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
DIRECT LINE TO HEW YORK.
Manhattan and Cottage City
leave Franklin Wliarf on Wednesdays and Saturdays at (i p. in. Returning, leave Pier 38,
East River, New York, on Wednesdays and SatFare, 84.00; Round trip,
urdays at 4 p. m.
J. P>. COYLE, Manager.
S7.0O.
tebjdtf
J. F. LISCOM B. General Agent.
Steamers

STEAM& BOOTHBAY
Winter Arrangements. On
and after Monday, Nov. 3, Str. Enterprise will
leave East Boothbay every Monday at 7.15 a.
m., for Portland, touching at So. Bristol and
Boothbay Harbor. Every Wednesday, leave
Franklin Wliarf. Portland, at 8 a. m.. for Round
Every
Pond, touching at Boothbay Harbor.
Thursday leave Round Pond at 7 a. m. for
Portland, touching at Boothbay Harbor. Every
Friday leave Portland at 8 a. m. for Boothbay,
So. Bristol, East
Boothbay and Femaquid.
Weather permitting. No freight received alter
7.45 a. m., on day of leaving,
marldtfALFRED RACE. Manager.

PORTLAND
BOAT CO.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY
—

LINE FOB

—

California, Japan, China, Central and South
America and Mexico,
From New York, pier foot of Canal street,
North River, for San Francisco via The Isthmus of Panama.
For Japan and China,
COLON sails Wednesday, March 30, noon.
From San Francisco. 1st and Brannon Sts.
CITY OF RIO DE JANEIRO sails Tuesday,
April 5, 3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general information
or
the General Eastern Agents.
to
address
apply
E. A. ADAMS & CO.,

jeloRtf

DOMINION LINE.
Royal

Steamships.

Mail

at Halifax Outwards and Homewards
I
From
From |
| From
Steamer.
| Portland. | Halifax.
Liverpool. I
30.
28.
Jan. 7. I8ARNIA.
[Jan.
|Jan.
21.
LABRADOR, [Feb. 11. [Feb. 13.
25. I
27.
Feb. 4. OREGON,
18. 'SARNIA.
|Mar. 10. IMar. 12.
24. |
26.
Mar. 3. [LABRADOR,
9.
17. 'OREGON,
!Apr. 7. IApr.

Callin'

|

j SARNIA.

31.

Avonmoutli Dock

From
|
Avenruouth. |

January 23.
February 4.
3 8.

—The Bristol

|

21.

Cabin, $40~to §60; Return, *80
ond Cabin, 825; Steerage, 820.

Direct.

From

I

Steamship.
| DOMINION,
| TORONTO,

23.

*110; Sec-

to

I
Portland._
February 10.
22.
7.

| TEXAS,_March

do not carry passengers.
DAVID TORRANCE & CO..

steamers

Agents.

nov23dtf

International
—

Co.

Steamship
FOR

—

Eastport, Calais, St, John, N.B., Halifax, N.S.
and all parts of New' Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edw ards Island, and Cape Breton.
The favorite route to Campobello aud
St. Andrews, N. B.

Fall and Winter Arrangement.
On

and after Nov. 2. and until further

no-

tice, the steamers of this line leave Railroad..
Wharf, Portland. Monday and Thursday at
5.00 p. m„ for Eastport and St. John, with
above connections; Returning, leave St. John
and

Eastport

same

days.

Through tickets issued and baggage cheeked

to destination. ^ir'Freight received up to 4.00
p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other
information at Company’s Office, Railroad
Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE. Gen’l Manager.

dtf
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PORTLAND, MT. DESERT & MACHIAS STEAMBOAT CD.
RESUMPTION OF SERVICE.
Steamer CIT Y OF RICHMOND will resume
her regular trips for points along the coast of
Maine on Tuesday, March 8th. and (weather
permitting) will leave Portland—State Street
Wharf—'Tuesdays and Fridays at 11.15 p. in.,
or on arrival of train leaving Boston at 7
p. m.
Returning will leave Machiasport Mondays and
Thursdays at 4. a. m.
Regular landings: Rockland. Castine, Sargentville, (Friday’s trip from Portland only).
Deer Isle. Sedgwick, Brooklin (Friday’s trip
from Portland only). Southwest Harbor, Bar
Harbor, Millbridge, Jouesport'and Machiasport,
PAYSON TUCKER, Gen'l Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A.

dtf
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Allan

of every description.

STATION FOOT OF PREBLE STREET.

Stationery
IN ALL GRADES.

Fancy Coods
IN

GREAT

VARIETY.

Under FalmouitT Hotel .Portland, Me.
eodtf

feblo

Sid fm Newcastle. NSW, Feb 5. barque Cory

Meyer,

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

Darien.-i

phene, for Honolulu.

Boston Jteamers.

m.

3 Free St. Block, 12 Free St.,Portland.
dtf
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Open evenings until Jan. 1st.

-DEALERS IN

4.00 p.

_

Foreign Pbrts.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p. in. From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m. Insurance one-half tlie rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn- B. K.. ant
South ny connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Round Trip S18.00.
Passage SIO.OO.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WlN'(
Agent, 70 Long Wharf, Boston.
K. b. SAMPSON, Treasurer and Genet
Bust,,
Manager, 83 State St.. Fiske Building,oct22il,
Mass.

October 4, 1891.

Trains leave Portland (Union Station) for
Scarboro Reach, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.15 a.
m., 3.30, 5.15. 6.15 p. in.; Old Orchard Reach,
Saco, Bkldeford. 7.00, 8 45, 10.15 a. in., 12.40,
3.30, 5.15, 6.15 p. ill.; Kennebunk, 7.00, 8.45
a. in., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15, 6.15 p. m.; Wells
more
Be more beautiful,
pleasing, Beach, 7.00, 8.45 a. m., 3.30, 5.15 p. m.; North
more appropriate, more greatly deBerwick, Great Falls, Dover, 7.00, 8.45 a.
sired by WIFE or DAUGHTER than a m., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p. m; Rochester, Farmington, Alton Bay, Wolfboro, 8.45 a. ill.,
good
really
12.40, 3.30 p. in.; Worcester, (via Great
Falls and Rochester] 7.00 a. m.; Manchester
t and Concord (via South Newmarket Junction)
j 7.00 a. m., 3.30 p. m.; (via Lawrence) 8.45 a.
ill.; So. Newmarket Junction, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, 17.00,
t8.45 a. m., §12.40, 3.30 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. m., 1.00,

Supplies

Wednesday and Saturday.

From Philadelphia every Tuesday and Friday.

Portland & Riunford Falls Railway. TREMONT AND

Bay Steamboat Company,

STEAMER

Casco

From Boston every

T11E

PHANTOM will leave Portland
Pier for Freeport, touching at Falmouth
Foreside. Cousens’, Great Chebeague and Littlejohn's Island and Wolfs Point, at 3 p. in. daily
(Sundays excepted). RETURNING, will leave
South Freeport, at 7 a. in., touching at all landings, commencing March llith. 1802.
H. B. SOULE, Manager.
marlodtf

FREEPORT STEAMBOAT CO.

Green, Philadelphia.
Cld 22d, ship Tam O’Shanter, Peabody, Sat

Francisco.
Ar 23d, schs Massasoit, Blake, fm Boothbay
Mark Gray, Richardson, Red Beach; Harrj

For A uburn and Lewiston, 7.10 and 7.20 a.
m., and 1.10,1.30 and 6.10 p. m. For Gorham, 7.10 a. m., 1.30 and 6,10 p. m, For
Montreal and Chicago, 7.10 a. m. and 1.30
p. in. For Quebec, 1.30 p. m. For Buckfield and Canton, 7.10 a. in. and 1.30 p. m.

Brunswick, Bath, Gardiner, Hallowell and
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, 5.00 and $11.30
p. m.
Farmington and Phillips, via Lewiston, 8.30
m.;
a. in., 1.10 p. in.; via Brunsw ick, 1.15 p.
and for Rangeley at 8.30 a. m.
Monmouth, Wintlirop Readtleld and Oakland, 1.10 and 5.05 p. m.
Waterville via Lewiston, 1.10, 5.05 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, $11.80 p. m.
Skowliegan via Lewiston, 1.10 p. in.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. ill., 1.15, $11.30 p. ill.
Belfast, 1.15 and 11.30 p. m.
Dover and Foxcroft, via Dexter, 1.15, 11.30

dina.

Sid fm City Island 24th, brig Ernestine, Doull
for Portland.
BOSTON—Ar 23d, schs Katie Hail. Stinson
Deer Isle; FG French, Port Johnson for Ply
mouth.
Cld 24th, sch Watchman. Jones, St Andrews
Sid 24th, sells Mary E Eldridge, for Prospect
Harbor and New York; Wm Jones, Brunswick
Lvdia M Deering. for a coal port.
PORTLAND, O—In port Feb 2Gth, ship Suit
ram, Woodside, for New Yrork.
TACOMA—Ar 17tli, ship Eclipse, Peterson.
San Francisco.
SAN DIEGO—Slcl 22d, ship Invincible, Howlank, -.
EUREKA—Ar 22d, ship Eureka, Peterson
San Pedro.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 23d, ship Tacoma
Starkey. New York.
PASCAGOULA—Ar 22d, sch Cora, Hagan,
Havana.
APALACHICOLA—Ar 23d, sch Lizzie May

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

For Bangor, Bar Harbor, St. John, the
White Mountains, Quebec, Montreal
and the West.

STEAMERS.

ISLAND

3891,

DEPARTURES.

__....

m

of Canada.

Lowest fares from

—VIA—

John, NR.

Steamship Labrador, (Br)

LINE.

Finest and Safest Trains in the

March 24.

Railway

After MONDAY. Dec. 7,
Trains will run as follows:

From Lewiston

BLUE

ROYAL

and

On

ARRIVALS.

RAILROADS.

New

Arrived.
Steamer New

Sold

son.

sea

Grand Trunk

a

as

invigorator

and

tonic

—

■

CHICAGO.Mch. 24.1892.—The Cattle market
—Receipts 10,000; shipments 41,000; steady;
prime steers 4 75@ 00; good to choice 3 85®
4 6 : others 3 40®3 80; Stockers 180@3 30;
Texans 3 15&3 65; cows at 1 75@3 00.
Hogs—receipts 22.000; shipments 11,000;
lower and weak ;rough and common 410@4 40;
packing and shipping grades 4450@4 80; prime
S5@5 00; light
heavy and butchers’weights
4 75 5:4 90; pigs at 4 25(54 70.
Sheep—receipts 6000 (Shipments 2300;strong;
ewes at 4 50,55 60; yearlings —; natives 5 75®
ti 25; Westerns at 6 85@6 15; wethers —.
Lambs 6 00®700_

led

unequal

is

&

Leather

Dread.

I New YorkPlot Sup. ....7Va@8
do sq.5Va@6
Light.19@20
5 @8
Mid weight... .21822
Crackers
Coal.
Heavy.22®23
00
Cumiierland.4 25@3
Slaughter.31® 2
Uoou d’mg._19®20
Acadia......
R
00
Am. calf.60@70
Chestnut_
Lumber.
7 60
Franklin_
6
00
S’th pine.... $30@.$40
Lehigh.
Clear pine—
Coffee.
Rio, roasted.... 18@21 Uppers.$65@70
Java do.29@30 Select.$45(852
Fine common-.f 88845
Cooperage.
Hhhd sliooks & lids—
Spruce.$13814
10
2
Hemlock.$11®12
Mol. city.
00®2
Clayboards—
SuE.count’y 90c®
Spruce, X.$32@34
Country Mol.
Clear.$28@32
hhdsnooks
2d clear.$22®24
hhd lidgml
No 1.$15® 20
32 in. 24@;26
60
Pine.$26®
Spruce351n 20@-'2
Soft piue35 20®22
Shingles—
60
S3
75
X
cedar_3
2
5®30
HarapneS
Clear cedar. 3 00®3 26
Hoops 14 ft.
1.2
50
X
No
ft.
13
00®2
Hoops
No 1 cedar..1 2681 75
Hoops 8 ft.
SO
25@1
Spruce.1
Cordage.
Amer’n
lblOVi@ll Laths,spce..2 20®2 25
Lime —Cement.
Manilla... 12i,l @14Vi
Lim.'i. P cslt. 1 OOffil 05
Manilla' bolt
@14 | Cement.1 40®1 60
rope.
Matches.
Russia do.. 17@18 I
50
Sisal.10V4@11V< Rtar.^ gross
Birigo.
39®40
Drugs and Dyes.
Mentis.
Acid Oxalic... I2@14i
Acid tart.40 @42 i CopperAmmonia.15@20! 14848 com... .00® 19
19
6'/„ @ 8 Polished copper.
Ashes, pot..
36
Bals copaliia.. .6“ @70 14x48 planished.

tite,

appe-
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Eastport and

Portland Wholesale Market.

6
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the

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

DR. WOODBURY’S ANTIDOTE

t
!6 improves

ssa.ss*‘-K«?Sdi'ig

>

..

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. Mch. 24, 1892—The following
are Uwlay's closing quotations of mining stocks:
CoL Coal..35 W

do

Baldwins, at

12@12V4C.

of

The
stocks in Boston:
Atchison. Topeka di Stanta Fe R. 38%
107%
C. B. & Q.
Mexican Central...
Union Pacific. 46
Boston <Se Maine R.
do pfd.145%
Bell Telephone. 205 %
New York and New Englanu R. 491/2
do pfd.103
Wisconsin Central... 17%
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth R.
New

Mj'tUU.

(By Telegraph.)

80%

Closing.38%

‘tO

Domestic Marktes.

CORN.

Opening. 38

IJI UUO

B Apples—No 1

38%
38%

Mai
81'

July

Beans—N Yk hand-sicked pea,l 85@1 90;marpea —@1 80; choice screen pea, at 1 60®
1 70; hand-picked med, 1 75@1 80- choice yellow eyes, 1 80@1 8'- ;California pea beans, 2 30
@2 40; hand-picked, 2 50®- 60.
Heed—Timothy, 1 50® 1 70; Western red top
j. 50ffi$2; oiover, 115.13c ;Hungarian, 80®9c.
Hay—Choice,18 00@19 OOjsome fancy higher;
fair to to good $15@$17% ; Eastern fine, 812®
®14; poor to ordinary* Sll@814.
Potatoes—Choice Inatives and Maine stock at
1 37V2@1 50 ^ bhl; choice Vt and northern N
fi and N Y Burbanks and white stars —@46 bu;
rose 45c; Houltou Hehrons 60c; Aroostook Herow

Mai

WHEAT.

July.
Opening. 81%
Closing. 81%

—c; do chickens at 18®20c; fowls 15@16c; fair
to good at 12@lo; Western dry packed turkeys
choice at 16® 17c; chickens at. 16®17c; fowls
145)1 Re; frozen turkeys 16@17c.

Ings 2 00@2

dull and 1-16 lower;

is

■.

4

29%
877/s

do ufd..
■Picnmoua & West Point-.- 12".
do pfd. 68%
•Oregon Nav..... 87%

market

S. S. RICH & SON,
Undertakers,
-HAVE REMOVED TO-

NO.

86

EXCHANGE

Opposite
And

with entire
answer

STREET,

Masonic Hall,
stock are
calls as before.

new

TELEPHONE
mar5

ready

to

CONNECTIONS.
dtl

On and after Monday, Oct. 5, 1891, Passentrains will Leave Portland:
or
Worcester, Clinton. Ayer Junction,
Nashua, Windham and lipping at 7.30 a.
m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and

fer

5.30 p.

m.

For Gorham at 7.30 and 10.00 a. m., 12.30,
3.00. 5.30, 6.20 and 11.15 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30
and 10.00 a. m., 12.30, 3.00, 5.30 6.20 and
11.15 p. m.
For Forest Avenue {Deering), 6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with “Hoosac Tunnel
Route” for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
via “Providence Line,” for Norwich and
New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston
& Albany R. R. for the AVcst, and with the
New York A11 Kail via "Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from AA’oreester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m.,
1.30 and 6.50 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40,
8.35 and 11.30 a. in., 1.30, 4.30, 5.50 and 7.35
p. m.
For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to S. E. COKDAYELL, Ticket
Agent, Portland, Me.
J. AV. PETEKS, Supt.
C. J. WIGGIN, Gen’I Ticket Agent.
dtf.'
oct5

Line

Royal Mail Steamships.

BETWEEN PORTLAND AND LIVERPOOL
From

Liverpool

From

Steamships

Portland,

|
i

From

Halifax.

25th Feb. ‘'Mongolian 17th Mar. 19t,h Mar
2nd Apr1
10th Mar. *Numldiau, 31st
14th Apr. loth
Parisian.
24th
30th
7th Apr. I »Mongolian 28th
*8. S. Numidtan and Mongolian will carry cattle and' only cabin passengers. Cabin 840 to
$00, according to steamer and location of state
room; second cabin $25; steerage $20.
f'11® Steam••

STATE LIKE {Service o£-A1ja[”

Sew York and Glasgow, via Londonderry,
every fortnight. Cabin $35 and upwards. Return $65 and upwards.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and
Galway. Prepaid steerage $19; intermediate
$30. Apply to H. & A. ALLAN and T. P.
McGOWAN, Portland, or H. & A. ALLAN,
Boston.
dtf
dec24

The Premiums upon the Policies of
the UNION MUTUAL LIFE IN-

SURANCECOMPANY’ vary inaccorwith the plan of Insurance
selected and the age at issue; they
therefore cover a wide range and
lienee are suited to all circumstances.
itance

~

---
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i
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Drug Clerks Prepare a Meal in Laboratory
Kettle.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.
FIFTH PAGE.
The Atkinson Company.
Eastman Bros & Bancroft.
EIGHTH PAGE.
Owen, Moore & Co.

I’roposais

A festive meal with unpleasant consequences was indulged in by a party of
clerks in Perkins’s wholesale drug store,

Wednesday.

for brick.

Man son G. Larrabee—2.
New Wants. To Let, For Sale. Lost, Found
and similar advertisements, will be found under
their appropriate headings on page 0.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
nsed over Fifty Years by millions of mothers
for their children while Teething, with perfect
the child, softens the
It soothes
success.
Gums, allays Pain, cure3 Wind Colic, regulates
the bowels, and is the best remedy for Diarrhcea, whether arising from teething or other
causes.
For sale by Druggists in every part of
the world. Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’a
Soothing Syrup. 2do abottle.

Xtb8MW&F&wly
Whet Baby

was

When she was

a

sick,

wo

gave her

Child, she cried

Castoria.

for

Castoria.

Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.
When she became

eod&wly

decll

For some reason or other the clerks in
the store conceived the idea of an oyster
feast, and after procuring the necessary
bivalves proceeded to cook them in one
of the laboratory kettles which just before had beell used in mixing an arsenical
To all appearances the
preparation.
kettle, which was made of granite iron
ware, was perfectly clean, but there must
have been some poison still in it or else
the oysters were bad, for every one of

the party became deathly sick almost

immediately after eating. It is thought
boiling of tlie fatty substance of
the stew in the kettle drew the poison

that the

from the pores of the iron.
Fortunately the dose of

work

yesterday witli only

remind

For additional Local News

of

a

headache to

escape from
It is safe to say they

a narrow

worse.

Our Town Clocks.

The Unitarian Women’s Alliance will
meet this afternoon at 4 o’clock.

petition will be presented to the
city government for a plank walk along
A

Island avenue, Peak’s Island.
Marcellus
minute and fifteen seconds
knocked out

Our

Town

clocks into the Park street

United States Marshal Saunders arriv-

charged with selling liquor without
government license.

a

been capsays that Nadeau has not yet
tured, notwithstanding the telegraphic
It appears that McNally and
reports.
Customs Officer Miller with assistants,
went to Nadeau’s house, knocked at the
door and demanded admission, intending
to arrest Nadeau for smuggling. He
warned them that they would enter on
Of course they persisted
their peril.
and tried to force the door. Nadeau
then fired through the door, probably
with a revolver, perhaps with a WinchesThe bullet grazed McNally’s
ter rifle.
knee, but he said nothing and kept on
Nadeau then fired
trying to get in.
a second shot through the door, which
struck

in the

McNally

leg, inflicting

a

slight wound.
McNally

was

cool,

but

considerably

in

V,’hen the second shot struck
him he turned to Miller and ejaculated,
“Don’t that beat the devil?” Up to tills
point Nadeau had not been visible, but
lie now made his appearance at a side
door and fired a third shot from a WinIt struck him
chester rifle at McNally.
in the calf of the leg and ploughed up a
had wound. Upon this McNally howled
earnest.

must be a poor shot

Winchester rifle

on

exhibition in Monument

Square

for a

number of days before and after election.

The schooner George V. Jordan of
Saco, which was under observation by

certain

Park street church, the striker might be
attached to the new bell on St. Dominic’s
church, which will be rung for the first
time Easter morning. A striker is but a
slight expense and that is of little aocount compared to the accommodation

neglecting to rendered to citizens.
comply with the name on the bow law,
Boston and Maine.
has had her name put on and dropped
From the fact that the two Directors
into the stream.
of the Canadian Pacific railway, Messrs.
Members of the Women’s Christian
and W. C. Van Horne, who have
Angus
Temperance Union will remember the been staying in Boston, returned
meeting at Baxter Hall at 3 p. m. today. to Canada this week, it was inPapers will be read by Mrs. Percival ferred that some definite agreement had
Bonney and Mrs. J. B. Coyle.
been arrived at by them and the officials
A policeman has been stationed in the
of the Boston and Maine railroad, with
corridor of the City Building, and the whom
they have been in consultation regang who have been running a rum shop garding the large grain elevator which is
in the closet under the main stairway to be built in East Boston.
It has been
must look for another place of business.
understood that the Eastern railroad
The members of Portland Encampwharf, next to the Cunard docks, would
ment, No. 19, I. O. O. F., are requested be the site of the new elevator; but now
to meet at the hall this evening to organ- there is a
report current that the Boston
A supper will be
ize a degree team.
and Maine is to establish a new terminus
served after the meeting.
on the eastern water front of East Bosfor

officers

the customs

ton, and that the elevator will be built
there.

PERSONAL

Dr. Meserve is very ill with pneumonia.
Dr. Meserve is very sick with pneumonia.

City Marshal Swett is seriously ill, being confined to his bed with an attack of
than the

worse

TXT

tr

ceptcd

a

XT

preceding day.
_—

position

sentative of
his

move

yesterday

His condition

bronchitis.

a

as

C

New

XT-

family

l,nn

—

England

New York

was

nn

repre-

house, and will

to Boston.

Mr. James Connellan declines the position of Overseer of the House of Cor-

been appointed.
Jt is understood that Mr. Connellan is a
candidate for the office of Inspector of
the Board of Health, now held by Mr.
rection to which he has

Sayward.
Arrested for

Larceny.

Emma Harris was arrested yesterday
on a charge of stealing $10 from I). C.

Wormell on Tyng street. It seems that
the Harris woman was peddling court
plaster. Mrs. Wormell was going to buy
some and went into the next room after
While she was gone she
some change.

says the Harris woman stole twoJ$5 billsNine dollars were recovered and some

goods bought with
This

was

the

same

$160 from Mrs.

the

other dollar.
who stole

woman

Danforth

Temple

on

street some time ago. She is said
addicted to the habit of drinking

to be

pare-

goric.
Kcpublican City

Republican city committee met
Wednesday night and organized with the
choice of the following officers:
Chairman—George M. Seidel's.
True.

Treasurer—Henry S. Trickey.
Auditor—George H. Abbott.
Chairman J. H. Fogg declined
A vote of thanks
election.
passed to the retiring chairman.
Wanted for

a

re-

was

Larceny.

Officers went to Augusta yesterday after

Joseph Devine, who,

it

is

charged,

induced two carpenters to come to Portland, promising them work, and after arrival here, stole their kits of tools and
then made off for Augusta. It is said
he is also wanted for beating his boarding house out of $34.
Water for

Cape Elizabeth.

Cape Elizpetition
abeth for signers, for the town officers to
get terms from some water company to
furnish the town with water and report
at a meeting to be held on, or before,
April 16th.
A

At the dinner given by the Paper
Trade Association in Boston Wednesday
evening ex-Mayor Libby was a guest, and
spoke of the great advance made in the
paper industry during the last few years,
an advance which corresponded in many
respects to the advance in civilization
during the same period. In the State of
_xl

3 ...A.-..

Vtnd

n

/I a

TrrAn/loi'flll

strides until the State was likely to turn
out more paper than any qther in the
Union. The use of wood fibre had developed the trade in a remarkable way
so

that it was

impossible

to forecast the

to which the material would be applied. The industry was one in which
uses

the value of scientific training was well
recognized and it afforded a good

illustration of the aptness and
of the American mind.

resources

Sailing: of the Labrador.

The Labrador, Capt. McAuley, of the
Dominion lino, sailed at 5.10 p. m. yesterday for Liverpool via Halifax. A large
erowd was on the wharf to see her sail.
She took a tremendous cargo, valued at

nearly $200,000,

and

sixty-five

horses.

One of the horses was so high-spirited
he had to be blindfolded and led on
board just before the boat sailed. About
20 passengers sailed from here but every
state room is engaged and will he filled
at Halifax. A large number of head of
cattle was taken on board here.

Committee.

The

Secretary—Ernest

Paper Trade Association.

is in circulation at

Struck

by

a

Switch.

William Thompson of Woodfords

riding

on

a

train

yesterday

station

by

Public

to

Odd Fellowship.

The district deputies of the Grand
Lodge, I. O. O. F., held their fifth annual
banquet, complimentary to Grand Master .Jay B. Crawford, at the American

Buildings*

committee on public buildings was held in the
Mayor’s office yesterday at 4 p. m. It
was organized by choice of the Mayor as
chairman with Councilman Melaugh as
The following persons were
clerk.
elected:
Steam Engineer in City Building—David D.
Hannegan.
Janitor City Building—John T. Flaherty.
The first meeting of the

new

Janitor Centre street school house—John
Murray.
Janitor North school house—John Desmond.
Janitor Spring street school house—John W.

McLeer.__
A

to Portland and commenced
a portion of a down-town

brought methods and

business in

block.

manners

of

It

doing

a
from
and
of its own
business
the
like
small beginning
mighty
the
from
oak
that comes
tiny
flourished
new enterprise
acorn this
until today the simile can be earned still
further and this concern can well be
compared to the mighty oak with its
many branches. A part of this block on
Middle street was the tiny acorn. Sound
business methods, honest goods and
low prices were the soil in which it was
planted, good management and “printers’
ink” were its food and drink, and today
imthe establishment occupying the
mense block at the corner of Pearl and
Middle streets, with its many departments, its ten branches in all the principal cities of Maine and the thousands of

customers are

the

goodly

fruit.

It

is

needless to say this concern’s name is
the Atkinson’s House Furnishing Company, who will show the public in a few
days one of the largest and finest department stores and stocks in the United

A prominent lawyer of Poughkeepsie, N. V.,
who was in the famous “Fighting Jersey
Brigade” under Gen. Phil Kearney, has
used Hood's Sarsaparilla with great benefit

general tonic to cleanse the blood and
It is the best antisharpen the appetite.
malaria remedy,” ho says, “that I know
of.” Certainly the cordial endorsement of
so prominent a man should convince you that
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is worthy your confidence.
Mr. Charles F. Drexel, a well known former

resident of Baltimore, Md., now Deputy City
Treasurer of Omaha, Neb., writes that Hood’s
Sarsaparilla has effected a Phenomenal,
Cure in the case of his son, who when two
years old became afflicted with fflfolignant
Eczema. It first developed in his right
from the same
8J> eye, and the discharge
fnA||i gam caused the whole face on
* SLyUklreia that
side to break out
in a nasty, running sore. The
sprt
£ poor little fellow was indeed

pitiable

Physicians

gave him only temporary relief.
He almost lost the sight of ono eye,
I'S
and the best oculists In Baltimore
K P failed to benetithim. Finally Mrs. Drexel

gtW.r

**

■

1UOIOU.U

111

UjJUil

**”'•'*

and before he had taken half a bottle ha
looked like another child. The humor entirely disappeared, and Hi» Eyesight was
fully SSestwred. In fact, says Mr. Brexel,
‘•he is the healthiest of our three children,

Hood's
Sarsaparilla

and we feel that too much praise cannot bg
given Hood’s Sarsaparilla.”
Try Hood’s Fills for Biliousness this tpring.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

The weather today
is likely to be
Portland, March 25, 1892.

opening display

AN

Easter

of

Cards,

elties will be made in the

Department
beginning to-day. The
Stationery
stock

is

all

while

not

choice and
From

and

new,

expensive is
dainty.
own

our

rooms, comes

work-

wonderful

a

Maine

meeting

PER.

of articles made
from Tissue Paper, which
is sure to prove interest-

The last lot at these prices.

Great Sale of Linen This Week.

1 lot of $2.00 Keefers, all sizes,

$1.25.

60 pieces Ail Linen Glass Crash,

1 lot of $4.00 Keefers, sizes 4 to 10,

C 1-4 cents per yard.

$2.50.

40 pieces Plaid Crash,

1 lot of Checked Keefers,

5 cents per yard.

$3.75.
1

Etoom.

Sales

lot of Diagonal Keefers,

$4.00.

Ladies’and Misses’ Garments
Friday and Saturday we shall mark all of our
Garments at exactly one-half of the usual price.
$5.00 Garments,

$2.50.
$0.00 Garments,

$3.00.

yard.

39c. piece.
$1.00 Crochet Quilts,
73 cents each.

not been

The Wonderful

solicited

Great Sale of Biankets and Comforters Bis Week.
Cotton Ctoods.
100 pieces White Ground Cambric finished

Prints,

$5.00.
$15.00 Garments,

$7.50.
These are all this season’s garments.
prices are for this week only.

These

Dress Goods.
50 pieces Seotch Plaids, stripes and mixtures,
36 inches wide,
19 cents per yard.
60 pieces of English Mohairs tn colors, actual50c.
worth
ly
25 cents per yard,
30 pieces Wool Suitings, 36 inches wide, re50c.
quality,
gular
29 cents per yard.
Friday and Saturday we shall 60 pieces 38
inch Bedford Cord, every thread wool, all the
latest shades of tan. modes, grays, steels aud
other fashionable colors,
50 cents per yard.
Don’t confound these goods with the cotton
aud wool goods sold at this price elsewhere.
65 cent Bedford Cord,
55 cents per yard.
75 cent Bent Bedford Cord,

69 cents per yard.
Imperial Serge. 43c 36 inch Wool Pin Checks
and mixtures tn light tans aud grays,
39 cents per yard.
40 Inch All Wool Black Serge,
39 cents per yard.
62% cent quality Black Serge,
48 cents per yard.

and attract much atof
Bunches
tention.

ing

MIDDLE
mar25

Violets, Roses, Snowballs,

Chrysanthemums,
pies and many
flowers

are

Popother

close

so

distinguish

the differ-

ence.
riciure rrames,

Dolls, Shades for
Lamps, and Candles,
Dressed

and various arti-

Drapes,
including
style in Spring

the latest

exhibited

during the

cles

to be

next few

Hats

are

large

as-

Paper and

materials for making these
articles and expect a
largely increased trade on
them after this exhibition.

ME.

of

the

long trains.
Changes in the April time-table
ing made.

are

be-

Over 4,000 fowls were on exhibition at
the New York poultry show. The display included pigeons and water fowl.
There were artificial lakes for the water
House, Boston, Wednesday evening. fowl, and all the latest and best devices
There were about sixty district deputies
for chicken raising, such as incubators,
present, some of them coming from brooders, etc. Premiums were also given
Maine and Hew Hampshire.
Among for eggs and dressed poultry. The old
those present were Grand Master Hiclio- j Baying that an egg is an egg did not go
las Fessenden, Secretary of the State of altogether here. There were different
"
kinds of eggs,,.Maine.

There are also many
articles for Easter Offer-,
ings in the basement, including decorated Eggs,
choice little Vases and
odd
with

shaped Dishes, which,
a

bow

of

ribbon

added, make appropriate

gifts for

Easter.

6 1-4 cents per yard.
Outing Flannel,
3 cents per yard.
Sold everywhere for 614 cents.
The best qnality of Dress Ginghams made in
America,
11 cents per yard.
Regular 12% quality,
Apron Ginghams,
3 cents per yard.
At this sale we shall sell 6 eases of Fruit of
the Loom Bleached Cotton, in lengths of from
1 to 10

yards,

6 1-2 cents per yard.
Another lot of Unbleached Cotton at
3 cents per yard.
Limited 1 piece to a customer.
Llama Cloths,
9 cents yard.
New designs in Challies,

4 cents yard.
Outing Suitings in a very pretty

goods

more

freely

and

hew
Price.

.50

.39

51.00

.60
.60
.oO
.62
1.00
1.25

.75
$1.00
1.25
1.50
1.25
2.00
1.50

1.25

1.00
1.50
1.25
1.00

war-

ranted fast color and to stand
sea water and exposure
1.00
42 in. Old Salt Serge,
1.25

44 in.
46 in.

1.50

Phencminal Bargains in Black

.858

4.00
lV.’o

Goods.\

In our Black Goods department we intend to
make the stock attractive with the desirable
goods of tbe season and our prices as low as
possible. The Silk Warp Henriettas that v,e
sell we guarantee to be first class in every particular and the prices are at least ten per cent
less than the usual retail prices.

Trimmings

—

seems to grow in charm and
We are showing a large assortment o;
Jet Passementeries in scroll,, wheel, lace, wavy
and insertion patterns.

ly in Jet. which

favor.

line of colors

Prices from 17c. to $10.00 per Yard.
We invite special attention to the choice patterns and extra value of those we are selling at
J.7C., 25c., 35c., 60c., 75c., $1.00 and $1.50.
Silk Gimps are also meeting with popular
favor, and we find a good line indispensable to
Our prices
a first class trimming department.
range from lOe. to S1.50 per yard.
Those we are selling at 10c., 15c. 17c., 25c..
30c., 33c. and 50c., are choice patterns and
extra good value.

■

—»

SPRINGCARMENTS

will be received by the

oil

FEATHERINE,
and desirable and very effective trimshades of brown, tan, steel,white, bine,
cardinal at 50 and 62 c., and in black
and
green
from 50c. to $1.50.
a

new

ming,

Bridges
1892, at 5 p. m„ for 500,000 (five hundred
thousand) brick, more or less as may be required, the same to be hard burned, suitable
for use in laying sidewalks, and to he delivered
at such places and in such numbers as may he
required by the Commissioner of Streets, of
whom any further particulars may be obtained
at his room. City Building, and where all proposals should be left.
The right is reserved to reject any or all bids.
Address, Proposals for Brick,
DANIEL GALLAGHER,
Chairman of Committee on Streets, Sidewalks
and Bridges._____mar25dtd

in

We have

just received

a

full

dren’s

Spring Garments,

styles

and

them

on

sale

in

all

Shall place

sizes.

today

at

onr

popular prices.

Pleasantly situated houses with land
on Deoring, Carleton, Bramliall, Congress, Spring and Park streets, and
other locations in various parts of the
511-2 Exchange St.

■ANSON
mar25

246

g7

stand at the head of the list of. trimmings for
Summer Dresses in many materials, and this
bids fair to be a Lace Season. Our assortment
is more extensive and more attractive than we
We mention some of
have previously shown.
the newest—Point de Gene, Guipure, Marquise,
Point de Paris, Chantilly and several other new
designs; prices from 37c. to $2.60. The popular
prices are 37c., 50c., 75c., $1.00 and $1.25.

New Chiffon

fc»-A.X.«"H3-

jb

LACES

line of ladies’, Misses’ and Chil-

MAGEE,

Middle Street.

The Bible Society of Maine
will hold its Annual Meeting at the T. M. C. A.
rooms, Portland, Thursday April 7, 1892, at 4
N. W. EDSON, Scc’y.
o’clock p. m.
mar25_
William Burrowes, Builder,

FRINGES.

dtf

Lainson & Hubbard
X3LJ±Jr.

The right kind are in great demand and very
desirable. \Ve have Jet Fringes from $1.33 to
$10 per yard. Kibbou fringes from $2.00 to
$5.00 per yard. Silk Fringes from $1.2o to
$2.50 per yard. Also an assortment of Jett.iTdles and Ornaments._

COTTON DRESS GOODS.

William Burrowes builder lias returned to
the city and can give his personal attention to
mar25d3t»
business after this date.

pieces Twilled Columbia Suitings, double fold, washable goods,
imitation of woolen in a great variety
of good
styles, in plaids, ohecks,
stripes and figures. A wonderful bar6^°at
gain
100 pieces Figured Llama Cloth, wool
finish, fast colors, 30 in. wide, in new
choice designs, at only
100 pieces ,Shantung Fougees, India Silk
finish, styles and colorings equal to
250

silks in

Spring stuck of
Paper Hangings is ready tu
Our new

exhibit.

being

For Durability, Style and Comfort it has no equal.
For Sale by
feb8

Leading Dealers.
eodSm*
°

HOUSE,”
Me.

pleasant seaside hotel has been greatly
improved, and is now supplied with ail the
modern improvements, including hot and cold
sea water baths.
Scenery unsurpassed; good
bathing, boating and Ashing. Open for guests
June 15th, 1892. Special rates for parties.

THIS

day.

HARPSWELL HOTEL COMPANY, PROPRIETORS
For accommodations or particulars apply to
J. J. POOEEK, Manager, Portland, Me.
mai'24.-tf

OWEN, MOORE & CO.
4

Lacesf

in white, create, yellow, pink, heliotrope, blue,
black, brown and gray, at 25c., 38c., 60c., 60c„
65c., 75c., 88c, and $1.C0 per yard.

__dlwSthp*

mar25

appearance, fast colors, 30

in.

I-V20.
wide, selling rapidly at
15,000 yards Figured Challies, superior
fast colors,
fine
extra
quality,
styles,
4c.
the wholesale price,
Entirely new designs in French Satines*
called Broche Satin, very beautiful
373,£o.
goods, selling freely at
Genuine Anderson Scotch Ginghams, tile
finest and most famous Gingham in the
world in 25 of the most beautiful styles
40a.
ever seen in Ginghams, price
75 new stvles in the 37l/ec quality of
our
25e.
price
Genuine Scotch Ginghams,
Choice new designs in Best French Or37%C.
gandie Muslins,
Samples

j.
mar24

by Mail to Aliy
When Itequosted,

Sent

Address

rTubby.
Cong rcss

St.

|

|

The present season promises to become noted
novelties in Trimmings, and
for
its handsome
i_r,.
cu.
fl>nl will kn naarl
nrjnaoio L

LARRABEE,
■ ■

Price.
.75

Navy Blue “Old Salt Serge”

Novelties in

6 1-4 cents yard.

-—.

attracting

Monday,

opened in all the departments almost every

selling

Old

and designs,

South Harpswell,
New

are

attention than any other line in our house.
In addition to the above unparalleled Bargains,
we shall offer the following lots at a great reduction as the “Old Price” and the “New Price’'
will show.

50 in. Vigoureux Suitings,
46 in.
New Broadcloths, spring colors,

“LAWSON
are

They

more

5 cents per yard.
36 inch Armenian Serges in Spring Colors,
6 1-4 cents per yard.
All of the best makes of Indigo Blue Prints,

proposals
Streets, Sidewalks and
SEALED
Committee
tho 4th day of April,
until

days.

We carry a
sortment of the

■—

PROPOSALS FOR BRICK.

an

imitation of the natural
flowers, that it is difficult
to

PORTLAND,

CITY OF

—

ivra.

One lot ot Checked French Cheviots, 50 inches
■wide, in dark colorings, they have never been
sold anywhere less than $1.25, will be offered
at $1.00,
50 styles, the choicest we could select in the
whole market, in checks, plaids, stripes, mixed
and fancy weaves. Same in styles and effect as
the most popular foreign goods, all to be sold at
60 cents per yard.

3 3-4 cents per yard.
100 pieces Chocolate Ground Prints,
4 cents per yard.
Very best Dress Prints,

STREET, COR. CROSS. d2t

—.

as some

offered above have
at the price. An early call is
of the lots will not last more

Bargains

AH Wool Serges,
64 in. Broadcloth Tricots,
38 in. Bedford Cords,
38 in. Vandaur Suiting,
40 in. India Twills,
50 in.

G.

HIANSON

equalled

inanauayur

$1.60 Crochet Quilts,
98 cents each.

$4.00.

RECEIVE THE EENEFIT.

One lotof Black Cashmere, drap de ete finish,
46 inches wide, extra tine quality, uever sold
less than 81.00, will be sold at75c peryard.
40 pcs. Black Brilliantines with white hair
line very high lustre, very desirable for suits
and lor skirts. Brice 25c, which is less than
the cost to import.
One lot Serges in desirable mixtures for suit3,
30 inches wide, sold at wholesale this season
for 40c, our price on this lot 29c.
One case of Lindsey Plaids, good styles, excellent wearing material, actual value 25c, aud a
genuine bargain at 19c per yard.
One case of Cheeks and Plaids, very attractive, new Spring Styles, 36 inches wide, will be
included in this sale at 29 cents per yard.
The second ease of the Celebrated Arlington
Mohairs in a fine assortment of colors, actual
value 50c., will also be sold at 29 cents per

100 pieces 18 inch Cotton Diaper,

$8.00 Garments,
$10.00 Garments,

OUR PATRONS TO

A BARGAIN IN BUCK GOODS.

PAIR.

BASEtVSENT

FIRST JFLOOR-

Large Invoices of Goods Just Purchased From the Importers at Prices
Which Caused Them Great
Loss.

at

Central.

the Directors of the
Maine Central Kailroad was held yesterday. Absent, President Sewell Messrs.
Rick er, Ware and French. Routine busi
ness only was transacted.
There is much interest evinced among
railroad men to ascertain who will get
Conductor Whitney’s train. Somo think
Mr. Mclntire will have Whitney’s train
and Mr. Fred Sanborn Mr. Mclntire’s.
Some think Mr. Healey will get one of
A

CENTS

69

WITH THE ADDITION OF SEVERAL

UNPARALLELED BARGAINS.

display

uainty

Fire in Williams’ Hall.

regular $1 and $1.25 qualities,

Children’s School Reefers.

Medicine

to look at.

In

Continued.

In

Health, Coraline and Elastic Hip Corsets,

a

Spring

LARRABEE.

G.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY WE SHALL SELL

Purify Your Blood Dr. Warner’s

as

States.

The alarm from box 46 at 6.50 a. m.
yesterday was caused by fire in the anteroom of Williams’ Hall on Congress
street. The fire caught in a wooden
spittoon that contained sawdust and possibly took from the lighted stump of a
of
Thomas
The workroom
cigar.
Briggs, manufacturer of confectionery,
is under the hall. This was considerably damaged. The fire department used
a very small quantity of water, thus preventing an extensive damage to the stock
in the main store, which was not injured
at all. Mr. Briggs was insured for $4000
with J. H. Coffin, Morse .fc Guptill and
John E. Dow. His loss will probably
reach $SOO.
Mrs.
Williams owns the building,
which is not greatly damaged She was
insured with Prentiss Loring.

-AT-

MANSON

Booklets and Nov-

anything the American people admire it is enterprise, push and progress. Some years ago an industry came

OF

246 MIDDLE STREET.

Logical Result.

If there is

was

running

the Grand
Trunk station. He was standing on the
steps of a car between the baggage and
smoking cars looking backward and
leaning out beyond the steps, when he
was struck by a switch in the back of the
The
head and knocked from the train.
train was stopped and the injured mau
who ortaken to Dr. Thayer’s oflice,
dered him sent to the hospital, where
his wounds were dressed.
from the Union

Positions

ovu

LUO

Goods

Dry

The marshal gave full particulars of
the shooting of McNally by Nadeau. He

a

direction it is
rarely that a fire alarm is ljeard south of
If desired, instead of
Spring street,
the wind is in a

Great Sale

with him Emerson Stitham of Houlton.

HHU UallUUU 1110

“Pleasant Memory” and “Sweet Briar.”'
W. H. Gay & Co. have presented to
the Young Men’s Democratic Club the
portrait of Mayor Ingraham, which was

Then Save Your Money by Buying Your

yesterday morning, bringing

ed in town

Both of these
street building.
Metropole Club, Providence, Casco
clocks are constantly requiring repair,
Wednesday evening.
Nadeau also fired at one of the men
it would be money iu
Mr. Charles Payson has bought from and it is said that
holding the horse, just grazing the
the city’s pocket if two clocks at a cost
Mr. James Cunningham the Woodman
The officers made good
horse’s nose.
of $500 each was placed in these edifices.
their escape, leaving Nadeau master of
property, corner of Vaughan and Pine
Then again there has been for several the
streets.
situation, and he has remained so up
on
the
The Church of the Messiah parish years a request from residents
to last accounts.
south slope of the city for a striker on
through Eev. Mr. Keirn, the pastor, preMEN WHO GET PLACESthat property
sented Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Floyd a beau- thoPark street bell so
a fire. Unless
tiful etching and steel ingraving entitled owners can bo apprised of
the
Committee on
Filled

the

at

DO YOUWANT A HOUSE LOT! jTrTlibbY’s

MarStory of the Shooting Told by
shal Saunders.

long and interesting article on
Clocks, published in this
week’s Transcript, an error is made.
The writer speaks of the First Xational
bank clock as the finest and largest in the
city. Clockmakers tel! us that the Un- with pain, and Miller began to retreat.
ion Station clock is by far the most valuNadeau, however, continued to use his
In connecable and of the best make.
rifle,
firing two shots at Miller, but not
tion with this subject, the suggestion is
him. Probably he did not intend
hitting
should put new
made that the city
to hit him, for at that range a man with
church and
Iii a

fine, spring clay yesterday.
Open horse ears were seen on Congress
street yesterday.
It was a

Baker in one

was

will never boil oysters in the arsenic kettles again.

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

Bnhhv Burns

them

see something

Page.

Fifth

poison

heavy enough to make them vomit freely
and all the sufferers were able to be at

The

DRY GOODS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE MCNALLY CASE.

OYSTERS AND ARSENIC.

uu

